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Lights contest 
deadline nears 
THERE'S BARELY 24 hours left to enter the 9th an- 
nual Christmas Decorating Contest. 
The deadline is Dec. 18 at 5 p.m., giving organizers 
time to organize the entries and give them to the 
judges. They'll be out Friday night, Dec. 19. 
Judges are to award winners in five categories-, best 
home, best apartment/mobile, b st street, best commer- 
cial display and best effort over.all. 
Those doing the judging come from the ranks of local 
realtors, the Terrace Beautfication Society and city 
council, says organizer Derick Kennedy on behalf of 
contest sponsor the Northwest Real Estate Board. Also 
sponsoring the event is The Terrace Standard. 
Winners in the categories will receive plaques and a 
variety of prizes donated by local merchants. 
Entries can be submitted to any real estate agency or 
to the Northwest Real Estate Board office. That fax 
number is 638-1837. 
Kennedy asks that entrants make sure .their lights are 
on eady Friday night for viewing by judges. 
Majority won't sign, poll finds 
Recall support softer eeOn~S~heP~}l~dsi~P~:~G~°rgtorN°~h'3~se~r Nent~? fusedt°answerquesti°nsinPrineeGc°rg¢- 
here than Prince George Another 46.1 per cent say they won't sign, and Respondents were asked: "As you may or may 
10.7 per cent are undecided, not be aware, a petition is being circulated in this 
JUST OVER half of Skeena voters ay they will The poll shows the number of undecided voters riding to recall the New Democrat MLAs Paul 
not sign a petition to recall MLA Helmut in Skeena is significantly higher in every age cate- Ramsey/Helmut Giesbreeht. If the petition is 
Giesbrecht, according to a poll paid for by the gory than in Prince George-North. signed by at least 40 per cent of registered voters a
Vancouver P ovince newspaper. Women here are twice as likely as men to be byelection will be called to elect a new MLA. 
The poll of 204 people in Skeena by Mclntyre- undecided about recall, with 24.5 per cent saying Have you already or do you plan to sign the recall. 
Mustel Research Associates Dec. 10-11 found 51 they're unsure compared to12.7 per cent of men. petition?" Those who answered yes or no were 
per cent don't plan to sign the recall petition. Of decided women voters, twice as many say asked "Why is that?" 
It found 29.9 per cent of voters here plan to sign they'll reject he petition than will sign. For more information on the poll, call 604-605- 
the petition or already have. And 18.6 per cent are The leading reason for signing the petition 2063. 
undecided, against Giesbrecht given by poll respondents was Local recall campaign organizer Lorne Sexton 
The margin of error is plus or minus seven per "generally poor representation f voters in riding." said he believes the poll understates the level of 
cent, 19 times out of 20. Other leading responses were "miscellaneous" and support for recall in Skeena. 
In order to force a byelection, the recall forces "general dislike of NDP party." Sexton said people are cautious about giving 
here must sign up 40 per cent of people who were Of those who are refusing to sign, the main rea- information on the subject over the phone to 
eligible to vote here in the last election, sons given were "like MLA/doing a good job in strangers. 
If the poll is correct, Prince George-North MLA general" and "disagree with recall egislation." "I don't think a telephone poll on this issue is 
Paul Ramsey is in greater danger of being recalled Of those contacted, 0.5 per cent in Skeena going to give them an accurate count," Sexton 
than Giesbrecht. refused to participate with pollsters, and 3.8 per said. 
B Kermode spirit 
CALEDONIA  FANS tumed out in droves for the annual Kermode 
Classic basketball toumament held here over the weekend. This 
game saw more than 200 fans cheer the home team on to a 76- 
48 victory over the visiting College Heights Cougars. The 
Caledonia boys team continued their success as the weekend 
progressed. For more on the tournament see Page B7. 
Gitxsan leader says Nisga'a 
could ach,eve a better deal 
THE NISGA'A are settling for too little and may want to 
scrap their treaty agreement in principle in light of a major 
land claims Supreme Court ruling last week, says a promi- 
nent northwest native leader. 
Gitxsan chief negotiator says the ruling on the Gitxsan 
and Wet'suwet'en claim to a huge area of the northwest 
supports the longstanding Gitxsaa view that a treaty should 
lead to co-management of all 30,000 square kilometres of 
Gitxsan traditional territory, centred on the Hazeltons. 
The Nisga'a have pursned adifferent course, agreeing to 
retain just eight per cent of their traditional territory in the 
Nasa Valley as "core lands" to which they'll have title, 
jurisdiction and resource rights. 
While the province refused to negotiate further with the 
Gitxsan m forcing the Delgsmuukw case to the highest 
court ~ it signed an agreement in principle with the 
Nisga'a and is close to signing a final treaty. 
The Supreme Court's ruling on the Gitxsan and Wet- 
suwet'en claim recognizes aboriginal title to all land that's 
been occupied and used since the Crown asserted 
sovereignty. 
• Ryan said the Nisgn'a could miss out on further advances 
if they sign the ~J ty  presently ca the table. 
"They (Nisga'a) would have to reject he agreement in
principle," Ryan said. " I  think that here's elements in the 
agreement in pdncipole that are prejudicial to the interests 
of the Nisga'a in the long run." 
Nisga'a Tn~oal Council president Joe Gosnell had little 
reaction to Ryan's comments. 
"Everyone's entitled to their opinion," Geenell said. 
"The courts have certainly encouraged negotiations to take 
place and that is precisely what we are doing. As faras I'm 
concerned we're on track." 
He called the Supreme Court decision another strongly 
worded alTtnnation of aboriginal interests in B.C. 
"Once again the highest court in this country has articu- 
lated that we have title and rights to the land," he said. 
Gosnell said the ruling deals a blow to opponents of a 
Nisga'a treaty. 
"The judgement represents in our view a defeat of the 
forces bent on destroying the negotiation process," he 
said. 
The Nisga'a and the Gitxsan village of Gitanyow have an 
ownership and jurisdiction issue of thek own. The federal 
and provincial governments have said they won't finaliTA; 
treaties without ovedapa first being settled. 
For mort om I~t  ~ 's  Supreme Court case, plea~ 
turn to Page A 13. 
Joe Gosnell 
West Fraser 
shutting down, 
for six weeks 
.I~_ARLY 200 West Fraser sawmill workers will be out o f  
work for at least six weeks tarling Friday. 
Skeesa Sawmills had planned just a two-week Christmas 
shutdown flora Dec. 19 to Jan. 5. 
But company officials now say the shutdown that begins 
eu Friday will continue until at least Feb. 2. 
Trevor Fonrmeanx, West Frnser's new genenl manager 
ef northwest operstious, aid even that date is tentative, ad- 
ding the decision to restart will depend on market condi- 
tions at the time. 
"Basically we've just got really, really soft lumber 
markets," Fourmeaux said. "The green and dry hemlock'. 
market has slid off considerably since about July." 
The problem of high logging costs is also continuing, he 
said. 
"We are losing significant amounts of money at this 
time," Fourmesux said. "We see it simply as a combina- 
tion of high log costs, low quality fibre to work with and 
sagging lumber prices right now," he said. 
Provincial government officials say they're still working 
towards an overhaul of the stumpage system, possibly by" 
early in 1998. 
But that effort is complicated by differences of opinion . 
between interior and coastal producers, as well as the 
larger problem of changing the stumpage system without 
sparking American objections that B.C. is unfairly sub- ' 
sidizing the industry. 
Skeena Sawmills' 165 hourly employees are being issued 
layoffs, while some managers are being asked to use up 
some vacation time during the shutdown. 
, Some maintenance will continue during ihe shutdown, 
Founneaux said, and there will be some log yard activity 
to handle small amounts of wood coming out of the 
Douglas Channel. 
All logging near hue has already halted. 
The shutdown mirrors the extended shutdown of West 
Fraser last winter, which stretched on for 74 days before 
opeutlous restarted on March 4. Loggers remained out of 
work for another mouth and a half until mid-April when 
the company received assurances from the province that 
efforts were being made to reduce logging costs. . . . . .  .. 
Hig,hway a mess 
THE REGIONAL district board wants to take a leading 
role in pressuring the province to improve Hwy37 
north of Kitwanga. 
Directors complain that their repeated requests for 
improvements to the deteriorating highway have gone 
unanswered. And many argued that poor road condi- 
tions were driving tourists away. 
"I think it's very important the this rogioml dislxict 
to take the initiative," said Hazelton director Alice 
Maitland. "We should grab this and hammer at it. 
They (the provincial government) get on their hobby 
horse and ignore stuff that's falling apart around 
them." 
The board discussed information from Smithen rod- 
dent Fred Shortreid, who pointed out that a 1991 
try of small business document had recognizeA the tin. 
portance of Highway 37 to the northwest 
Shortreid wrote 'to the board that he had dmtved a 
task force on tourism development i  the region for the 
ministry. 
"The lack of a suitable link from our region to the 
northern part of the province has a detrimental effect 
on the economy and could put some businesses 
depending on it in jeopardy," he wrote. 
Shortreld asked the board, and any other group con- 
nected to tourism, to work with the highway. 
to reactivate he 1991 gecommendetlonL 
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STOP Press 
Canvassers top 100 
RECALL FORCES here now have more than 100 canvass. 
ers registered to gather signatures for the petition to recall 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
The campaign started with just 53 canvassers but increased 
over the weekend to 103 as of Monday, Elections B.C.'s 
Mayors urge 
improved offer 
Skeena Cel creditors vote today 
TERRACE MAYOR Jack 'ralstra is one of nine northwest 
mayors urging the provincial government toincrease its offer to 
Skeena Cellulose creditors. 
"I don't see why they can't be repaid close to 100 cents on the 
dollar over time," Talstra said. "It can't be done all at once, but 
certainly they should be able to get more money up front and 
then be paid off over some time." 
Creditors are to vote today in Vancouver on whether to accept 
SCI's restructuring plan, drawn up by the province and the 
Jennifer Miller said. Toronto Dominion Bank, which now own the struggling 
Recall organizer Lome Sexton says they're continuing to company. 
refuse to release running totals of the number of signatures Under the plan, unsecured creditors would be offered $10,000 
gathered, and five cents on the dollar for whatever amount remains in 
"We're on target," he said Tuesday. their claim. If creditors vote in favor of the proposal, ajudge is 
The campaign eeds tO gather 7,558 signatures in Skcena scheduled to assess it Dec. 22. However, should creditors vote 
by Feb. 3 to force a by-election, the plan down - and many have indicated they intend to - the 
Despite rumours of employees in some workplaces here company will be forced to file for bankruptcy, a prospect that 
being pressured by their employers tosign, there have been has been surfacing like a persistent yo-yo since early spring. 
no official complaints filed with Elections B.C. about recall At press time Monday, Martin Hyatt, with court-appointed 
activity in Skeena. monitor Coopers & Lybrand, said the creditors' opposition had 
The only official complaint received in Prince George- produced no changes to the deal. However, a government offi- 
North was about some canvassers there identifying them- cial confirmed some meetings had been scheduled between 
selves as being from Elections B.C,, rather than. circulating a government reps and creditors earlier this week. 
petition registered by Elections B.C. Mayors of communities from Prince Rupert o Telkwa issued 
Another incident in Prince George involved a form being a written statement toDeputy Premier Dan Miller, telling him 
circulated with the petition that was signed by those wanting "the point of provincial government (bailing the company out) 
to obscure their name, address and telephone number from was to maintain community stability in northwest B.C." 
public inspection. "We would urge you to complete the task," they wrote. 
Although petition signers can have their address and phone After consulting with many northwest contractors that are 
numbers obscured by Elections B.C,, their names and sig- owed large amounts by the company, the mayors aid they real- 
natures cannot be obscured, ized it was highly possible some of them would topple into 
Elections B.C. officials directed the campaign there to bankruptcy if they didn't receive further help. In their letter, 
change the form and notify people who had signed it that they warn Miller that shutdowns of local contractors will put a 
their names will be available for public inspection, dent in SCI's ability to continue operations. 
The issue of confidentiality o f  the petition remains 
unresolved. 
Prince George recaller Pertti Harkonen has asked B.C.'s 
privacy commissioner for an opinion on the subject. 
And recall awyer Bruce Hallsor says he's contemplating a 
court challenge of the legislation if Elections B.C. doesn't 
adopt heir interpretation fthe issue. 
"People signing a recall petition are exercising their 
franchise just as if they were casting their ballot and they 
have the same expectation ofprivacy so they won't be inti- 
midated," Hallsor said. 
He said he's not happy with Elections B.C. statements that 
the completed petition would be available to future election 
campaigns inthe same manner as the voters' list. 
"Surely a petition that somebody signs where they identify 
so flagrantly flout the bylaws of the City of Terrace," said ~ " 
Weather doesn't take a holiday. 
Even though our offices are closing December 25% 26 ~' and January  1", our 
emergency crews will still be on call 24 hours a day to keep your holidays bright. 
Call your local BC Hydro number for Power Outages and Emergencies listed 
in the white pages oF your phone book. Wishing you a sole and happy holiday 
season from all of us at BC Hydro. 
BOhydro  
Terrace 
Shopp ing  
Cent re  
to some extent their political affiliation is deserving of great- 
er privacy than the voters list," Hallsor said Friday. 
ii ! !iiii!ii!iii ,i iiiii!!ii i 
"In my view it is private and I'm quite confident hat if we ~i::~!:%i~ii: '; 
have to go to court o challenge this, we would win." 
There's talk about recall campaigns being started in other ~ ~j  
constituencies, including Bulkley Valley-Stikine, but so far . ~  
no formal petitions have been filed. 
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Elaine Pigeau, of the pro-Giesbrecht Skeena Taxpayers' 
Association. "For someone to just blatantly take up three 
parking spots all day is a real pain." 
Giesbrecht defenders called the city Saturday complaining 
about he trailer. 
City bylaw enforcement Frank Bowsher said he heard 
about he complaint but took no action because he doesn't 
work Saturdays. 
He said a complaint when the city had staff working would 
be dealt with. But he said he wasn't going to make a special 
effort o get involved in the dispute between the two groups. 
"It's a political issue and I want to stay away from it," 
Bowsher said. 
Recall organizer Sexton dismissed the complaint. 
"Helmut's been over-parked for six years," he said. 
Gas line breaks 
PACIFIC NORTHERN Gas workers are scrambling to 
repair a break in the main natural gas line that supplies 
Prince Rupert. 
PNG manager Wayne Epp said the eight-inch transmission 
line broke at the point it crosses underneath the Gitnadoix 
River, west of Terrace. 
Epp was urging Prince Rupert residents to conserve gas so 
that what's left in the line could be stretched further. Major 
industrial users, such as the pulp mill and port, were taken 
out of service. 
He hoped temporary epairs could be complete by today. 
Epp said the line had been buried beneath the riverbed but 
apparently was ripped up by debris as a result of flooding. 
The line break does not affect natural gas service in the 
Terrace area. 
Head-on crash kills man 
A 41-YEAR-OLD Terrace man is dead after his pickup 
truck collided with a logging truck early Sunday morning. 
Daniel Richard Fandrey was pronounced dead on arrival at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
His pickup and the unloaded logging truck collided head- 
on just before 2 a.m. on Old Lakelse Lake Drive in 
Thornhill. The logging truck driver received minor cuts to 
his head, was treated and released. 
Flooding averted 
DUTCH VALLEY residents were nervously watching the 
waters of near-by creeks on the weekend. 
Randy Smith, the provincial emergency program coordina- 
tor for the city, went o Dutch Valley on Saturday to drop off 
200 sandbags and a load of sand for residents. 
Creeks rose considerably that day, after four inches of rain. 
However, the Skeena nd Kalum didn't rise very high. 
One resident on Hampton Ave. had to reinforce the bank of 
Spring Creek to protect her trailer. Other residents had 
flooded fields, but the water didn't make it to anyone's 
home. 
i 
Pizza car stolen 
A PIZZA DELIVERY man was shocked to find his car 
missing after making a delivery in the 4600 block of Scott 
St. Dec. 12. 
The man told police he had left his car running when he 
stepped inside a residence to drop off a pizza. The car was 
spotted a short time later by RCMP and they arrested the 
driver without incident. 
Clint Williams of Terrace has been charged with theft over 
$5,000. . . . .  
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Christmas pressure leads to abuse 
Home is where tt e hurt is 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
IF BEING abused is the 
price for keeping the family 
together at Christmas, some 
women are willing to pay it. 
The number of women 
fleeing to the Terrace 
Transition House to escape 
abuse increases as the stress 
of preparing for Christmas 
builds. 
But those numbers drop 
right off during the holi- 
days. Typically the lransi- 
tion house is empty on 
Christmas day, though one 
staff member emains, just 
in case. 
In January and February, 
as Christmas bills start com- 
hag in, the number of 
women coming to the 
shelter climbs. 
"Most women want to try 
and keep the family together 
at Christmas," said transi- 
tion house coordinator Dab- 
ble Scarborough. 
The transitiou house has 
been open in Terrace since 
the 1970s. It provides asafe 
place for women and chil- 
dren to stay, usually up to a 
month. They can come from 
all over the counU'y, though 
most are from the north- 
A BIT OF CHRISTMAS CHEER. Dabble Scar- 
borough sets up a small Christmas tree at the Ter- 
race Transition House. The house is a refuge for 
women and children fleeing abuse, so staff try to 
make it as home-like as possible. However, the 
house is usually empty on the holidays, since women 
try to keep their families together at that time. Traffic 
increases after Chdstmas when the bills come in. 
weal 
Last year there was one 
women who stayed at the 
shelter on Christmas Eve. 
But she opted to spend 
Christmas and the holidays 
with her family. Two other 
women sought refuge on 
Jan. 1. Then for the next 
week the shdter was empty. 
"Swesses are high before 
ChrisUnas because of all the 
commercialism," said Scar- 
borough. "People feel in- 
adequate if they can't supp- 
ly their children or partners 
with presents." 
That stress is felt by both 
men and women. Add to 
that the fxeely flowing al- 
cohol which accompanies 
the start of the holiday sea- 
son, and it's a dangerous 
combination. 
"Women opt to stay here 
to avoid the violence," said 
Scarborough. 
How do surf at the Iransi- 
t ion house respond to the 
women they see fleeing this 
pre-season stress? 
"We validate their feel- 
ings," said Sea,borough. 
And for morns who are feel- 
ing pressured to buy gifts, 
staff tell them that support 
and love for their children 
are more important than 
buying gifts. 
If buying children gifts is 
the woman's top priority, 
then staff respect hat, she 
added. "We're supportive. 
We brainstorm on what her 
options may be. When 
you're at an all time ;ow 
you can't even think what 
your options are." 
As for the abuse, Scar- 
borough says women have a 
tendency is to minimize it. 
Women tell her "it's only 
when he drinks..." So Scar- 
borough and the other staff 
try to educate women on 
what abuse is, whether its 
physical, emotional, sexual 
or even financial. 
Staff at the Iransition 
house don't tell women to 
leave their partners, or for 
placed on hope and on new 
beginnings during the holi- 
days, said Scarborough. 
With the new year comes 
the promise of new begin- 
hangs. And there's pressure 
on women to try again. 
"Stresses are high before Christmas be- 
reality sets in. 
"All the cheery time is 
over and we're back to 
reality - -  bills and pains," 
said Scarbomugh. "Women 
tried to make Christmas 
good. They walked on ice 
and it still didn't work 
their partner hasn't stopped 
abusing them." 
cause of all the commercialism," says Over the last few years the 
transition house worker Debble Scar- numbers of women and chil- 
dren using the mnsition 
borough. "People feel Inadequate If they house as a place of refuge 
can't supply their children or partners have been climbing. In 
with presents." 1995, 281 sheltered there. In 
1996, those numbers were 
up to 314. And this year's 
that matter tell them they During the slow time at total will be above last year, 
have to do anything, the transition house, staff says Scarborough. That's 
Women who've been manages to kecp busy, said despite a new Ixansition 
abused need to gain back Sea,borough. They catch up house in Kitimat, which has 
control by making their own on the latest violence litera- been open just a year. 
decisions, ture and videos. Staff at the Terrace 
Christmas is a hard time to Transition House can be 
try and get that con~ol. Then in January and Feb- reached 24 hours a day by 
There's a big emphasis ruary, the post-Christmas calling635-6447. 
Your (.;hristm. as 
donation gu,de 
HERE ARE some ways to help out this Christmas. 
The Salvation Army hands out hampers containing all 
the fixings for a Christmas dinner and toys. 
Donations of non-perishable goodies for hampers are 
always appreciated. If the food isn't used at Christmas, 
it will be handed out at the January food bank. 
If you'd like to contribute a gift to those Salvation 
Army hampers, you can drop one off at the Skeena 
Broadcasters office, the corner of Lazelle and Emerson. 
The Salvation Army is looking for gifts for chil. 
dren ranging from newborn to about 11; years old. 
Toys and gifts should be new and unwrapped. 
Particularly in demand are g i~ for teenagers. Some 
ideas for teens are games, thick swcatshirts, bath gi~ 
sets for gads, fleece outerwcar like gloves and vests. 
The Terrace Anti.Poverty Group is delivering toys 
for children again this year. 
Anti-Poverty has teamed up with KMart and the Ter- 
race Co-op. Both stores put up trees decorated with 
tags that list a child's age, first name and gender. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty isnow combing through the ap- 
plications it received and is matching them with the 
donations. 
For people who'd like to buy gifts, Dec. 19 is the cut- 
off date to get those gifts back to the trees. Or they can 
be dropped off at the group's new offices, at #6, 4717 
Lakelse, next o Video Update, in the Gobind Mall. 
The staff at Terrace Anti-Poverty is also trying to 
make this Christmas abit of a cheerier one for parents 
by including small g i~ for adults. 
Those gifts can be dropped off at the group's offices 
this week. 
Other local organizations are looking for donations. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre's Tree of 
Lights is now lighting up the Skeens Mall. 
This is the cenUre's llth Tree of Lights. The money 
goes to help the centre deliver programs for special 
needs children. The centre offers therapy, education 
and support. It also sponsors prenatal programs to ex- 
pectant mothers. 
Costs are f~om $2-$50 for individuals and $10-$100 
for businesses. 
Local charities also appreciate donations of time. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty islooking for volunteers tohelp 
wrap donations of Christmas girls and to deliver them. 
The Salvation Army is looking for people to help out 
with its Red Kettle appeal. All that's required is the 
ability to ring a bell and to thank people. 
To volunteer call the Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330, 
or Christine at the Salvation Army thrift store. 
The Volunteer Bureau is looking for people to help 
older people and disabled persons with minor winteriz- 
ing projects such as sealing windows against winter 
drafts. Volunteer snow shovelers are also needed to 
clear snow for seniors. 
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ZR 600 
• 599cc Case-reed liquid-cooled engine 
• FasTrack Long-Travel  rear 
suspension with torque sensing 
link and extra travel tunnel. 
~ . 2  .'!i 7,.i~:. 
JAG 340 
• 339cc an-cooled engine 
• AWS V front suspension 
- FasTrack Long-Travel  
suspension 
• Standard electric start 
purple hood on DLX 
rear 
and 
POWDER SPECIAL 
• 599cc Case-reed liquid-cooled engine 
• 37" SkiStance 
• 2" deep lug track 
• Snow West Magazines Sled of the 
y 
PANTHER 550 BEARCAT WIDETRACK 
• 550cc liquid-cooled engine • 550cc liquid-cooled engine 
• FasTrack Long-Travel rear suspension • 20" X 156" Track 
with fibreglass overload springs 
Whatever your preference 
Neid Enterprises has the right sled for you[ WDnt S.o~vmo~ili,~g~ AllAbo.t: 
The Great 
|st asCaper 
Draws  wi l l  be held each F r iday  unti l  Fr iday, December  19. Entr ies  are 
avai lab le  f rom any  cash ie r  in any  depar tment  at the Terrace CO-OR 
Enter Often! 
I ~ ~  ~: ..~i:." ;' PhOtONot PhOtONot SS  
l i '~ ' l  Available Available 
Nov. 28 Winners 
Brenda Quinn 
Shelly Fr/es~ 
Ted Wyatt 
Jean Essensa 
Frank Landry 
Dec. 5 Winners Dec. 12 Winners 
$Ioo $Ioo 
Jackle Collier Michael Moleski 
Jacob McKay Rebecca Collins 
Peter Zvatora Henry Holleufer 
Conchita McCauley Ursula Radocay 
DonMc Gagnon Bill Keenleyside 
$25o $250 
Peter Loosen Dorothy Hippisley 
David Cobbs Larry Brealey 
Brought to you by 
Terrace CO-OP & Terrace CO-OP Builders 
And These Co-Sponsors 
MBBM b l ,mm 
l~t~nlm D C, OOOR OORPORAYION 
It pays to shop CO-OP! 
~ ~ '  4617 GreigAvee, ~ 
~1 & 2912 Molitor Av 
~ '~~'~ 635-6347 _ 
Dec 19 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certfl/cate 
each. 1 winner of 
$1ooo. CASH/ 
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Big brother 
MAKE THAT three strikes and he's out on plans 
by Vancouver casino entrepreneur Gary Jackson 
to open a charity gaming establishment in the 
~rea. First the city, then Kitsumkalum and finally 
the regional district turned down the idea. City 
Council's decision to ban casinos also put to rest 
an idea of Terrace Inn owner John Georgilas to 
build one connected to his hotel. 
"Mr. Jackson's presentation was strengthened by 
solid market research which clearly indicated 
that a casino in the northwest can only logically 
be placed in Terrace and vicinity. As the geog- 
raphic centre of the northwest, Terrace is a natu- 
ral draw for the nearly 80,000 people who call 
the region home. A casino here, said Mr. Jack- 
son, would benefit and add to Terrace's drawing 
capacity. 
Mr. Jackson and Mr. Georgilas can't be the 
only two people in the world eying Terrace as a 
casino location for the northwest. The decision 
by the provincial government o add slot ma- 
chines to the gaming mix only spurs how attrac- 
tive it is to open a full-blown experience here. 
:So if local governments won't approve casinos, 
who could be in line next? Listening to Mr. Jack- 
son, it's the provincial government. Some of this 
comes from Mr. Jackson's sales pitch which was 
that if we don't do it his way, the government 
will do it its way by simply building a monster 
casino on provincial crown land and to heck with 
local sentiments. 
But  there's a certain amount of logic to Mr. 
jackson's claim. If gambling is supposed to be- 
~me a lucrative cash cow for the provincial 
government, there's no way it's going to ignore 
horthwestern B.C. That would be akin to having 
l ottery booths everywhere lse in B.C. except for hi~,t~gi6h~. . . . .  
Not to add fuel to this fire, the province did 
provide money to a local private social services 
agency to hire a gambling addictions counsellor. 
This was done ever so secretively - -  a marked 
contrast to the usual drum and bugle corps 
presentation that happens when a government 
spends money. 
This sounds like the government was quietly 
lpreparing the ground for a charity casino. Now 
that this hasn't worked out, it's got something in 
l~lace to deal with the results of its own enter- 
prise. Any bets? 
! 
! 
iWhat about us 
I 
| 
SPEAKING OF GAMBLING, the federal 
government is rolling the dice on its own in its 
decision to fire the airport's firefighters. 
~Using a formula concocted in some Ottawa 
bunker, the reds have calculated that the risks of 
h crash or other serious incident at the airport 
i:lon't measure up to the costs of providing 
firefighters. 
. That may be comforting to a bunch of number 
crunchers but it should make those who use the 
airport more than a bit uncomfortable. What 
makes a human being using the Vancouver air- 
port more precious than one using our own facil- 
ity? "HROUGH B IFOCAL~ 
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Housing crisis looms in B.C. 
VICTORIA m In 1971, my 
wife and I bought our first 
home in Victoria, a three- 
bedroom bungalow that carried 
a price tag of $26,000. 
We got the place with $300 
down, thanks to W.A.C. Ben- 
nett, whose Social Credit 
government helped first.time 
home buyers by way of either 
a $1,000 grant or a $5,000 sec- 
ond mortgage at a very low in- 
terest rate. 
With that kind of help, tens 
of thousands of young families 
were able to buy their own 
home, and it still puzzles me 
how the man who brought in 
such socially advanced policies 
could go down to defeat in 
1975. 
Twenty-two years later, most 
young families have no hope in 
hell to buy a home. Some 
lucky ones might be able to 
squeeze into a condo, provided 
their parents help out, and they 
have a job, which has become 
a rare commodity as well. 
What happened7 Plenty, and 
the Canadian Home Builders' 
Association is listing some of 
the reasons in a report, "Hous- 
ing 2020: A Time for Action," 
released last week. 
Not surprisingly, govern- 
ments at every level stand out 
as the biggest culprits in the 
housing crisis. The association 
estimates that the price of a 
new $200,000 home carries 
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HUBERT BEYER 
more than $40,000 in direct 
and indirect government costs. 
Municipal development costs 
alone have risen by 650 per '  
cent in the last 10 years and to- 
tel more than $100 million a 
year in British Columbia. 
At the provincial evel, the 
association says, support fo r  
school site and parkland levies,. 
contaminated land legislation 
and restrictive land use 
measures have pushed devel- 
opment costs to record highs. 
And, the association points 
out, B.C. consumers pay a far 
greater share than other Cana- 
dians of the GST on new 
homes because of high land 
)rices in this province. 
Association vice-president 
Keith Sashaw says that British 
Columbia is facing an acute 
housing crisis. "We will need 
.one million more households 
in the province by the year 
2020." But given the current 
rate of building, B.C. will be 
nowhere near that figure. Since 
1994, new home starts have 
plunged by about 10,000 units 
a year. 
The B.C. Home Builders' 
Association, which has more 
than 1,200 members through- 
out the province, makes 24 
recommendations aimed at en- 
hancing housing affordability - 
12 for provincial action, six for 
municipal action, four for 
home builders and two for all 
• B.C. citizens. 
To British Columbians at 
large, the association says, 
"don't be selfish when new 
developments are planned for 
your community. Rigid not-in- 
myrbackyard attitudes ' frill 
reduce housing affordability 
and choice for your children 
and generations tocome." The 
association also advises British 
Columbians to hire profes- 
sional builders and renovators. 
The provincial government is 
urged to remove school site 
levies on residential develop- 
ment, curb over-zealons ap- 
plication of contaminated land 
legislation, and revise the Ag- 
ricultural Land Act. 
"Under the Agricultural 
Land Reserve, many acres of 
productive farmland have been 
divided into passive, non- 
commercial 'hobby farms' that 
are, in reality, large rural hous- 
ing lots," the association says 
in its report. 
To the association's recom- 
mendations, I would like to  
add a couple of my own: One, 
release province-owned land 
for housing on a lease basis. 
Two, revisit the second- 
mortgage scheme so effective- 
ly used by Bennett Senior. 
A home built on land owned 
by the province and leased to 
the purchaser for 99 years 
would come in with a far lower 
price tag. And by underwriting 
second morlgages and sub- 
sidlzing the interest rates, the 
government could make sure 
that a lot of people who can't 
afford to purchase their own 
home now would be able t ° do 
50. 
Needless to say, if the 
government took steps to in- 
crease housing starts, the pro- 
vince would reap substantial 
benefits, of which employment 
is not the leask 
We haven't seen much in the 
way of innovative policies 
from this goverumenL It's 
about ime Premier Glen Clark 
came through with something 
besides rhetoric. 
Beyer can be reached al: 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
(250) 385-6783; E-mail: 
huhert@coolcom.com 
Tis the season for concerts 
CHRISTMAS CONCERTS 
are as alike as TV reruns. 
Weather always plays a star- 
ring role. It can be -22 with a 
wind ch!ll factor of 50 below 
and snow crunchy as broken 
glass. Or it can be rainy with 
black ice. Treacherous roads 
set the scene. 
Everyone arrives wearing 
bulky clothing, to perch 
awkwardly in rows on hard, 
narrow benches or metal- 
legged chairs, lap heaped with 
kids' jackets and scarves. 
A giant Christmas tree com- 
mands the comer opposite the 
piano. Its sap freshens the air 
naturally. 
While grownups try not to 
embarrass their psychological- 
ly sensitive offspring, those 
same children mill about at the 
front of the room, giggling, 
shoving, popping their heads 
out from behind the stage 
curtains. 
Teachers - -  unrecognizable 
in gala hairstyles and party 
CLAUDE'[TE SANDECKI 
finery - -  scurry about, a frown 
puckering their foreheads, an 
ear-to-ear smile welding their 
jaws. 
With smart claps and short 
commands the teachers corral 
the rambunctious students into 
a pyramid on stage, lights dim, 
the curtains part, and everyone 
stands for O Canada. A few 
know the words. 
That done, like Madeline and 
her 11 convent classmates, the 
students file from the stage in 
two sbraight lines, one to either 
side, in search of mischief. 
One grade at a time, they are 
recalled to perform well 
rehearsed carols or skits. 
At least one seasonal song, 
with words only the singers' 
parents have heard before, is 
sung m in several keys at once 
by voices pitched to vibrate 
Grandma's hearing aid. 
And at least one group jostles 
into line, each holding a 
lighted candle. Mothers and fa- 
thers divide their attention be- 
tween decoding the lyrics and 
weighing what their f'~t move 
should be if a costume or kid 
ignites. 
Sometime during the evening 
one child will steal the show 
drilling his nose for booboos. 
Another will suck his thumb 
for solace. And inevitably, one 
inattentive lad will do a Bob 
Dole sprawl into the mosh piL 
Fellow actors in a skit waver 
between immobility and hyper- 
activity when a fellow thespian 
flubs his lines, then collide. 
Teacher whispers a helpful 
prompt hat can be heard clear 
to the back wall. 
Paper costume, fragile as a 
Skeena Cellulose bailout en- 
hance holiday pageantry: 
roosters with yellow bristol 
board beaks and orange combs. 
Gigantic daisies with drooping 
petals. Fairies in crepe paper 
petticoats. Pneumonia by 
Christmas Eve is assured. 
For a finale, Santa bursts in 
on a whoosh of frosty air that 
curls like smoke around every- 
one's ankles. The principal 
reads each name tag; Santa Ho 
Ho Ho's self-consciously. 
Bashful kids lrek up to snatch 
a gift from Santa. 
Santa leaves. Inside of four 
minutes the room is evacuated; 
I 'm looking forward to my 
f'~t concert in years. 
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Fair play idea undercuts recall 
Campaign dividing 
the right, Lib says 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A DANGEROUS idea is spreading 
among voters in Skcena and it threatens 
to be the undoing of the recall campaign 
here. 
That idea is this: although the NDP 
government has lied, cheated and stolen, 
and although the 
MLA is a lame 
duck, it is simply 
not right to sign 
the recall peti- 
tion. 
L o e a 1 
bus inessman 
Bruce Martindale 
spread that phi- 
losophy of dec- 
toral fair play in 
an Oct 22 letter 
to the editor. 
He says the 
recall campaign Martindale 
by local leflies, who have sent a steady 
stream of pro-Helmut letters to local 
newspapers. 
But the fact that it has come from an 
enemy of the NDP ~ a man who 
worked on the B.C. L~eral campaign to 
unseat Giesbreeht in 1996 - -  makes it so 
dangerous to recallers. 
That's because the negativity of the 
campaign against Giesbrecht as genera- 
ted some qualms among those who 
would normally vote against the NDP. 
Martindnle has given those people 
what they want - -  a reasoned way to 
break party ranks and refuse to sign the 
petition. 
Since his letter was published, 
Martindale says he's gotten a flood of 
positive comments from people al~ over 
the political spectrum. 
" I 'm hearing from people wbo I'm 
very surprised to hear from saying they 
support what I 've said," Martindale 
says. "That this is dirty pool. It's not 
kosher. And there's really too much of 
that in B.C. already." 
Martindale stresses that he likes the is clearly aimed 
at toppling the government and that it is idea of recall being used in a situation 
wrong to recall Helmut Giesbrecht for where a politician is guilty of mis- 
the sins of others, conduct or negligence. 
It would be dismissed as anti-recall " I  would like to see this government 
propaganda if it were simply circulated toppled by perhaps going after some- 
body who has performed illegal or un- 
ethical acts," he said. 
Acceptable targets would include Mo 
Sthota for ethical lapses and fimnce 
minister Andrew Petter for misrepresent- 
ing the bealth of the budget, he says. 
"But right now we're attacking some- 
body else for the sins of some very higb 
profile NDPers." 
Martindale is also concerned about he 
long-tern1 implications for politics with 
recall. 
"We're creating a vicious circle," he 
says. "We kick Helmut out and put 
someone lse in and then they U'y to kick 
them out. We're going to have recall 
after ecall after ecall." 
"'Victoria will never take this riding 
seriously because it will be a riding in 
perpetual f ip-flop." 
Martindale's biggest fear is that recall 
has the potential to split the right. 
Martindale suspects Reformers hope to 
use the grassroots power of a recall vie- 
have to swallow oui pride and let him do 
that." 
Anothdr anti-recall etter writer, John 
Pequin, says his thinking leans more 
toward Reform than the NDP. 
But he, too, says he won't be signing 
the petition m for much the same rea- 
sons as Martindale. 
" I  would think that anybody who has a 
"This Is a lot of wasted 
political energy at a time 
when we could be putting to- 
gether a really solid right 
wing front." 
conscience could not honestly support 
this," Pequin said. 
Even on Terrace's uniformly right- 
wing city council, opinions on recall are 
divided. 
Councillor Tim Down was the first 
tory to rebuild their party, person to sign the petition and Val 
"Reform will call this a victory fo r .  George says he will also sign. 
themselves and rally with it," he says." But Mayor Jack Talstra and Rich 
"This is a lot of wasted political energy McDaniel won't say whether or not they 
at a time when we could be putting to- i will sign. 
gether areally solid right wing front." Linda Hawes, who was the B.C. Liber- 
"Helmut won the rigbt to go out and ai campaign manager here in 1996, says 
represent us for a four year term. We she won't sign. 
And David Hull says he's wavering be- 
tween the Martindale position and the 
need to unseat the NDP. 
"I  don't think this is exactly what the 
recall legislation was meant for," Hull 
says, adding he and many others feel its 
use is appropriate only for "heinous, 
acts, lies and manipulation." 
When the MLA came to Hnll's door 
the city councillor told Giesbrecht he 
doesn't plan to sign the iecall petition, 
although he never voted for him and, 
probably never will. 
"But having said that as the days fiek, 
by it gets increasingly clear that this pro-, 
vinee cannot afford to sustain Glen Clark" 
and his government," Hull said. " I  don'f 
think there's ever been a time in the pro-~ 
vince that people have been so desperate, 
to do something." 
Hull adds that he doesn't believe recall ~ 
organizers' claim that their main goal is7 
better epresentation, ot the toppling of 
the government. 
" I f  people don't think this is about 
bringing down a government, hey've 
got their heads in the sand," Hull said., 
"I guarantee you if there was a 15-seal 
majority this wouldn't be happening: 
Giesbreeht is no shining star, but with a, 
15-seat majority he isn't recall 
material." 
ANALYSIS WE ASKED: Are you planning to sign the : 
T--big campaign is, petition to recall MLA Helmut Giesbrecht? . 
the NDP's to lose 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE MIDDLE of the political spectrum is 
the crucial battlefield where recall will be 
won or lost. 
To find the crucial undecided voters, f~t  
filter out those on the far left and right. 
The NDP party faithful, for example, is 
not ever going to sign. 
Another group of people are so angry at 
the NDP - -  and governments in general m 
that they will jump at the chance to deliver 
a kick in the pants to those in charge. But 
they alone are not nearly enough to deliver 
the 40 per cent of the electorate recallers 
need to remove MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
And as you gravitate from those positlons 
toward the middle, things get murkier. 
The undecided 
A large part of the population has not yet 
derided whether or not they will sign the 
recall petition. 
Why worry? After all you've got 60 days 
to sign if you want to, instead of one day 
for a general election. 
A good chunk of the population, it must 
be admitted, aren't always sure what coun- 
try they live in, let alone who their MLA is. 
Recall forces aren't going to talk many of 
those people into signing something 
without saying things at the doorstep that 
could ultimately trip them up. 
The undecideds aren't sure yet whether 
Giesbrecht isunresponsive orunrepresentu- 
five, or precisely how diabolical the NDP 
government has been. 
Some feel an underdog sympathy 
response to the attack on Giesbrecht. 
And they probably won't make a decision 
unless they have to ~ when there's a can- 
vasser standing on their doorstep with the 
petition in hand. 
Here's how they'll ikely diwy up: 
[] The fearful. Many of these people are 
as angry at the NDP as anyone else. But 
they're business people, or government em- 
ployees or union members who are afraid 
of the repercussions of signing what's es- 
sentially a public indielment of the people 
who butter their bread. To some degree this 
may be a temporary parking place for un- 
decideds in the sense that many people will 
use this position as an excuse not to make a 
derision fight away. 
[] The Martiudale position. Named for 
Bruce Martindsle, the letter writer who first 
said he won't sign against Giesbrecht 
despite his right-wing politics. These 
people are uncomfortable about recalling an 
MJ.,A for partisan reasons and fed they 
have to live with the outcome of the 1996 
election and prepare for the next op- 
portunity. A small but growing faction that 
has the potential to ground recall. 
[] The ends justify the means. These 
people have considered the Martindale op- 
tion. But they've also weighed the damage 
done by the NDP government. And they've 
concluded they simply cannot be part of al- 
lowing the NDP to continue in power and 
that he use of recall is justified to remove a
bad government. 
The Outlook 
The Martindale position has the potential 
to be the undoing of recall. 
Because it comes from those on the right, 
who oppose the NDP, it's transcended party. 
boundaries. 
Recallers were counting on those right- 
leaning voters to stay on side and sign. 
But by saying they won't sign - -  even 
though they're no friends of the NDP 
they've shown the way for others to break 
from B.C.'s traditional polarized politics. 
Thus the game at this stage could be hard 
for the recallers to win outright. 
More likely, it is the NDP's campaign to 
lose. 
And it is a tricky path that hey tread. 
The more heavily involved the NDP gets 
in the campaign, the more those Martindale 
voters feel the tribal tug in their guts and 
wonder if they're doing the wrong thing. 
Althongh many people may say no to the 
petition initially, there's a total of 60 days 
for them to change their minds. 
Is the safest policy for the NDP to do 
little and hope things continue to unfold in 
the same pattern? Or will that be interpreted 
as continued indifference? 
t 
Do they pour money and attention into 
Skeena? Or will that spawn accusations that 
they're trying to buy the campaign? 
It looks like a game of Russian Roulette 
but with more than one bullet in the gun. 
Manny Arruda: Gary Mills: 
"Yes. You've got "No, I don't plan to. 
Dan Miller in Prince I agree with the recall 
Rupert bending over law. But it should not 
backwards to save be used just because 
jobs. Glesbrecht you don't agree with 
hasn't done anything, the party." 
Maybe this will wake 
him up a little bit." 
Judith Duncan: Sharon Fisher: 
I 
"No. He's done a Undecided m "I 
good job. They should haven't really bad 
just let everyone get time to read about, i t  
on with their lives, yet." ....... :"': ' ..... 
Leave h im alone and • ' ;~' 
let him do his job." 
Grant Mackay: "I think it's kind of a waste of 
time. It just costs the taxpayer money. You've 
got to make the right choice in the first place." 
dosy Smart: "Yes, this issue is important to 
me. I just don't think he's done a whole lot for 
our community." 
Kathy O'Brlen: "I don't plan to sign. The rea- 
son people seem to want him recalled is because 
of the Stand he took about he gay tolerance thing 
in schools. I think he was pretty cool for saying 
what he did." 
Arnle Brown: 
"I'1i have to look 
into it a bit more be- 
fore I make a deci- 
sion." 
Linda Tupper: " I 'm not going to sign. I know 
Helmut is honest and hard-working. This is real- 
ly just refighting the election again. It's counter- 
productive." 
Lo W Howard: " I 'm undecided. I don't really 
know all the issues." 
Lorenzo Campanel lh  "Sure Helmut makes a 
few mistakes, but we all do. I 'm not planning to 
sign. I'm pretty happy with the MLA and the 
provincial NDP.'" 
. . . .  
Julle Jacobs: , 
"I think recall i~ 
being abused. There'q 
a lot of nebulous state:, 
ments out there. Let'S 
have some 
reasons and 
might sign." 
concrete 
then I 
4 
That recall snowball's getting bigger 
By LORNE SEXTON 
MALCOLM BAXTER'S opinion about 
recall ("Recall has snowball's chance in 
Skeena" The Terrace Standard, Dec. 3) 
draws some pretty firm confusions from 
some very shaky logic. 
Although we agree that recall is not 
easy (nor should it be ), we totally dis- 
agree with Mr. Baxter's assumption that 
it has a snowball's chance. 
Without going into Mr. Baxter's math, 
here are two areas where his logic falls 
down. 
eligible voters who did not cast a ballot 
in the last election. His premise here is 
that none of these people will sign the 
recall petition. 
Let me see if I 've got this straight. 
There are 5,625 people who didn't vote 
in the last general election. It is rea- 
sonable to assume that some of these 
people don't care one way or another. It 
is also reasonable to assume that many 
of these people have realized that under 
our current electoral system, their vote 
doesn't really matter. 
It is not reasonable toassume that none 
of these people will sign the recall peti- 
tion ~ that they won't want to exercise 
the most important right that they have 
as dtizens of B.C. 
Our experience so far is that these 
people are signing the petition, They 
really do want a say in how they are gov- 
erned. 
Even if we accept Mr. Baxter's f'nst 
shaky premise that no one who voted for 
Helmut will sign the petition, the math 
goes something like this: 
The Math 
Number of voters who voted for Hel- 
rout in Skeena riding in 1996 --5,353. 
Total number of voters in the Skeena 
riding n 18,894. 
Percent of voters who voted for Hcl- 
mut m 28.33. 
Percentage of voters who didn't vote 
for Hdmut m 71.67. 
Number of voters in Kitimat ~ 6,091. 
Number of Kitimat voters who voted 
for Heimut n 1,755. 
Percentage of Kitimat voters who 
voted for Helmut ~ 28.74. 
Percentage of Kitimat voters who 
didn't vote for Helmut ~ 71.26. 
What does all this add up to? The 
recall committee has to convince 40 per 
cent ofthe voters in the riding to sign a 
petition that will give them a real voice 
in government. 
The anti-recallers have to convince 60 
per cent of the Voters in the tiding not to 
sign a petition that will give them a real 
voice in government. 
Faulty Premlse 1 
Mr. Baxter pre-supposes,that no NDP 
supporters will sign the recall petition. 
I don't know where he gets the Idea every four or five years with a virtual 
that the petition is partisan. The petition dictatorship in between. After recall the 
is not aimed at the NDP; it is aimed at voters will be in charge, not the 
the lack of representation f our current politicians. 
There is no mention of the NDP 
in our petition statement. 
Although many will sign the petition Faulty Premise 2 
because they d.on'.t !ik e the current Mr. Baxter talks about the 5,625 
government's policies, many NDP sup- 
porters have already signed. These 
people realize that proper epresentation 
is of far greater importance than mere 
partisan polities. 
In other words, their allegiance to 
Skeena is stronger than their allegiance 
to the NDP. 
Those who support he NDP will have 
their chance to support their party during 
the by-election to replace Helmut. 
Everyone should realize that after a suc- 
cessfni recall, whoever eplaces Helmut 
will be far more responsive to all of the 
electorate. 
Polities in B.C. after recall will be a far 
cry from our current system. Now, voters 
have only five minutes of democracy 
Lorne Sexton 
Which side do you think has the snow- 
bali's chance? 
Lorne Se~on is the proponent of the 
Skeena recali petitlon and Is co.chair of 
the Conun~ee To Recall Helmut G I~ 
brecht. 
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FRBC hurts forest workers 
D~ear Sir:. 
In its first term the NDP, with the help of industry lead- 
ers, created Forest Renewal B.C. to collect a large sum of 
money - -  approximately $500 million - -  and to inject it 
into the working forest. 
It was supposed to increase the productivity of our 
forests, increase our general knowledge of forests and 
create jobs doing so. This all seemed to be a very good 
idea at the time and still is. Unfortunately the super- 
stumpage just became another cash cow and will never be 
wrested from government's firm grip. 
All who work in the forest industry can clearly see through 
the thin guise of the government's expensive public 
campaign to convince people that money is bein 8 spent 
ln~udently in the forests. Need I remind you that this was a 
coffer never to be used as general revenue or to balance 
budgets. I am very surprised that industry has put up with 
this so silently. 
In its second term the NDP with the help of union leaders 
created the Jobs and Timber Accord. This suspect piece of 
legislation is supposed to create 15,000 new jobs in B.C. 
forestry. In actual fact it would displace 15,000 present sil- 
viculture workers and coaveniently pass those jobs on to 
unions. This obviously took the silviculture induslxy by 
surprise and they have been fighting back to little avail. 
All who work in silviculture can clearly see the folly in 
this legislation. Nevertheless many would like to embrace 
the idea of a more legitimate and respectable industry. 
These people would like to see the poss~ility of stable 
I Ill III 
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long term employment. Unfortunately contractors hands 
are tied due to the short duration of contracts. 
Perhaps the government should have consulted silviculture 
lnd~Uy leaders before drafting the Jobs and Timber ac- 
cord. They may have realised that there is already a strong 
competent work force. 
With some increases in the duration of contracts these 
workers may find steady jobs instead of patchy seasonal 
employment intermixed with employment insurance. 
Does anybody else find it fishy that the NDP created 
FRBC worth half a billion dollars, got reelected with 
strong union support, and then promised what they don't 
take of the pie to unions. 
I know this is the way government works but it has put a 
hole in the gas tank of the forestry engine. With poor 
regeneration the engine soon sputters. 
Mr. Heimut Giesbrecht, did any of this occur to you be- 
fore you followed your party's lead and if so did you voice 
your concern? 
D. Morris, 
Terrace, B.C. 
L esson learned by 
Dear Sir:. 
My son injured his back on Trapper Mountain while 
snowboarding on Nov. 9. When Jon arrived at Mills 
Memorial Hospital he was not able to stand or use his legs. 
He was in excruciating pain. 
The attending physician administered a pain reliever, 
Demerol, at~er checking for injuries. The doctor assumed 
the extent of his injuries involved the muscles and soft tis- 
sue. My husband and I, at different imes that evening, 
suggested further medical attention such as x-rays. We 
were both assured that his injuries were not seriotks and 
that he should go home and take it easy. 
When Jcn was able to stand, I made an appointment to 
see our family physician who agreed to order x-rays. They 
were taken on Nov. 14 and we were told our family 
physician would contact us with the results. 
On Nov. 18 we were instructed to take Jon back for a 
CAT scan. It had been determined that Jon had two frac- 
tured vertebrae in his lower back and a scan was needed to 
determine the full extent of his injuries. 
On Nov. 21 an appointment was set up to see *.he 
orthopedic surgeon in Kitimat and Ion was told his back 
injury was of a serious nature. He will need to have an up- 
per body brace (custom made) to stabilize his condition. 
Jon was also told that he should not be walking around; 
he should be lying flat out. Ion is not in hospital but it was 
made very clear he should never have been sent home. 
I am seriously concerned over my son's condition and 
c, ac< injury 
the manner that he was treated at first. I encourage people 
who need medical attention to be persistent and receive the 
care you may require. 
Ida Mohler, Terrace B.C. 
A note from Les 
Dear Sir:. 
Your invitation to run for city council is flattering, but 
the reasons are all wrong. It's no surprise your knowledge 
of the regional district's interaction with city council is so 
limited, but as Mr. Talstra's press secretary, you should 
become better informed. 
The regional district's main fuz:ction is to provide a 
measure of planning for the unorganized areas within its 
boundaries. Your suggestion of a meeting in the middle of 
a bridge to discuss planning problems would not be neces- 
sary if we could meet in the boardroom. 
Terrace council, secure in the belief that it owns every- 
thing, places little emphasis on planning. It has opted out 
of the planning process within the regional district. 
It now has no voice or vote in planning outside its 
boundaries. So if the regional district decides to rezone the 
airport lands to a land fill, Terrace has no say in the matter. 
Council could use, the Lord knows, someone intelligent 
to talk to. 
Los Walmough, Terrace .'-" 
~;~ the Bear Countt 7 Inn ~ , ~~ , Relax and en joy  a home cooked ~ lunch or atasty dessert & coffee! ~1 
~3 
I i 
- ; 
Take A Break From ~ ' 
~i~ Christmas Shopping at ~4~o ~ 
Multipurpose 12 in 1 
Screwdr iver  
With bit holder handle 
ULT 52802 
~.~.,~~ 
Ford 1948 Die-cast 
Metal Truck 
Limited edition collector's item 
4 m 
Rashllght with 
built In ,.~',.,t." 
Pocket size 
Standard Size 
7,99 
9,99 
3/8" Drive Regular 6 pt 
13 piece Socket  Set 
Set includes: sockets, quick- 
release ratchet, extension bar, 
spark plug socket and metal case, 
~.~,  , .................. 
UAP/NAPA Battery Warmer 
Prevents loss of starting power and 
extends battery life, 
lgg  
We have many other great gift ideas at BC Automotive 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
149 B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
POL, I : : IR I~ 
635-6334 
o" 632-2224 
TEI4Ti )N 
Shoppers! 
-his is final chan{=e  ror 
Savings! 
w, LL SAVE 
@ 0ot , .  Nt OL 
Wall Savings  
Furniture, Furn[tur, . 
=  wore F urnit  re! 
Remote Control 
VCR 
~ s.019 
Dining Table 
& 4 Chairs 
LAMPS 
N %M~ 
Bar Fridges 
Heavy Duty 
Washer & Dryer 
S 
!i~:i:i ~::~:- ~,~::,~i:...ii :" ' : .":~>.:i~: 
:,: ::'~:~ ~'~ '~ ~ iiiii iili fiiiiiii::ii::ii!::iil ii!=:i~i::!i~!i~i~i!~ 
I Box & Mattress 
39" Single 
~ ~'~'~~~ !!i! 
; " ..-i. i:i'b .......... 
. , . . :  i : . i , .  . . i  :~ i~. i . "  . . :  
~, , .= , . - . . ,  SET 
Today & Today ONLY! 
Wednesday December 17, 1997 
Picture-N-Picture, Fully Remote. 
Stereo, AV Jacks . . . . . . .  w,s ,oo 
'51 
,540 Rebate 
No Rainchecks 
! 
Featured Items May Vary From Illustrations 
Terrace Furniture JYlaRt 
4434 LAKELSE AVE TERRACE Phone: 638-0555 
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The case to toast Helrnut 
Dear Sir:. 
Mr. Giesbrecht has chal- 
lenged the recall forces to 
produce individuals he has 
not responded to. 
In December 1993, Goyert 
sawmills bid on a 16.1 sale. 
These are value added tim- 
her sales in which 
proponents must submit 
proposals for the creation of 
jobs by utilizing a 
predetermined amount of 
timber for a specified period 
of time. 
The proposals are made 
public with the exception of 
the financial section, and all 
proponents must be finan- 
cially viable. 
Unless, of course, the 
government uses its porters 
to veto the rules and decides 
to award the sale to a Vic- 
toria firm, which is exactly 
what happened. Victoria 
Plywood was in receiver- 
ship and Mr. Giesbreeht's 
government decided to use 
this sale to ease the employ- 
ees through the transition to 
[iiiii+iiiiii 
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THE CRASH Helmut group was out Saturday be- 
tween the Gobind Mail and Safeway collecting recall 
signatures, Gordon Anderson and Deborah Kopec 
were two of the canvassers on duty in a travel trailer. 
unemployment, for help. 'Fat chance' was 
We called our MLA. the undedyingtheme. 
When it was explained who When it was pointed out 
we were and the reason for that being a Reformer 
calling,' Mr. Giesbrecht federally did not necessarily 
retorted rather sarcastically mean that was who we sup- 
that we were Reformers and ported provincially, that he 
now we were coming to him did not know who we voted 
for provincially, but that ei- 
ther way he now represented 
all of his constituents, he  
meiely stated we would be 
picking on his government 
regardless of what they did. 
To say that we were ap- 
palled would be an un- 
derstatement. 
Our community lost at 
least eight jobs and a pro- 
cussing plant, our region 
lost timber and even the log- 
ging jobs went to a Van- 
couver Island company who 
came in. 
Victoria Plywood did not 
even make it for the few 
months reprieve the sa le  
was supposed to give and 
the timber ended up being 
sold on the open market. 
When we decided to sup 
port recall, it had nothing to 
do with the NDP in general, 
but rather Mr, Giesbrecht's 
outright refusal to act 
Cindy Panton-Goyert, 
Tom Goyert, 
Kltimat, B.C. 
Two thumbs up fo r SKeena ML.A 
This may be because Troy Laffigh'n oi ~ibtoria and his 
Merry Minions don't know Helmet's long history of ser- 
vice to this city. 
Culp says that Helmut was "one of the fairest, most 
honest and ethical politicians around the regional district 
table." Having known Helmut for the past 21 years, I 
agree. He has been a respected teacher and mentor, an 
alderman and then mayor of our city. 
So widespread was the affection for Giesbrecht hat 
when he was nominated at the ILE.M. Lee Theatre, not 
one but four persons stood to speak to his nomination. 
They were respectively a senior citizen, a fellow teacher, a
colleague from city council and a First Nations elder. 
Gordon Anderson commented in the same Mailbag " I  
have just received a flyer in my mail box in spite of the 
mail strike from the Skeena Taxpayers' Association." 
Surprisel Those same seniors, housewives, fellow 
teachers, former students, church members, business 
people, mill workers and other friends volunteered to bring 
that flier to the doorsteps in Skeens. 
So, though Troy Lanigan, as a Victoria resident, may 
know nothing of Heimut's character and history of service 
to the community, we who live n Terrace remember very 
well his years in public office before the Canadian Tax- 
payers' Association came north to tell us bow to run our 
riding. 
Marguerite Ciarkson, Terrace B.C. 
Dear Sir:. 
I want to respond to Idr. Sexton's charge that our bfl,A 
has not represented us. The real truth is that Helmut Gies- 
brecht has fought hard for the residents of Skcens. 
A great example of this is the affordable housing project 
that Helmut worked on with the Skcena-Kalum Housing 
Society. Recognizing the need for social housing in ter- 
race, Helmut took our concerns to the government. With 
his efforts we received funding for 32 units of affordable 
hous ing . .  
When we pressed Helmut that this would not fully meet 
our needs, he worked even harder and we were granted a 
second round of 18 units. 
He acted as a voice for the community in convincing the 
government of the shortage of affordable rental housing in 
Terrace - -  and even pressed for the second round of fund- 
Helmut has represented us well. Mr. Sexton seems to be 
more interested in helping Mr. Lanigan and his outside in- 
terests, instead of working to solve real problems in our 
community. 
Keith Goodwin, Terrace B.C. 
" : d r* ' ***  
Dear Sin 
While reading Jim Culp's letter ("Recall won't fix sys- 
tem", Dee. 3, 1970, I saw the first accurate description of 
our MLA printed during the recall process. 
1 
: ,m&~l  Box 22, r,,l,71 IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted ODDS 
HoW AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is 
ANDS'n~IE CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
r~N DA 'n~ #1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Preseal. 
For Chrislmas. 
Be suPe lhls Chrislmas, 
Ship Oreyhound Courier Express, 
Shipping Locations 
t 0REYIIOUND CANADA 
4620 Kelth Avenue 
6,~-3680 
I 
Christmas Hours 
Dee, 18-24:7:30 a.m,- 6:00 p,m, (Mort,. FrL) 
7:80 a.m.- 6:00 p,m, (Sat.) 
CLOSED (Sun,) 
Dec. 25-26: CLOSED 
To make sure your presents arrive before 
Christmas does ship them with us, 
Greyhound Courier Express. We're fast, 
reasonable, and above all} reliable. 
And, now, we're open longer, too. For 
added convenience, try our pick-up and 
delivery service: This Christmas, send your 
packages with us, and you'll be the one 
who's laughing all the way. 
~GREYHOU__N~ 
!w_AF COURIER EXPRESS 
More Places, More Often 
:',% 
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SPOTLESS DRYCLEANERS 
+&TAILORS 
SPECIALISTS 
• Leather Cleaning 
• Bridal Gown Restoration 
• 3r lpery Cleaning 
• 3a me Day Service 
O, m 100 years experience. 
4 generations of service. 
7 family stores erving B.C. 
Quality Service 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
Next o Mr. Mikes Grill 
635-2820 
Terrace, B.C. 
i ,  
- , - - - i .  
• SpeTM The Weekend at Prince Ruperts Best Choice + .+ 
i I 
~ AWARD + 
, ++,+ "4ViW,. 
I l'msent this ad on Check-in and receive i'.[ 
an upgrade to a tlarbourview rooml < 
I ,~,,d on availability some ~s~aions apply, resrn, adons rearmmended) ,~. 
I Ca l lTo l l  F ree  1 -800-663-8150 '[" 
www.cresflmtel.bc.ca in.fo@cvesthotel.be.ca "" 
[ ,,,,,i,, 
r j 
t "  
WARMEST 
HOLIDAY 
WISHES 
From the Northern Savings Team 
All of us at Northen 
Savings end our best 
wishes for a safe and 
joyous holiday season. 
May the new year 
bring prosperity and 
peace to you and your 
loved ones. 
Terrace Community Branch 
)ok forward to another 
arding year of being 
]r financial institution 
d a proud partner in 
ae communit ies we 
serve. 
:+,::,+ .+ .i ~ ,E  .R .N  ....... + +++,+.,+ ++,~ ~o. +.+, +,+~ +++ +~ ; ~+ :+ N 0 +/;[;T: :+ '  ...... ++"+:: ":: ~:'++:;: ++' +~+ "` ., : .+ ++ 
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• 4702 l.ozelle Avenue • 638-7822 
MOONLIGHT 
'+  MADNESS 
Friday, O +~--- eo. l g 6 pm - 11 pm 
.i~: ..... ;' ~ ~ ~ ~ Skeena Mall, Terrace 
~ Visit our website at 
\ www.northerndrugs.com 635-6555 
PRINGLES 
Potato Chips 
Assorted Flavours 
1.69 
Toshiba "Looney 
}, 
Tunes Personal 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
14.99 
COKE, SPRITE, 
o. CANADA 
DRY 
12x355ml 
00 ,,,,+ 
• " "  J deposit 
Black Magic, Dairy 
Box or Turtles 
CHOCOLATES 
4COG 
6.99 
PLANTERS 
Dry Roasted Peanuts 
600g Jar 
3.49 
Scotch 
MAGIC 
TAPE 
19mmc7.6ra or
12,7mmxl 1.4m 
.,99 ¢ 
GE 2 Head 
VIDEO 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
on screen programming 
179.95 
GE & RCA 
AUDIO& 
TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT 
Includes corded h cordless pones, 
ans~,'ering machines, clock radim, 
poaable and desk sound system 
25 0ff rug, price ~ 
Little Tikes & Tech 
Educational 
ELECTRONIC 
TOYS 
Entire Store Stock 
~ '"Off reg, price 
Cieo Christmas 
Giftwrap, Tissue, 
Gift Bows, Ribbon 
50 + 
regular p ice 
FunaiAut0 
BREAD 
MAKER 
Plus Dough Maker 
Makes a11/2 Ib loaf 
12 hr programmable tim r 
99.99 
Oneida stainless steel 
CUTLERY 
SET 
20 piece set 
Reg. 19.95 
9.99 
All Boxed 
CHRISTMAS 
CARDS 
50%0ff 
Reg. Price 
Christmas Lights, Garland, Decorations, 
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' Chr istmas! 
Futon Sofa Beds 
Many styles and covers to choose from 
On sale from 
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Solid Pine Entertainment Unit 
SomeAssemblyRequiredon sal for $499 
Great Selection of Coffee & End Tables 
All at fantastic Savings 
Solid Pine One Drawer Wardrobe 
o. s+ ,o, $499 
$289 La-Z-boy Chairs 
On sale from S449 
0 
(3+ 
(3. 
Rules Of Contest 
Grand prize - 1 giant size Raccoon plush toy. 1 Second 
prize of a 14" Raccoon plush toy and 3 third prizes of a 
Raccoon bean bag toy. Prizes will be awarded on a random 
draw from entries. - to be drawn ~/ednesday, Dec. 24, 1997 
Name: 
Address.: 
Phone:  
Solid Pine Computer Desk $199 
Matching Hutch $189 - 3 Drawer Storage Cabinet $249.2 Door filing cabi- 
net $279. Bookcase, Hutch for storage cabinet or file drawers $139 *Some 
assembly required 
Glider flocking Chairs $269 
On sale from 
Solid Oak Rocking Chairs 
On sale from $399 
Built In Dishwashers 
o. ,.,o ,,oo $349 
++;~+++i+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 
ii!ii~ ' ~,~~ +~....i+..:+.?..,.,:~::~. 
~ ~ m m  + ++o  + [ 
Convection Range 
.+c,+..s..o,e+.o. $488 
Starting from 
em ' ount rywid  
Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
"The value has  never  been  better"  
4501 Lake lse  Ave.  
, Ter race  
1 -800-813-1158 
638-1158 
• I + 
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News In Brief 
man b 
A 42-~-OLD Terrace man was sent to hospital 
after a brutal assault last week that left him with a 
broken leg and other injuries. 
Police say they were called to a home in the 4600 
block of Scott Ave at about 9:10 p.m. Dec. 8, where the 
man had been attacked. A 41-year-old local man was 
arrested a short time later. He faces a charge of assault 
causing bodily harm. 
Woman cut by knife 
POLICE ATTENDED a domestic dispute Dec. 5 to 
find a woman had been slashed with a knife. 
The incident occurred in the 3800 block of Eby. Po- 
lice say the 42-year-old woman suffered a minor in- 
jury. Her 38-year-old husband was arrested at the 
residence. He is to appear in Terrace court Jan, 30, 
1998. 
More funny money found 
TERRACE RCM~ discovered another counterfeit $20 
bill in circulation here last week. 
Police say the bill, serial number ASH6668249, was 
used at a local business and discovered when the busi- 
ness was preparing their bank deposit. 
There are several of these phony bills in circulation. 
They have a worn-look and the hologram is of poor 
quality. Some are a little bit smaller in size and have 
slightly different colouring. 
Other numbers to look out for include ASH2816743, 
ASE2911122, and ESH6288412. 
Leclerc named chair 
TERRACE TRUSTEE Roger Leelero now heads up 
the board of school district 82. He was voted in at last 
week's chool board meeting in Thornhill. 
Leclerc takes over the job from Kitimat trustee 
George Neumann who recently resigned for health rea- 
sons. Leclerc was nominated by Gary Turner, another 
Terrace trustee. Peter King of Kitlmat was nominated 
for the position of chair as well. 
The position of vice chair of the board went to Linda 
Campbell of Kitimat by acclamation. King declined 
nomination. 
Leclcrc said he hoped the board could put amalgama- 
tion to rest and concentrate on improving the quality of 
service for children. 
Wanted: toilets 
THE COAST MOUNTAIN school board is askign the 
regional disrict to build washrooms for Thomhill 
school fields. 
The fields are extensively used during the summer by 
community and school sports teams but the lack of a 
bathroom has led to problems. 
These were referred to as "the unsanitary practices 
taking place on the doors of the Thomhill Primary 
School," in the minutes of the school board agenda. 
Money wasted, 
, says  MP Scot t  
THE FEDERAL GOVERN. 
MENT is mailing out che. 
ques worth hundreds of mil- 
lions of dollars a year to na- 
tive governments and agen- 
cies without knowing how 
they're being spent, says 
Skeena Reform MP Mike 
Scott. 
Using leaked documents 
and a federal auditor gener- 
al's report, Scott said there 
simply isn't an adequate 
system of keeping track of 
what is going on. 
"We have significant 
cases of non-compliance, of 
insufficient report," he said. 
"This can lead to fraud, to 
double dipping. The report 
we received is as thick as a 
Vancouver phone book with 
'secret' stamped all over 
it." 
Scott said the information 
clearly points out that ever 
increasing amounts of 
money spent on natives in 
Canada isn't helping in- 
crease their economic or so- 
cial position within the 
country. 
"Socia l  payments alone 
make up more than $1 bil- 
lion of the $6.2 billion spent 
by the Department of Indian 
Affairs and even then 
there's an argument about 
the figure," he said. 
"There's a huge 
credibility problem here and 
the department seems to be 
wilUng to sweep it away." 
Scott said a more efficient 
way to spend the money 
would be direct transfers 1o 
natives, by-passing count- 
less local native govern- 
menus and agencies. 
"This way money would 
go right to the people and 
reduce the amount of money 
that goes astray." 
Information leaked to the 
Reform party indicates that 
information collected in 
return for spending money 
is insufficient to judge if the 
money is spent correcUy. 
It predicts that on-reserve 
social assistance c~ts will 
double tO $2 billion by the 
The Perfect Chri 
Gift For Your A~ 
A guided f ish ing tri 
special angler will ap' 
and enjoy. 
Trips available for the 
• Gitnadoix (Coho) 
• Kalum (Chine, ok & Steelhead) I 
• Copper (s~l~o,~) Rivers 
• Fishing instruction av 
• Everything supplied 
!~"~' i .  
Ill ~ IIk'IHIN; ~,I IV I ~I 8,1 
Start Do l l  - L icence(  
5131 McConnell Ave, 2~ 
Ph: 635-4686 Fax: 635 
AVOID DISAPI7 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
Coming January 1998 to 
The Salvation Army Thrift Stores 
Terrace and Kit imat 
Interac and Visa for your shopping convenience!! 
LABLE NOW!!! 
AND . ~  
iGift Certificates! 
: i (Great Stocking Suffers) = 
We would like to take this opportunity 
to wish all our valued customers 
a very Merry Christmas• 
CHRISTMAS HOURS: 
December 24 10 - 2 
December 25 Closed 
December 26 Closed 
January 3. Closed 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
4444 Lake lse  Avenue 
Terrace,  B.C. 
Off ice (250)  635-3749 Fax (250)  635-5446 
Mike Scott 
year 2007. 
"['be auditor general found 
that 75 per cent of the files 
it reviewed turned up cases 
of inadequate documenta- 
tion. 
"The  department just 
doesn't know where the 
money's going," Scott com- 
mented. 
Scott said he's convinced 
that senior Indian Affairs of- 
ficials are keeping their 
minister, Jane Stewart, from 
knowing the extent of the 
problem. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crysta l  635-3531 
Gi l l ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
gett!ng married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
k,~e of us a call. 
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_ ~, . ,  -~1 ~] JarnesW aadelet 
(~et a gooo  ~n~ng o g / I  III 
j~ J J ]  RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &So,c,ors 
Yoursel T~ Law. Trusts, Corporate & Commercial 
. . . . . . .  * ~. ,~ ~il~ll Ill 1330 -1075 West Georgia Street Vancouver 8.C.V6E3C9 
~f~Cff  ng  O F ~¢~}1 R l l~[  rU IU IO  * ~ i  I l l  - - ,  - - - -  ' ' 
.,,~o~napat~n~® II i-'none:~-689.0878 Fax: 604-6~i9-1386 
I ADDRESS: 
i CATEGORY: 
Fax entries to board office at  638-1837 or drop off 
at any snonsor listed. 
| 
:.D/! 
] 
;~ ......... . i ,  ~ 
' ) i 
W e h ~  
Snowblades & 
Accessories for ,~ .  
~. our ATV 
liquid-cooled Iwin Jew high-out put, U,S. Built 600 c¢ 
with approximately 20% more horsepower than ou t '97 
model, 
• XTRA-IO front suspension with Controlled 
Roll Centre (CRC) steering package, 38" 
stance, and 8.25" travel, tors~ bar, 
• Case-reed induction with dual eosy pull 
3gram Keihin D slide oaths 
: New 13s" track ~ 1,n" Oeep lugs 
Rolled chaincase for lower center of gravity 
. Compo~ skis 
~ J t 997 SnoWest"Sled of th Year" I 
~: <.~*' Newly refioed quid-cooled 700¢ U,S, built win , 
~'~~ • Co.reed induddon with dual easy pull 39m Kolhin 
D ride curbs 
• XTRA-lO front suspension with Controlled Roll 
Centre (CRC) steering package, 38" stance, and 8.25" 
front and 10.9" rear travel, torsion bar, 
• 136" Irack with 1.75" deep lugs 
• New mid-height flared windshield, large 5" 
indxumedation 
POLRRIS , ,  
RIDE THE BEST ii ,! ,0,0MOT v . ,  .0us , , , t  S0, ,o  
i!!~ 4641 Keith Ayenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
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Gallery 
stops 
thefts 
THE TERRACE Art Gal- 
lery is making improve- 
meatts to its security, after a 
couple of thefts this year. 
During a multlculturai ex- 
hibition last February two 
items went missing, and 
then later a painting dis- 
appeared from the art rental 
program, says Vi Tim- 
merman of the Terrace Art 
Association. 
Glass on a display case 
was also broken. 
The thefts and damage 
cost the Art Association 
close to $600. That money 
wasn't covered by insur- 
ance, because the amounts 
were too small compared to 
the deduct~le the associa- 
tion would have to pay. 
Timmerman says security 
has become a bigger issue 
because access to the wiring 
and furnace for the ex- 
panded l~rary, upstairs 
from the gallery, is through 
the gallery. 
Workers come and go 
through the gallery after 
hours, and she's concerned 
they might not remember to 
put the security on, or might 
leave the door unlocked. 
At times the gallery has 
$50,000-100,000 worth of 
art work. For example, the 
gallery recently featured the 
work of David Ned, a show 
on loan from the Con- 
temporary Museum of Pho- 
togrsphy in Ottawa. 
CONSTABLE JAMIE Saxton got an unpleasant surpise last week when a 
motorist pushed him off the road, His police cruiser was badly damaged but 
Saxton was not seriously injured. 
Officer becomes victim 
CONSTABLE JAMIE Saxton thought 
was on his way to help someone last 
week, but he ended up needing help him- 
self. 
Saxton was driving to attend a spousal 
assault call Dec. 10 when he was hit by 
another vehide and forced off the road. 
Staff Sgt. Doug Whelcr says Saxton 
was passing a van in his police cruiser on 
Kalum St. when the accident occurred. 
Saxton's emergency lights were flashing 
to warn other drivers to pull over. 
Bet apparently the driver of the van 
wasn't aware of the police cruiser or just 
made a mistake and turned left, directly 
into the right side of Saxton's car as he 
passed. 
The impact spun Saxton's car around 
and it plowed into a telephone pole. 
"The officer was badly shaken," 
Wheler says. "But all the airbags went 
off. He was OK." 
Saxton was taken to Mill's Memorial 
Hospital and released. The driver of the 
van is under investigation. 
Water tank plan to cause a fuss 
CITY COUNCILLORS are bracing for angry protests 
from Wilson SL residents~on the Bench after their'decision 
to build a big concrete wa~r tank there. 
The new $500,000 concrete tank wil l  replace the o!(1, 
leaking wooden tank on the street, but it will be closer to 
the road than the old one. 
"There are going to bepeople who are going to be up- 
set," director of engineering Stew Christensen warned 
large concrete wag on theb sUeet. 
He said city crews will plan grass and trees in an effort to 
screen the tank from neighbouring homes. 
The tank is needed to provide 1.5 million iitres of water 
- -  or a three hour supply for firefighters in case of a fire. 
Councillors suggested lowering both tanks into the 
ground. But Christensen said that wouldn't work because it
would reduce the water pressure in the entire horseshoe 
muacillors~.. ,,,~. ~,,,,. i~',:~ ~',~ .~ . . . .  '~' , . . . .  :;~ . ... area of town. 
:~iHe sald ~ ~ s  ~:,bei~os:~i~to':~L~toa~hanth6 .i ii~oth.,er option discussed and rejected w~ r ipp~ down ,i 
0ider one b~¢;o f  the:setback fr0m the esearpment ow :, both the wooden tank down and the other tank beside it 
required by the city's planned environmentally sensitive down, and then replacing the two tanks with one larger 
areas regulations, one. 
Christensen said the tank shouldn't change the view for That would likely make neighbours happier, Christensen 
the homes there, but predicted residents will object to the said, but predicted it could cost an extra $350,000. 
Santa's Little Helper Weekend 
Friday, December 19 & 
Saturday, December 20 ~ 
Be one of.Santa's little belpers. ~ ~ ~/ 
B..~ .. . ~ to g~w to. ~&~ E 
• specml someone, The only :~: ~ [ 
catch is it bus to be something -~ ~ ~/ ~ ~ ~  
embarassmg!!! 
Located in the Coast  Inn of the West  "'" 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER 1997 PALACE DECEMBER 1997 
1 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Associalioh 
[~:14  o,~ 2Ke~ode ~_~ 
Friendship I Terr~/~ti.Pover~ 
Society /Gr0~p S0dety 
~a'a Tr~ Cou~ 
Tem~el.ml 
6 Lio~Cl~bof Terrae Oo~at~ 
Terrze Youth Socce" 
Te~ace 
S~ Club 
7Caledonia 
Senior 
Secondary 
School 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
9Canadian In Terrace/ 11 ,e~ ~KilJmat Sh~ne Ringet~/L~s~c~0~ 
Paraplegic Club #18 
Te~a~ Peaks Association ~elas V01unteer 
Fire Department Gymnas~ 
1 oCanadi~ ~Paap~c 
Nisga'aTdl~l C0uM 
Tezace L0~l 
1•  ~=o, ~dumbusL,~ 
P~c ~s 0,-~=s~ 
Terrace Hospice 
Society 
14-rerrac e 15 16 
Salrnonid Terrace Kerrnode 
Enhancement Minor Baseball Friendship 
Society Association Society 
17 18~'n= 19~= 
Sofd~a~l 
Terrace Peaks k~soda~n ParOlee 
Gymnastics T~zet~.P~ve~ Nisga'aTdbaJ 
Club Gr0up, S06~ty Council 
20 T~e 
Oime Stoppers 
F~sm~Tm 
Te~e S~a~t, Pem 
S~ 
~)1 i22  [23Kermod e 
Skeena Jr, Sec. ] Tenace Minor 
School [ Hockey [ Friendship 
I Association | Soceity 
24 25 
CLOSED [ CLOSED 
~gB~ 26~ 
Tarace 
Wmga'aTr~ C  
27~,~ 
I~eClub ~Te~e 
Tm~ 
28 
Thornhill 
Jr. Seoond~ 
School 
29Terrece 130 131 
Minor | Benevolent [ P/rt~l=ll 
Hockey ]Protective Order n v~.vv~.=, 
Association I of Elks #425 I 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors4 :30  p.m, Games6:15 
J:bers.~,F'y,i., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors 9:30 p.m, Games lf l:O0 p.m. 
B ingo  Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the monlh Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
635-2218 
Eiker Auto Supply "MONE W  TONE YOU" 
Do you have a real need for an automotive parts store 
who has all the parts you need....and then some? 
~ ~'., ~ .............................................. : , . .  ~::~ :.~..:... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  ~ : : :  :~  : : : :~  ~:  : ~ ~ , .~  ~.x~. , . .~!o~, .x . '<~:~: ,x  
KD Automotive Specialty Tools 
20%off 
MAGNACHARGE 
Car & Truck Batteries 
Exclusive to Elker Auto 
Engine Treatment 
• Huge inventory of parts 
• The best known national brands 
• Complete product lines 
• Parts .and components for all 
i ~ ~ vehicles including imports 
- Qual i f ied personnel backed by ~i 
, • . , . 
i i . 
i i . : : :  i F: ¸ : :!.i;; ': 
TRIDON 
Windshield Wiper Blades 
20% 
WESTERNER 
Truck Seat Covers 
Headlight 
Sealed Beams 
Special H6054 $10.43  
9004 Halogen Bulbs $5.15 
BOSCH Driving Lights 
10 
TOOLS 
Come In For Great Specials On Automotive Supplies And On Selected In Stock Items 
dn_•l ~ Auto Part= Plu= Y When we say :  i i I MORE IN  STORE 
We Mean It!! 
I / 
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Portable Stereo 
MXD401 
• 55Watts 
.3CD 
• Auto Beverse 
• Timer 
VCR 
HRJ643 
• Hi-fiHead 
• On Screen Menu 
• Real time Tape Counter ~g;:~ 
• Remote Conbol ~ 
Portable Stereo 
RCQW500• AM/FM 
Tuner 
• CD Player 
• Remote Control 
• Auto Stop 
Personal CD Player 
~~i~o Car ReX; 53cR 
,~A i ~ • i • • e i .  
I 
I 
S O n Y  
32"  TV  Kv-32S22 
• Dynamic Picture 
• Matrix Sound 
~ONY 
• Clock/Timer 
• Remote Control 
Portable CFOV~O 
• AM/FM Tuner • Remote Con&el 
":~"~:%~i~iii~:'~~ ~ • Cassette Deck • CD Player 
i 
werful Bass R e p r o d u c ~  
S01~Y 
Discman DE 301 
...... #iiiliiii~!il!~'iiiiii~:~..:., • 10 Second E.S.P. 
,~i!lii~lil iiiiiii~i lii!li;i~::~ • Digital Mega Bass 
J~ i i i i~  iiii!!i!iiii!i!i!i!~il i~  • 12 Hour Battery Life_ ~.a~...~ _ I 
VCR s,v~7s 
• VHS Hi-R Stereo 
• Auto Head Cleaner 
• Multi-Brand Remote 
• On Screen Display 
] i  
Portable Stereo 
:: .... • Shockwave 
• Auto Reverse 
• Xtra Bass 
Discman 
SLSW205 
• Shock Wave 
• Resistant 
• 3 Sec Anti Shock 
• Extra Bass System 
~IGHT&SOUHD 
OUTSTANDING 
Sawa 
~ble Stereo 
RXDS11 
• Extra Bass System . ~..~ ~, ~I 
• AM/FM Tu.er ~ ~ ~  
• CD Player ~ ' ~ ; ~  
• Cassette R e c o r d e ~ ~ ~  
Mini Stereo 
SCAK20 
• 5 Disc CD Changer 
| 
• Dual Cassette With Auto Reverse 
Mini Stereo M.C,71 
• 50 Watts)(2 .3  Way Speakers 
• DualAuto Reverse Cassette 
Disc Player copcxso 
• 50+1 Disc "Jukebox" CD Changer 
• Multi Disc Programming 
• 
S ON~x~. 
27" 711 KV2~S22 
• Clock 1Truer 
• Matrix SurroundSound 
• 2 Channel Blocks 
m~1.  ' . 
Receiver STRDE 415 
• Hi-R Receiver • Dolby Prologic 
• 4x100 Watts 
• Wireless Remote ~%~~.~.~lJ~,:~,.~ ,:~ . 
• 60 Watt TotaIPower ,~*% ,, 
~ " i ~ * ' ' 
KEITIt AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRA CE K I  T IMA T TERRA CE 
. . . . . .  ~,.~ ~ 
635 o000 635-4948 
• HeadphoneJack 
3S*" 
ANNIVERSARY 
1962.1997 
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NDP kidnapped by corporations 
Helmut must go, says friend 
A FORMER prominent local NDPer wants people to sign 
the petition to recall Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht to 
help topple the government. 
Earl Hamilton, a teacher in Nelson and a key member of 
the Green party there, says the NDP under Glen Clark has 
lost its direction. 
"Helmut's a personal fi'iend of mine and I don't know if 
we'll be one after he reads this/' said Hamilton who has 
been caging people in Terrace asking them to sign the peti- 
we have now, but how could that be," Hamilton con- 
tinued. 
"Clark's been in the States selling B.C. as an aluminum 
center, but when did the people of B.C. ask for this?" 
"The government's doing things it never indicated it 
would do. It's abandoned its principles," Hamilton added. 
A teacher here in the 1980s, Hamilton sat on the execu- 
tive of the local NDP constituency association. 
He said he and Giesbrecht, also a teacher, stood "side by 
tion. side" during the Operation Solidarity strikes and 
"His government isn't representing the people who demonstrations of the early 1980s in opposition to Bill 
voted for it," said Hamiltom Bennett's Social Credit government. 
Hamilton's premise is based on the slim majority of the 
NDP government. Should Gieabrecht and Paul Ramsey in 
Prince George be recalled and should those seats be lost in 
by.elections, that majority would be threatened. 
Hamilton said that while the NDP were elected on a 
broad-based set of principles, it's now following a narrow 
path of corporate interests. 
"People say we could end up with something worse than 
Hamilton's conversion to the Green party came after he 
said the NDP was captured by forest industry interests. 
' Tm doing this without malice toward my old friend, 
but this government has to be go. I 'm surprised that some- 
one of Helmut's fibre still supports them. This is not the 
NDP people once knew and loved," he said. 
A successful recall effort here would lead to others 
around the province, Hamilton said. 
Natives 
ponder 
recall 
G1TWANGAK natives say 
they face a miserable Christ- 
mas and they'll make Hel- 
mut Giesbrecht's miserable 
if he doesn't help them. 
About two dozen band 
members protested outside 
the MLA's Terrace office 
Dec. 9, demanding provin- 
cial help re-starting the 
band-operated Cged Forest 
Products awmill. 
"If  the NDP does not 
make efforts to focus in on 
our problems in the same 
way Dan Miller focussed in 
on the SCI situation, there is 
the poss~ility that people in 
our community will sign the 
recall petition," said Cged 
chairman Larry Moore. 
"It was the aboriginal 
vote that elected the NDP 
and the MLA, yet, unlike 
our non-native counterparts, 
we have not seen the bene- 
f it ," added Art Loring, a 
ba~d member. 
The sawmill hasn't run in 
m6~e than a year, but log. 
ging re-started several 
weeks ago on hopes the 
sawmill could be restarted. 
But Moore said expected 
assistance from the province 
and a licence to export over- 
sized logs haven't been 
forthcoming. 
Logs were piling up in the 
yard, and logging has now 
been halted. 
Moore said the company's 
partner that manages wood- 
lands operations ~ Interpac 
wants to seize the wood 
in the yard and sell it below 
market value to pay off its 
own creditors. 
He said band members 
will prevent any attempt o 
remove wood. 
Moore says Cged can go it 
alone if the province can 
deliver $7 million in loan 
guarantees. Operation 
would mean 50 jobs for 
people in Gitwangak and 
Gitsnyow, he said. 
Giesbre~t thinks he can 
keep B.C. Hydro from dis- 
connecting mill power. 
He's less optimistic about 
getting overnment money. 
Giesbrecht said the mill's 
plight is also tied to the for- 
tunes of Skeens Cellulose 
because it needs a place to 
send chips. 
The mill m on reserve 
land, making it difficult to 
secure any loans extended to 
the mill, he added. 
"The government is simp- 
ly is not gain 8 to turn over a 
pile of money and not have 
some measure of control for 
that," he said. 
He predicted the province 
might contemplate a smaller 
figure to help invest in new 
equipment, bet said the $7 
million requested is mainly 
aimed at paying off, the 
mill's $3.2 million debL 
" I  understand their 
predicament," he said. 
"But they have to bear 
some of the responsibility 
for the $3.2 million they're 
in the hole." 
Cged has owned the saw- 
mill for six years since tak- 
ing It over from Westar. 
Moore says the mill has a 
better chance of success 
now because it has a 
100,000 cubic metre timber 
Ilcence in Gltanyow trsdt- 
ttond territory. 
domestic bar drinks 
entertainment! 
GITWANGAK NATIVES are demanding Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht and the 
government deliver financial assistance to re-start the band operated Cged Forest 
Products sawmill. That's Cged chairman Larry Moore leading a demonsbation in 
front of Giesbrecht's office last week. 
If 
New Tanning 
Booth 
at Richards Laundromat 
& Cleaners on Emerson 
48 Lamps, 19 fans, 
One Great Tan[ 
635-5119 
#1 In Town 
Dn, 'Meg Sexsm h(:i i ' 
C]p~ornet~r'i~t:, 
OFFICE HOURS  iII 
Monday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. il 
Tues - Fri 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. II 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. . JJ 
4550 Leke lse  Ave Terrace Jl 
• ph., e3B.a0==O 
 lo  Cold ,. 
    Kemeales 
To cure  the  w inter  co ld . . .  Just  app ly  heat =. 
A ~ ~ ] [ ~ ~  L'~-/~-:-7:'~':;"'::/:::::-- := ' .= '~L_  
Jan. 1 3 Nights Dec. 18 6 Nights 
Air Only s319 Air Only sz~t~9 
Stratosphere s499  Aguamarina s899  
Jan, 1, 8 9 Sally's %29 (,~.mctu~ve) is 
Excaribur aS4 9 lan. 15, 22 7 Nights Air Only s499 
Jan. 4 4 Nights Air Only e449 Eden Resort s1349 
Air Only s319 Posada Real s89 9 pJt.mOu~W,Eden ResortGarden View) '1419 
Stardust Mototlnrt s439  (Nl.lncludve, Ocean View) 
liALMOSTALLINCLUSIVE ! Maxim s499 jan. 3 , 1 0 ~  7Nights Jan. t5,22 7Nights 
Luxor s539  AirOnly s649  AirOnly ss19  I I  
Lagunalnn s~9 Eden Resort s1359 
Cancun Plaza s1019 (An.lncludve, Garden View) 
Jan. 16, 23 7 Nights (S~udlo) ~"r~'L _ ~,o  
Air Only , s869 Jan. 3, 10 14 Nights 
The Mill Resort Sl 399  Air Only s669  
Sonesta Resort s1519 Laguna Inn s1219 ALL INCLusIVE! 
Americana Beach Cancun Plaza s1~99 Includes: All m~atsl 
Resort s1659 (StuD,o) 
Coil your UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lozelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
Includes: • Welcome dtink 
• 3 buffet meals daily 
. Domestic brand drinks 
• De,me tennis 
& activities 
BONUS.' 
Includes: Canadian dollars 
at par! For all food 
beverages, cash deposlt 
required upon check-in. 
Restrictions apply. 
Vamco~ver ~etares. New bookings only. olfms ~alid o~ specific dates and ~o ~s. ALL IN(IUSJVE Resort Indudor: All mools, bev~oges (except rnid-~ 
end room ~vke un~s tmted), water.sports (non-motorized), ntrainment and more. Ask yeur UNIGLOBE Travel Agent for ktoik l~hr, i~ may v~ry. 
Prkes ore ~ on per por~, 2 sJmr~g ufless ot?~ wM stated. Oepe~re loxes, GST end AIF are addison al. AJ[ ofiors ore ~Jb~ncl b ~ l i ty  at I~mo 
oJ hocking and ore sub~it to ihange wilhe~t notice. See the S~mluesl West ~hure [or more comp/ele r ,ms and (ondlt~ns. 
®%ken~ s0demmh of UNIGLOBE Tmvel(In~tmtioael) Inc. INDEPBDENIiY OWNED meons better pe~,on~ ~v~e. 
O 
i n  Numb r 0 0 
Y 
24 MONTH LEASE 
$2,950 DOWNPAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENT RADE 
OR BUY FOR $24,239  
¢O,~S EQUI IPPE I~ V iY t~B @VEP~ 4@ ~'~t~#~P~@ ~i :EYV FE~'~I J~E~.  
DEPOWERED SECOND GENERATION DUAL AIRBAGS * 4 WHEEL ABS * 30 LITRE ENGINE * 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH OVERDRIVE • EXTENDED LENGTH 
AIR CONDITIONING * AN/FM STEREO • SOLAR TINTED GLASS. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS AND MIRRORS * EXTENDED DRIVER'S SIDE DOOR • TIP/SLIDE DRIVER'S SEAT 
L IMITED T IME OFFERS.  
~. t~ ~i ~' '~' 
" the highest possible U.S, Government [rant-end crash test rating- for both driver and front passenger.+ 
We Put  Sa fe ty '  And  Your  Fami ly  F i r s t  
MONTHLY PAYMEHT I $199 $249 I 5379 
DOY/NPAYMENT (OR EQUIVALENT RADE) i $4,160 $2,9S0 I $0 
LEAS~ Ei~D V'A~,UE 15 GUARANTEED 
www.  fo rd .ca /o f fe rs  / 
O 
BC IS  FORD AND MERCURY COUNTRY 
• $249/monlh based on 24 month =Plan" lease of 1998 Windstar with Pep 350B with a downpayment of $2,950 on approved credit. Total F3ald based on 23 monlhly payments of $249 plus $2.950 downpaymen plus tax = $8,677 plus lax. 
Optional buyout al termination Is $16.740,10 plus tax. Security deposit ($300) required at lease inception. Offers exclude license, tax and insurance, Freight Included. Some conditions and a mileage reslrictlon o136,000 km over 24 months 
apply. Valflcle musl be returned in good working condition with no visible damage subject to normal wear and tear. Limited time oilers. Dealer may lease or sell for less, Retail leases only. See dealer for details, 
÷ U.S. National Highway Traffic Salely Administration data used in comparing vehicles wilhin 225kg (5001bs.) 
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 OTEM FORD . 
DLR 5548 
(604) 635-4984 
4631 Keith Avenue 
1-800-463-1128 
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Appeal strengthens native 
hand and urges more talks 
' BIG CHANGES are about 
: to  hit policy makers in Vic- 
toria - -  whether they admit 
it or not. 
So says a Gitxsan spokes- 
man and one of the their 
lawyers in the wake of last 
week's Deigamuukw appeal 
I decision at the Supreme 
I Court of Canada: 
I "We know the decision 
had a major impact on 
provincial policy - -  the 
whole policy is bankrupt," 
said Don Ryan, chief nego- 
tiator end strategist for the 
Gitxsan. 
The complex, 130-page 
appeal decision handed 
down early Dec, 11 was the 
culimination of a land claim 
case launched 13 years ago 
in Smithers. 
:And while natives hailed it 
as a victory, others were 
more cautious in their as- 
sessment. 
The unanimous ruling by 
the seven Supreme Court  
justices for the fast thne 
defined aboriginal title as an 
exclusive right to land that 
is constitutionally protected. 
Significantly, aboriginal 
title encompasses more than 
just traditional uses such as 
trapping and berry picking, 
but also includes modern 
day economic pursuits uch 
as mining, the ruling con- 
cludcs. 
The court spelled out how 
that title can be proved and 
concluded government can 
infringe on that title pro- 
vided it meets a test of 
justification. 
However ,  another aspect 
of that infringetnent is fair 
compensation, the court 
said. 
Chief Justice Antonio 
Lamer, who wrote the deci- 
sion, said in the end, negoti- 
ated settlements carried out 
in good faith are the way to 
achieve a reconciliation be- 
tween native societies and 
the rest of Canada. "Let us.'.~. 
face it, we are all here to-" 
stay," Lamer wrote. 
In what amounts to a re- 
jection of the 1991 trial de- 
cision, the justices con- 
cluded the judge, B.C. 
Supreme Court Justice Al- 
lan McEachem, erred when 
he refused to admit oral evi- 
dence by Gitxsan and 
Wet'suwet'en elders. 
Partly bccause of that, the 
justices concluded a new tri- 
al is necessary. 
They also upheld a deci- 
sion that the province had 
no authority to extinguish 
aboriginal rights. 
The rejection of the 
McEachern decision 
amounted to a moral victory 
for the Gitxsan and 
V,'et'suwet'en, who had 
been offended by the earlier 
ruling. 
"Once they destroyed his 
findings of fact and said he 
did it wrong, they had no 
choice but to send it back 
for a retrial," said Peter 
Grant, one of the lawyers 
for the Gitxsan. 
"That's why a direction of 
a retrial is a major victory. It 
means that the McEachern 
Don Ryan 
sis on governments onego- 
tiate a treaty. 
While the Wet'suwet'en 
are prepared to negotiate a
resolution, it's unclear 
whether the Gitxsan will do 
that or return to court. 
Ryan said the ball is now 
in the province's court. 
John Cashore 
cilable differences. That 
rekindled the land claim, ca 
hold to allow negotiations. 
Talks with the 
Wet'suwet'en resumed 
shortly after the appeal was 
heard, but negotiations with 
the Gitxsan have yet to 
restart. 
The Supreme Court now says aboriginal 
t/tie encompasses more than Just tradi- 
tional uses such as trapping and berry 
picking, but also includes modern day 
economic pursuits such as mining. 
"q~e issue is what the 
Crown is going to do. All 
we can do is sit and wait 
judgement is meaningless. It and see what they do." 
is nothing." The province broke off 
Grant said the decision treaty talks with the Gitxsan 
will also put added empha- in early 1996, citing irrecon- 
Santa Insures His Sled 
At Braid Insurance... 
So Should Youl 
Don't Wait Until It's Too Late... 
CALL NOW! 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS 
Braid Insurance Agencies 
4648 Lakelse, Terrace 638-8581 
j= '  
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Cailin Iris Gregory 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 30. 1997 
Weight: 8lbs 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Mike & Crystal Gregory 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
FJsaJane Poppieton 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 26. 1997 5:30 am. 
Weight: 8Ibs 14 oz. :sex: Female 
Parents: Mark & Sally 
Poppleton 
J~se I~dton Noel Keeler 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 2, 1997 at 1:47 p.m. 
Weight: 5lbs. 9.5 oz. Sex: Vlale 
Parents: Joe & I~onnie K eter 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Savannah Violet 
Date 8, "lime of Birth: 
Nov. 19, 1997 at h30 Fro. 
Weight: 8Ibs 14 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Randy ~ Ingrid Tailor 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
O 
Baby's Name: 
Katherine Grace Peters Jeremy R0drigae Poole 
Date & Tune of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 18, 1997 at 7:46 p.m. Nov. 24, 1997, Ih36 am. 
Weight: 7Ibs 12 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 10lbs 12 oz. Sex: Male : 
Parents: Koran & Naomi Peters. • Parents: Chantal &Steve Pool e . 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
J us t  see  our  serv ice  desk  for more  in fo rmat ion  
Overwa=tea 
Provincial aboriginal af- 
fairs minister John Cashore 
said Dec. 12 that discus- 
sinus will likely take place 
soon about resuming the 
Gitxsan talks. 
The minister shrugged off 
suggestions the ruling will 
bring changes to the way 
B.C. negotiates treaties and 
consults with First Nations. 
"It affirms the process 
that we've been following 
for several years now and I 
think that's very good for 
the treaty making process," 
Cashore said. 
Asked how government 
policy might change as a 
result of the decision, 
Cashore said it will be 
"steady as she goes." 
He said everything the 
NDP government has been 
doing to date matches 
what's in the decision. 
"We're on the right track," 
he said. 
" I  think that we've got the 
affirmation that we've been 
seeking. This court has 
made it very clear that the 
way to get these matters 
resolved is through negotia- 
tion rather than litigation." 
But lawyer Grant said the 
government is fooling itself 
if it thinks the status quo 
will remain. 
"He deafly hasn't had his 
briefings yet," Grant said of 
Cashore's comments. 
"I  mean, this is a big, big 
decision. The government... 
could say, 'okay, just dig 
our head a little deeper in 
the sand on this one and 
maybe let's duck and it will 
fly over.' It isn't going to 
happen that way. 
"Whatever the govern- 
ment says, I can tell you 
from 'other processes I 'm in, 
their development of policy 
is directly linked to what the 
courts are saying." 
Expect natives 
to nail gov't 
A DECISION from the highest court in Canada is one 
thing - -  it's another to get governments o recognize 
that ruling, says Don Ryan. 
The judgment will remain just words until it's actual- 
ly forced upon the government, the chief negotiator and 
strategist for the Gitxsan said in an interview. 
A "trigger" is needed to force the province's hand 
and bring last week's decision by the Supreme Court of 
Canada into play, Ryan said. 
"The Gitxsan have their own interest in the land. So 
what they have to do is they have to exercise that inter- 
est. And then you'll see how B.C. will react or how 
Canada reacts to it." 
Gitxsan chiefs were expected to meet this week to 
discuss options resulting from the high court decision 
in Delgamuukw. 
Those options range from returning to the treaty table 
to taking the case back to court. 
Then again, the Gitxsan could choose to challenge 
government policy by taking some direct action. 
" I 'd  prefer that route, that the Gitxsan do things to 
trigger the situation," Ryan said. 
"There's going to be an event that will trigger a 
whole bunch of different things." 
That might involve going out and logging or un- 
dertaking some other economic activity on a house ter- 
ritory, he said, or it could come in the form of a legal 
challenge to a forest licence. 
Ryan said Tree Farm Licence I in the Nasa, now con- 
trolled by Skeena Cellulose, comes up for renewal on 
Jan. 1 and that could becoming something of a test. 
Portions of that licence are to be lost to the Nisga'a un- 
der an agreement in principle signed between that 
group and the federal and provincial governments. 
Ryan said he's not surprised both levels of govern- 
ment are playing down the decision and saying their 
policies already address what the ruling requires. 
"That's what they'll say, that's what they'll 
maintain, that's the rhetoric that will come fi'om the 
Crown," Ryan said. 
For provincial aboriginal affairs minister John 
Cashore and federal Indian affairs minister Jane 
Stewart, "it's business as usual," he said. 
A large stumbling block at the Gitxsan treaty table 
was the province's insistence that the treaty involve a 
land selection model, which bases a treaty on only part 
of a territory. 
The Gitxsan have pushed for a co-management 
model taking in all their territory. Ryan maintains the 
ruling strengthens that position. 
~'~'~-': i~.. ..,'+:~ ~ . . . .  • ~ , ~ 
Do it right! Do it better with great tool . . . . .  
gdt =deas from Santa's workshop! 
- -  and many more power tool gift specials]. 
Maklta 10" Slide Compound Saw 
with Electric Brake -double sliding compound 
• comes with a carblde tipped blade & dust bag 
MODEL BT3OOOXB MODEL LSI O! 3 
• ::.. '.....:.. 
Jigsaw "*~ili~ : ........ i::i~::~iiiii!ii!!ii:: . . . . . . . . .  :,~ 
~le sp ed'h case ~ ~ i i ~  ~ . ~ : : : : . : . :  ============================= /, ~: 
L 4320K DELTA 4" x 36 Bell/6 D I ~  ~;~:~ 
MODEL 31460C 
rater Kit 
~ase & case 
PK 
I a, Porter Cable 4~ Angle Grinder 
MODEL 7406 
ii!~;~ "~ . . . . .  
e l~ . 
PORTER Cable $" Random 
Orbital Sander 
MODEL 333C 
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Drinking drivers the target 
of stepped up police effort 
IT'S BECOME another 
Christmas tradition. 
Those familiar red and 
blue flashing lights of the 
roadside CounterAttack pro- 
gram have come to signal 
the start of the holidays al- 
most as much as crowded 
stores and Christmas trees. 
This year will be no ex- 
ception - -  it marks the 20th 
anniversary of the police 
program in B.C. 
For the past two decades, 
CounterAttack has sought o 
reduce incidents of impaired 
driving on the province's 
roads through a series of 
road checks and public edu- 
cation programs. Since its 
inception, some 18 million 
vehicles have passed 
through the roadside checks. 
And it has been quite suc- 
cessful. When the program 
started in 1977, an average 
of 300 people were killed in 
B.C. each year as a result of 
drinking and driving. That 
figure has since been 
reduced to 146 in 1995. 
But it's not enough. Last 
year, drinking and driving 
still contn13uted to about 30 
per cent of all trsffic fatali- 
ties. 
That's why police 
province-wide, including 
Terrace RCMP will be out 
in full force over the holi- 
days, performing random 
road-checks from De~ 8 to 
Jan. 3. 
"We'll be doing inter- 
mittent checks at different 
times of the evening," says 
Constable J .1L  Walker. 
"Mostly they will occur at 
peak periods between 10 
p.m. and 4 s.m.. But mind 
you, we receive complaints 
about drunk driven around 
the clock." 
Some of those road checks 
will also involve the in- 
specter from the Motor 
Vehicle Branch. He'll be 
out with the mounties to 
look for vehicles that aren't 
safe to be on the road. 
"Normally they con- 
Speed 
f ines 
rise 
DRINKING DRIVERS 
aren't the only ones who 
face stronger sanctions for 
breaking the law. 
The province has also 
targeted speeders, red-light 
runners and other dangerous 
driven to try to curb acci- 
dent rates. 
As of Dec. 15, fines for 
speeding increased, in some 
cases by as much as 270 per 
cent.  
Those caught driving less 
than 20 km/h over the speed 
limit in municipalities and 
on highways still face the 
same $115 ticket. 
But those caught speeding 
excessively will now have 
to dig deep into their wal- 
lets. 
It used to be that the high- 
er fines only kicked-in if 
drivers were cruising at 40 
km/h or more above the 
legal limit. Now those driv- 
ing 21 lan/h over the limit 
will face extra fines on a 
sliding scale that increases 
with speed. 
A t  21-40 km/h over the 
fines have changed to $173, 
wl/ile at 41-60 km/h over 
they have gone to a whop- 
ping $345. Those driving 
more than 61 km/h over the 
limit will pay the maximum 
of $460. 
In school, playground and 
construction zones, the new 
fines are even higher. Wage 
the top fines are the same, 
those driving 1-20 km/h 
over the limit will now be 
slapped with s hefty $173 
fine and those going 21-40 
km/h over the limit will pay $230. 
ICBC statistics indicate 
that December is one of the 
worst months for 
automobile accidents, Last 
year the number of accident 
clsims in December reached 
s five-year high of 81,265 
- -  that's 2,500 dahm every 
day. 
Those numbers translated 
to nearly 10,000 injuries and 
39 deatl=. 
CONSTABLE TRENT Johnson examines a cads wheelwell for rust during a 
recent CounterAttack roadblock. While police are always on the search for drink- 
ing ddvers, the roadblocks also give them the opportunity to check the road- 
worthiness of vehicles. 
centrate on commercial 
vehicles," Walker says. 
'"So this gives Lhem a 
chance to check out private 
vehicles." 
Walker says the inspector 
will not be examining every 
vehicle, just those that look 
pretty rough. Cars that are 
15-20 years old or appear 
damage are likely candi- 
dates. 
"Visually and aud~ly 
they usually speak for them- 
selves," Walker says. "We 
target the wont of the 
worst . "  
Terrace RCMP have al- 
ready held one joint vehicle 
inspector~3olice road check 
earlier this month. Con- 
stable Trent Johnson says 
they examined about 20 
will+ also-'be, "n]aldng' 'sure 
drivers and passengers are 
all wearing their seathelta. 
']'bose drivers who are 
found to be impaired face 
tough new sanctions intro- 
duced esflier this year. One 
vehides, impaired driving conviction 
"Some were towed offthe now carries a one-year driv- 
road immediately," he says. i~g suspension. 
"On one vehicle, the rear That suspension increases 
portion of the frame was to three years for a second 
completely rusted out. The conviction, while those con- 
back end would have just victed for a third tlme will 
crumpled in an accident." not be allowed to drive for '~ 
Johnson says the police the rest of their lives. 
I HELPING THE o;ORLD 
WRITE NOW 
COD• 
~If.suf '/k:k~y tht etch 
5tera~y h the develo~i~3 wodd 
• For inforrmtioo, Ceil 1-800-661-~633 
BRING YOUR 
UNDECORATED 
CHRISTMAS TREE TO 
THE TERRACE 
LANDFILL AFTER THE 
HOLIDAYS FOR 
CHIPPING IN THE 
SPRING. 
SPONSORED BY: 
* Kitimat Understanding 
the Environment 
*City of Terrace 
*Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
+++,::~ " i~? <;~+  The Ladies Auxiliary to 
• ~.  : .~+t.+,..i:. , ~ 
~, fh~Royal Canadian Legion Br. 13 %.., ":,~:."c::~; ~ q ,<~ ,.; 
New Years Eve at the Legion 
Cocktails at 6:30pm 
Dinner at 7:30 pm 
Dancing begins at 9:00pro 
$25.00 per person and it includes 
FREE rides till 3 am, a midnight snack 
and party favors. 
Members and bonafide guests are we lc~ 
~ for mere reformation and tickets calllii~  
i~(  + Br. 13 at 635-5825 today. !i>~ 
I ~ ++..]+, 
~'.~].: ~ 
/~,+.fickets,~re gonng fast so get yours toda~ 
.... ~,~: . ~ ~ 
+, - -  r , .  Ultra Sound For Kitimat Hospital 
• New Ophthalmology Equipment For Mills Memorial Hospital 
• No Increases In Non Resident Angling Fees 
~ . . . .  ~+ The Committee To Recall Helmt Giesbrecht 
P,o, Box 4m m, vm +1 
+HEL~~_+~+++.~++++,~++++.++,+ %+ Plme]Fax: (250) 638-7739 ~ ~ .  
THE  kMOST 
.:::~ :: :; ................ ~! , , : .  ............... 
~ '  ,;..~i" '~ ~'" "";~"~ 
,.:., , . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.., 
'98 GMC Safari 
190 hp 4.3 litre engine, 4-speed automatic  transmission 
with overdrive, am/fm cassette, deep tinted glass, chrome 
grille, seating for 8. 
SMARTLEASE: PURCHASE: 
022,988 ' 
++~ ++++ +'~+ + +++m ,~++ 
[i .... +~-~.. +~.': .... ~ + ~  .................. ,~~. ;::++:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~. 
:+i+!:: ++::++:+ ::;~ ++ + +;+i +~++++~;++ i:  : . , ;+ ;~ 
..... ;.; ~.:~!.ii+:". ~i'~+ i ~:~ ..!~,j ::,+~!.~:~:~ ................ 
~ P I/'98 Pontiac Trans Sport 
30 hp 3.4 l itre engine,  4-speed automat ic  t ransmis -  
on, 4-wheel  ABS, air condi t ion ing,  am/fm cassette, 
passenger seating. 
~MARTLEASE: PURCHASE: 
s25 488 ' 
i J i downpayment/ 
$350 security 
I I  I I  deposit/S14,510 
total obligat{on* ~ 
................ t~'~k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'98 GMC Sierra Regular Cab 
200 hp Vortec 4.3 l ive SFI engine, 5-speed manual trans- 
mission, 4-wheel ABS, dual air bags with passenger-side 
suppression switch, chrome grille and wheels, stereo cassette. 
SMARTLEASE: PURCHASE: 
s20 488 ' 
- -  • " • • Jl downp0yment/ 
U U ~ $300 security 
J J U U deposit/$10,880 
I i i  ~ total obligation* W 
UP TO 48 MONTHS ON '97 AND 
'96 PONTIAC TRAN5 SPORT, 
GMC FULL-SIZE REGULAR AND 
EXTENDED CAB PICK-UP 
TRUCKS, AND GMC 5AFARil 
!; ~:i:!i!'i : ~!i~i: ~. 
'98 GMC Sierra Extended Cab 
200hp Vortec 4.3 litre SFI engine, 5-speed manual transmis- 
sion, 4-wheel ABS, dual air bags with passenger-side 
suppression switch, am/fm cassette, aluminum wheels. 
SMARTLEASE: PURCHASE: 
s288 '++ s24 638 + + +o,+,+,++ o downpaymentJ security 
total obligation* 
HURRY IN TO YOUR POHTIAC-BUICK-GMC DEALER. LIMITED TIME OFFER. 
••- , ,  
.,,..? 
\f '98 Pontiac Sunfire Sedan 
2.2 litre engine, 3-speed automatic transmission, duel airbags, 
4-wheel ABS, child.security rear door locks, am/fro stereo, 
24-hour roadside assistance. 
SMAR'TLEASE: PURCHASE: 
0188 ,++,,+o+. s16 9981 meat/$300 security deposit/ $9,902 total obligation 
•: ;:: ~...':.~:: :',.. 
.... .: ........ ?~:~'~iii.,", 
'98 GMC Jimmy 
Whistler or Bleckcomb edition, 190 hp Vortec 4.3 litre engine, auto- 
matic transmission with overdrive, shift-omthe-fly 4WD, dual air 
bags, air conditioning, leather seating, cd. 
SMARTLEASE: PURCHASE: 
,,,o,++++++o+. 038 488 ff=~ S=I~ ~ mona/$525 security deposlt/ 
l l 4 1 ~  $20,784 total obligation* 
YOU SHOULD KKOW THIS: A Pudm flu idog |e a~pmsd GMAC t:ml[t 
nly. ~mpk $15,OU0 ot 0~ APR, Ik meu~ ~ymnt is8212.50 f~ 48 
mdh.E4st d5twin is ~.Imf~Sptisn b Sis,re.haas:S15,000 
at | , i t  APH, tko mtthly prfmat is $331.15 |if 40 math. ¢4nt of 
krn~ 1~ Sg0tSO, k~ ~l~m is $15,i04.O0,Dem~Bd, trdt 
lad/It tacitly dlpllit mf 51 mqliad. Mlttily pa,/mlt lid coal el 
kmwrbl wi nq ~Rrml a mad L,mnd ~ dowW~quN/lndt 
2.1~ Facto ~ ml~i  ~ ~.tdd~,Comnion ~h~ 
+-,,~lJk Im +~ Rmm:lq mm'Aud klo,=.l~ 2O,ouokm, SO,O! 
~r mini l ik~L 0t~ Iml ®IisU mihklL "ILk=m, lmm+ml id 
llZli NI kglNl~ 011isf Ira? l lhl isul llr kit. 0111it l~ly Ii IIM i+ 
•lmntlatef Io141h Illi~ad il k~, ld  +ill le qnitisi retail 
~ iz 0C Ik  Dol~ bd* ~ k m¢~L~id  dm zh. wlkt 
McEWAN MOTORS 
635-4941 o+ 
::)ONTIAE I 
BUICK I 
6Me I ' T  
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News In Brief 
Santa sends fishy letter 
ALASKAN GOVERNOR Tony Knowles has received 
a letter from two  of Santa's elves asking him to drop a 
inwmit against Canadian commercial fishermen. 
The two elves, fishermen Antic Nagy and Des 
Nobein from Prince Rupert, say a Merry Christmas will 
be enjoyed if Knowles drops the suit and returns fish 
caught this past summer. 
"It looks like you wig be getting a lump of coal in 
your Christmas tocking this year," the two elves told 
Knowles in a letter sent on behalf of their boss. 
They said problems with the commerical fishing in- 
dustry make for an unhappy Christmas for children in 
Prince Rupert. 
The lawsuit claiming damages was filed this summer 
after commercial fishing boats blockaded an Alaskan 
ferry at its I~rinee Rupert dock for three days. 
Knowles then pulled the ferry from the run, hurting 
tourism businesses inPrince Rupert 
Four injured in accident 
A SERIOUS two-vehicle accident on Hwy 37 south 
seat four people to hospital ast Tuesday 
Terrace RCMP say the accident occurred at about 7 
p.m. Dec. 9 just north of Williams Creek. All four pas- 
sengers were taken to Mills memorial, some with 
~zrious injuries. 
Police are investigating the accident. They believe al- 
cohol and road conditions to be contributing factors. 
Gas company criticized 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS shouldn't have used its 
workers to deliver bills during the Canada Post strike, 
says the president of the Kitimat-Terrace and District 
Ltbour Council. 
Use of PNG employers put them in the position of 
being replacement workers, said Norm Lavallee. 
"The legitimate mail delivery service workers for 
Cmtda Post are members of CUPW, as you very well 
know, and to have PNG attempt o enter the mail 
delivery service under such circumstances i un- 
acceptable," wrote Lavallee in a letter to PNG local 
manager Wayne Epp. 
"A good corporate citizen you are not," added 
Lavallee. "Shame on you." 
Escapee caught 
A MAN who escaped Born prison here last week was 
later arrested in Kelowna after taking police on a high- 
speed chase through that city. 
Christopher Leavitt, 22, fled the Terrace Correctional 
Centge Dec. 6 by climbing the fence at the rear of the 
facility. 
Two days later, Kelowna RCMP spotted Leavitt driv- 
ing I pic~-up that had been reported stolen from Prince 
George. A chase ensued that ended in a collision and 
Lelvitt was arrested. 
Police 
force 
grows 
THE NASS Valley RCMP 
detachment ow has enough 
officers on duty to qualify to 
have a sergeant in com- 
mand. 
It means the officer now 
in charge, Corporal Ewen 
Harvie, will be the last one 
of his rank to command the 
detachment when he trans- 
fers out, likely next year. 
"We now have five of. 
fleers and that means it be-  
comes a sergesnt'~ detach- 
meat," said Harvie. 
Increases in the Nass pop- 
ulation and a high caseload 
are behind the detachment's 
increase in strength. 
Harvie would like to have 
a sixth officer stationed at 
the detachment but says lack 
of suitable housing is a 
deterrent. 
He has managed to take 
two officers out of old and 
unsuitable housing by ar- 
ranging to have them rent 
two homes constzucted this 
year by the New Aiyansh 
band. 
And, looking down the 
road, Harvic would like to 
repeat that housing arrange- 
ment in Greenville to station 
two officers there. 
"When the road to Kin- 
colith is built, that com- 
munity will come under our 
detachmeat and it would 
mtke 8ense to have a 
presence in Greenville," 
said Harvie. 
Caeenville had an RCMP 
officer stationed there for 
years but he has since 
re~ and owned his own 
home there. 
Harvie said the RCMP's 
preference is now to have 
two efflcers based in small- 
er communities for beUer 
response times and for of. 
ricer safety, 
/ 
~-~ Friday Night December 19 "~ 
6:00pm till 12:00 Midnight 
at All Copperside Grocery Locations 
<hnese ILO'Ouh 
Mandarin Chips 
Oranges Asst. Varieties 
• ¢ 
11.99,oo V 91b Box gr 
Matt's 
Clamato Juice 
Reg. or Extra Spicy 
All Dell Meat 
In Dell Case 
per 100 gr. 
99 
Local Potatoes 
10 Ib Whites 
s 1.99 
Fraser Valley 
Butter 
1 Ib 
S2 ]9 
Terrace, New Hazelton, Smithers 
Open for your convenience through the holidays! 
Copperside I, II, III- Open 24 hours 
Copperside IV - Open lOam til 7pm Christmas Day 
Copperside V - Open 12 noon till 4pm (New Hazelton) 
Copperside Foods 
Police s~aid Leavitt was not believed to be a danger to 
the pulll l~ but he has had an extensive r cord for prop 
erty ¢Idmes. He was in custody awaiting trial for break- 
and-~ter, theft and possession of stolen property. 
The escape was the second break in as many weeks 
f~om Termce's minimum-security facility. 
Digital Satellite Pays 
You To Watch 
For more information - 638-8078 
USE YOUR SEARS CARD AND I 
TAKE UNTIL 2000 TO PAY 
ON ALL HOME ELECTRONICS 
*Pay in 25 equal monthly payments interest free, until January 2000. Minimum $200 purchase. A $35 deferral fee and 
all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. Excludes Catalogue purchases. On approved credit. 
ri ! 
. . . .  i 
Save  =50 
7LOOKWHO Sears exclusive Sanyo 25" stereo "IV has 50-month warranty t.#14348, 
Sears reg. 579.99.529,99 
I lWarranty details in store 
Only  649  '8 
I Dard Law, Mix 590 
Bruce Martlndale, Web North 
Ed Benney, Cmop 
Dale Lufl~n, Ove~a~ea 
Chds Ko~ed, Skeena Ca~e 
Ren~a Nays; Skeena Bma~astem 
Rona McNalr, ~nne~em 
Jim Stewu~, Royal Bank 
Stu Muir, Subway 
I~hn Pelsma 
ormondy 
I~uklond 
I Unrau 
Usslmore 
KON OffiCe SohttlOml 
,, IKOfl Office SohlUoel 
ON am. s=,.t. I I I 
)N??? Office 5 o I ~  
tnnual 
7i iKermodei Bear Swim 
Ii!!!.:i :J nuary 1st, 1998:::: 
I N ease pledge .orsponsor lhese brave penguinslf you 
want o loin in the fun get a pledge sheet at:. 
Valhalla Pure Outf,tters, Terrace Co-op or 
Terrace Standard. 
" 
~ Im~ K~m~dd/ i  
I If ym Ime any questions, canted Patrick Mclntym 
L '  ~!  777 or WebNoflh@Oq~ 
Offer ends Wednesday, December 24, 1997, Ask for details. 
Save +22 Save  =30 
Hitachi 24x 8mm camcorder with 
bonus** case, 2 tapes, 2-yr. warr, t
#31230. *'one bonus per cuslomer. 
Bonus must accompany any returns 
Only  1099 "9 
Sony 26x 8mm camcorder with 
bonus** case, lens filter, tape and 
mfr. mail-in rebate coupon. #31o22. 
Rebate details in store 
H J.--I, - ....... 
+ ~+; :i~0;,, 
Save  s50 
JVC ~ portable CD system has JVC compact stereo has 3-CD Sears 20" stereo colourTV has 
Bass Boost switch. #2o612. changer, 100 watts. #28746. 
Sears reg. 199.99. 111,99 Sears reg. 549.99.519,99 
Save 
=200 
Hitachi 50" 
projection lrv 
With Picture-in- 
Picture, comb 
filter and 
750 lines of 
resolution. #14728. 
Sears reg, 2399.99. 
2199.99 
dark-tint picture tube. #14247. 
Sears reg. 429.99. 379.99 
Save  =30 
Sears 4-head mona VCR 
has Plug & Play. #30437. 
Sears reg. 259.99. 229,99 
Only  39999 
JVC ® 4-head stereo Hi-Fi VCR 
has Time Scan fast-forward feature 
and VCR Plus+. #30807 
{ .=1: -= .  : . . . ,  . . . . . .  . 7 4 ~ i+~ - " . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  :++'  ......... 
r ' '~  19 I . . . . . . .  
~ ,  . .......... -4 ~i~l  
- - . . - - . . . - - - - -~-2~7,  : ,  . . . . , i  " '  '~  " l  
1/2 pr i ce  Only =498 Only  124"  Now =998 
Whispertone ® vacuum with Save $101 on Kenmore 5-cycle Kenmore ® 0.6-cu. ft. Kenmore 'Super Capacity' Plus team 
bonus** POWER-MATE ® Junior, 'Ultra Wash' built-in dishwasher, compact microwave. 600 Washer. #47672. Reg. 719.99. $599 
#27612. Reg. 839.99. 419.99 #+5681. Bears reg. 599.99. watts, 10 power levels, #86706 Dryer. #88672. Reg. 509,99. $399 
Reg, prices shown are Sears prices Installation not included 
~ .AI.L MAJOR M:~LI/~CES ARE ON SALE 
PLUS, DON'T PAY 'TIL 1999 
when you use your Sears Card 
Don't pay until January 1999, on approved credit, with your Bears Card. Minimum $200 purchase, 
A $35 deferral fee and all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. 
Excludes Catalogue purchases, Offer ends Wednesday, December 24, 1997, Ask for details. 
Br ian  ~ p  
?:;!!ii ~;+. ~ Mclntyre i ~  i, i 
f. ...... 
Authorized Sears Dealer 
"" * " : I 3228 Kalum St. '"  
L Terrace B.C, • V8G 2K1 
Man- Wed 9:30m~i 5:30pm 
Fd & SaL 5:$Oam - 5:30pro 
Thursday 9:30am - 8:00pro 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want... 
but small enough to care who ~ I l L  
' 12930 
Copyrighf 1997, Sears Canada inc. 
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BUSINES,S; .REVIEW 
Ill I 
With slowdowns in the 
logging industry, trained ex- 
cavator and backhoe opera- 
tors are leaving the area. 
That's going to mean a 
shortage of experienced op- 
erators here in the future. 
For those not familiar with 
heavy machinery, backhoes 
have large tires and stabi- 
lizers which help balance 
the machine when it's 
moving heavy loads, Back- 
hoes are primarily used in 
town for construction jobs. 
Excavators have steel 
tracks like a tank, and can 
mtste 360 degrees. They're 
used by logging companies, 
and to do jobs like digging 
out basements. 
Companies don't want to 
put inexperienced people on 
their machines. Mistakes, 
such as accidentally digging 
up utility lines, can be very 
costly. 
So local indusW/ and 
NWCC have developed a 60 
hour course for each ma- 
chine. 
"First Nations villages 
and band are really inter- 
, eared in this," said trades 
coordinator Jim Bathgate. 
Bands are getting more in- 
volved in doing 
maintenance and construc- 
tion. 
But right now they're 
spending thousands of dol- 
Industry helps de velop courses 
By CRIS LEYKAUF ~ :~: ~ . .:... ...... e¢ 
NORTHWEST COM- ~ ...... . .:: ~ ...... ~'~* . . . . .  .': ........... ! . . . . . .  
• " " ,. " . . . . .  ....:... " " . .  , ' : : - : .  : : .  , . : : ;  :::.::;i 
now just the third school in i il 
the province to offer ex- ii!::: 
cavator and backhoe 
courses. 
T fyou  have money invested in 
/GICs,  T-Bills, or other fixed 
l ine°me instruments, you already 
*?:,; ~ I know just how meagre your 
in today's low interest rate returns are 
i environment There are other 
investment opportunities, but many 
investors are unsure about the risks. It 
takes knowledge and experttse to 
achieve good returns in investments 
such as stocks and bonds and one way 
to maximize their returns is through 
CERTIFIED m Sean McGovem and Rod McMynn are the first graduates of 
NWCC's new backhoe operator course. That's instructor Pierre Cote in the mid- 
dle. The college will be offering six backhoe and excavator courses next term. 
erator, should the op- 
portunity arise. 
Both are pleased with 
what they've learned horn 
the  course.  
"The more you know the 
more you're worth," said 
McMynn. 
He says learning how to 
use the controls on the back- 
hoe was like playing a video 
game "except you can 
break things," he adds. 
Their instructor, Pierre 
Cote, has nine years experi- 
ence with the big machines. 
He learned on the job and 
would have rather had the 
chance to take a course. 
"When that gas line is 
hanging off your bucket..." 
he says, but adds that he's 
only done that twice. 
From January to April 
NWCC has scheduled three 
backhoe and three excavator 
courses, with a maximum of 
four students each. Bathgate 
is confident they will fill up. 
The courses were devel- 
oped by adopting cur- 
riculum from other colleges, 
plus the operating manual 
and safety videos. 
"industry is very happy 
about his," says Bathgate. 
The college is also getting 
good support from local 
business, who are loaning 
machines to the college dur- 
ing down times. That's 
necessary, since the college 
only has a loader and can't 
afford the other machines. 
NWCC is also looking at 
training experienced opera- 
tots in individual companies 
to offer the course to junior 
employees. That way those 
employees can get certifica- 
tion. 
our top-ranked mutual funds. To learn more, please call Richard Stanton, Terrace & 
Kitimat's RSP/RIF and investment expert. 
Call today and Richard will send you a complimentary copy of Mutual Fund 
Spotlight, wlfich higlflights 22 top-ranked mutual funds by I~C Dominion Securities. 
Investment Advisor 
Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Kitimat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
  RBC DOMINION 
Visit our website: SECURITIES 
www.rbcds.com Professional Wealth Management  
c .ou ,  o~ pu,qos "GROU P o r  FUNDS*  
*AIC Advantage Fund capped to new investors September 30, 1996. All returns are historical 
compounded total rates of return as of August 31, 1997. These returns reflect changes in unit 
value and distributions reinvested and do not take into account sales, redemption or optional 
charges payable by unitholders which would have reduced returns, Past performance does not 
guarantee future returns. Your unit value and investment returns will fluctuate. Important 
information about any mutual fund is contained in its simplified prospectus. You can obtain one 
through your financial advisor. Please read your prospectus carefully before investing. 
lars to send people away for 
training in either Nanaimo 
or Port Coquitiam the 
only two places which offer 
the courses. 
Having students stay at 
home will save a lot of 
money. But that doesn't 
mean the courses are cheap. 
Tuition for the backhoe 
course is $1,800 while the 
excavator course is $2,200. 
Two men have just gradu- 
ated from the college's first 
backhoe course. 
Seam McGovem works for 
Skcena Cellulose in Prince 
Rupert, and took the course 
to improve his employment 
chances in the future. 
Rod McMynn is a part 
time labourer for Pacific 
N'orthern Gas, and he's 
hoping this course will help 
him move up to backhoe op- 
Out & 
About 
Slower 
growth seen 
SLOW TO moderate 
growth is forecast for B.C. 
in 1998 due to weak forest 
exports, slowing population 
growth and only modest 
gains in capital spending. 
That's the prediction f~om 
Hehnut Pastrick, the chief 
economist of the Credit 
Union Central of B.C. 
"The weakening econom- 
ic situation in the Asia- 
Pacific region is resulting in 
less lumber exports and 
tourism activity," he said. 
B.C. exports in September 
were down 9.5 per cent 
from a year earlier. 
B.C. Business Council 
head Jerry Lampert said 
rising costs are also a factor 
hurting exports. 
B.C.'s average unit labour 
costs have climbed 8.6 per 
cent since 1995, while the 
national average has in- 
creased only 2.5 per cent. 
The Forest industry con- 
tinues to cite increased costs 
associated with the Forest 
Practices Code as a reason 
for lost competitiveness. 
Sympatico 
may come 
TERRACE may be part of 
the next expansion of B.C. 
Tel's Sympatico consumer 
Interact service. 
"We are considering a 
number of communities in- 
cluding Terrace for our ex- 
pansion of Sympatico ser- 
vice in 1998," said B.C. 
Tel's Michelle Gagne. 
The service is presently 
available in the interior in 
Prince George, Keiowns, 
Kamloops, Penticton and 
Vernon, 
Brewer 
retires j i l l  
VENmS  aZWEa B C 
retiring after 15 years as 
general manager of the Ter- 
race and Dlstrkt Credit 
Union. 
Brewer and his wife are 
looking forward to time off 
to travel and relax. 
Replacing Brewer as gen- 
eral manager is operations 
manager Va l~ Gauvin. 
TRUCH, mlnlvAn, 
SPORT UTILITY? 
Take gour pick. 
I]% 
FINANCING 
up to ~8 monlhs when you p~hase a 
'98 or'97 
F-Series. 
[ltght-dutg] 
or lgindstar. 
8r a 'B7 Ranger 
or'B7 gHplorer. 
In-stocl{vehicles onlg. 
OFFER gflgS 
DECEMBER 31. 
lit d0esn't get ang better than this. Humj!] 
O 
FORD AND MERCURY DEALERS 
0%linancing from Ford Credil for a maximum of48 mOnths on In.stock 1998 and 1997 models of F-Series (light duty) and Windstar as well as 1997 models of Explorer and Ranger on approved credit to qualiflt~ retail purchasers while supplies last, Eg, $20,000 financed at 0% annual ~ercenlage 
rate for 48 monlhs, monlhlypaymenlls$416,67, ooat of borrowing is$0,andlhelotallo borepaidls $20.000. Downpaymenlmay beraquired. Quantities and selection mayvaq by dealer, Financing nolavailablewlth any olher oiler. Llmilod flmeofler, See dealotlor details. 
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SPEAKING OUT 
SARAH de LEEUW 
Think about 
those purchases 
T IS THE the season to be shopping. 
For dolls and clothes, toys and 
shoes, jewels and gadgets, even 
computers and cars. 
The lights are shining, the advertisements are 
blaring, children are overexcited and sugar 
levels are running high. Ahhh, the holidays are 
here. 
Most of us are dealing with too much stress. 
We aren't hinking about he politics of our pur- 
chases. But our purchases are having 
tremendous impacts on the lives of people 
around the world. On the lives of women and 
children. 
Think about that hot pink Barbie mini-van 
your child has been begging for since last June. 
Those Nike runners you've f'mally decided to 
get. The Northern Reflections weatshirt you 
know a certain someone will love. 
Where were these things made? What were 
the working conditions for the people who made 
them? 
Consider this. That Barbie mini-van retailing 
for over a hundred ollars in Canada was made 
by (mostly) women labourers in the Philippines 
and Mexico. 
Workers for Mabamex, 'the largest Mat(el pro- 
duct producer, doesn't pay its workers more 
than $48 a week. 
Nike products are produced almost exclusive- 
ly in Indonesia, China and Vietnam, where 
young women are forced to work ten to twelve 
hour days, sometimes with an additional two to 
four hours overtime. 
Their pay? No more than 25 cents an hour. 
Corporations think they don't have to 
change because people continue to buy 
their products. Liz Claiborne continues 
to be one of the hottest selling fashions 
even though the clothes are produced 
in sweatshop condMons that workers 
have been reported to die in. 
Trade deals, like the Asia Pacific Economic 
Community (APEC), are trying to ensure these 
conditions don't change. 
Leaders from all over the world recently met 
in Vancouver to discuss APEC. They discussed 
movement of capital and products. They dis- 
cussed the need for cheap labour to ensure com- 
petitive prices. 
They refused to discuss human rights or 
labour standards. Those things didn't even make 
the agenda. And why? Because governments 
and corporations think the consumers (you and I 
doing our Christmas shopping) don't care. 
They think we'll buy Nike and Mattel even 
though we know about he children and women 
who suffered to make them. 
Corporations think they don't have to change 
because people continue to buy their products. 
Liz Claibome continues to be one of the hottest 
selling fashions even though the clothes are pro- 
duced in sweatshop conditions that workers 
have been reported to die in. 
The GAP and Eddie Bauer still make great 
sales this time of year, even though there's been 
national attention given to their use of child and 
women labour in terrible working conditions. 
By buying the products, we are encouraging the 
practices. 
Don't think huge companies are just exploit- 
ing people in faraway places. 
Northern Reflections, a US owned multina- 
tional, operates almost exclusively with women 
homeworkers, primarily in Ontario. 
The women making the sweatshirts and jog- 
ging pants make' as little as $2.50 an hour, with 
, no overtime pay and no statutory holiday time. 
While you and your family are giving out 
gifts, think about he woman who sewed them. 
She may be sewing more as you eat Christmas 
dinner. 
For more information about consumer pres- 
sure and boycotts, please call me at  the 
Women's Centre B 638-0228, 
History preserved in book 
Photos from 
archives and 
family albums 
add to text 
"EXCESSIVE FISHING, 
which depleted the Fraser, 
now threatens the extlnc. 
tion of the salmon of the 
Skeena nd Rivers Inlet." 
Oh so familiar today, that 
phrase comes from . a 
government commission on 
the fisheries in 1908. 
And it's just one of the 
nuggets contained in 
Pioneer Legacy. Chronicles 
of the Lower Skeena River 
painstakingly compiled by 
Terrace resident Norma V. 
Bennett. 
Her goal was to assemble 
as many original documents 
and stories as possible out- 
lining the history and settle. 
ment of the lower Skcena 
area. 
As such, Pioneer Legacy 
ABOVE - -  The S.S. Inlander enters Kitselas Canyon. The canyon was dangerous to riverboats m a place of 
narrow passages, precipitous rock walls and dangerous waters. BELOW: Editor Norma Bennett was at a book 
signing last week. Many locals are buying copies of Pioneer Legacyas Christmas presents. 
instantly becomes a valu- 
able document because it 
has brought ogether many 
and varied documents and 
stories in a concise and 
presentable fashion. 
Photos from archives and 
family albums add to the 
richness of the text, making 
this book a foundation for 
the arca's history up until 
the early part of the century. 
Readers will learn about 
Comahan, a Tsimshian who 
died while trying to save his 
daughter from the Skeena 
River. 
They'll encounter the 
white community of Kit- 
selas, a thriving enterprise 
containing hotels and a 
newspaper, of which physi- 
cal evidence is rapidly dis- 
appearing. 
The most enjoyable part of 
Pioneer Legacy is contained 
in the fhst person descrip- 
tions in original source 
material. 
History is always best ex- 
plored through the eyes of Proceeds flora Pioneer 
those who were there. Legacy are going 1o the Dr. 
Even though the history 1LE.M. Lee Hospital Foun- 
recounted in Pioneer darien, a local society dedi- 
Legacy didn't happen all cated to raising money for 
that long ago in the grand equipment at Mills 
scheme of things, Bennett Memorial Hospital. 
has succeeded in capturing Members of the society 
the key events to prevent assisted greatly in bringing 
them from fading away. Bennett's project to a 
Bennett began her quest reality. 
more than 20 years ago and Pioneer Legacy is a dou- 
at one time, put the project ble benefit - -  money for a 
aside for six years, worthy local cause in return 
She was urged to write a for knowledge of the ares. 
history of the area by the The volume is $30 and is 
Terrace librarian of the available at the Northern 
thue. Savings Credit Union, Ev's 
In the last few years, Ben- Menswear, Misty River 
neat gathered together a key Books, Northern Drugs, 
group of volunteers to help Overwaitea and at Mills 
her in assembling and plan- Memorial Hospital. 
ning the final product. Copies may also be or- 
This volume represents tiered from the Dr. 1LE.M. 
about half of the total Lee Hospital Foundation. 
material gathered by Ben- The address is 4720 
neat, leaving open the option Haugland Ave., Terrace, 
of a second book con- B.C. V8G 2W7. Orders can 
ceatrating on post-1920 also be faxed to 250-635- 
events. 5320. 
i l Deck the halls 
THESE KiDS got into the spirit of the Christmas season by decorating the 
Kermode Friendship Centre in Terrace, Rctured here are Violet Neasloss, Ilene 
Duncan; Justine and sister Evangeline Stephens end sisters Somrner and Whit. 
hey Bleckwater, All are part of the Healthy Choices youth group. 
Around Town 
Student honoured 
MARY BARTLETr, a student at Centennial Christian 
School, won an honourable mention from the BC Hu- 
man Rights Commission for an essay she wrote. 
Bartlett was one of over 800 students across the pro- 
vince who took part in the 13th annual Visual and Lan- 
guage Arts project. This year's theme was "Human 
Rights for People with Disabilities." 
Uiial Dosanjh, attorney general and minister 
respons~le for human rights, commended the students 
on their award-winning projects. " I  am heartened by 
the care and creativity these students have put into rais- 
ing awareness about human rights," Dosanjh said. 
Parents take note 
SOMETIMES PARENTS don't do their homework. 
The assignment was straight forward - -  Caledonia 
parents were asked to complete surveys on the school, 
asking them what they thought of issues like teaching 
and safety. However, not enough parents have actually 
returned those surveys to the school. 
The surveys hould be brought back by Dec. 19. The 
school is hoping for 70 per cent return rate. Surveys 
can be mailed, or dropped offat the school office. 
No spirituality for Xmas 
THE WOMEN'S Spirituality Group, which runs each 
Sunday at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre, will 
take a short recess over the holiday season. 
The group will hold its next gathering on Jan. 4 at 2 
p.m. All women are invited to attend. 
Degrees awarded 
TERRACE RESIDENTS were among those who 
recently received egrees at the University of Victoria 
fall convocation ceremony. 
Fredriek Woods received a Master of Education. 
Kathleen Brookes was awarded a Bachelor of Arts. 
Both Kelly Gingles and Kyle Stevenson received 
Bachelor of Commerce degrees. Karen Emtling was 
awarded a Bachelor of Science in nursing. And Patriela 
Stone was given a certificate in adult and continuing 
education, 
Nearly 1,000 degrees were given out at the ceremony 
on Nov. 29. Five honourary degrees were also 
awarded, including a posthumous Honourary Doctor of 
Letters to Robin Skelton, He was the founding chair of 
the UVic Department ofWriting, His poetry and prose 
are acclaimed in many countries. 
I 
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MUSIC Jose Coosemans at 635-9275. Work- shop presented by TIME and the Ter- 
race Arts Council. 
CITY SCENE 
,4 THE NUTCRACKER ~ Senior 
piano students at the Northwest Acad- 
emy of Performing Arts are putting on a 
short performance of the Nutcracker at 
7 p.m. on Thursday, Dee. 18 at the 
academy at 4722 Lakelse Ave. The 
focus is for children aged 6-12 though 
all are welcome. Admission is a dona- 
tion to the food bank. 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY  BAND 
presents Carols in the Park at 7 p.m. on 
Sunday, Dec. 21. Sing Christmas carols 
and enjoy warm refreshments. Free ad- 
mission, bring the whole family. 
~, CONCERT P IANIST  and lecturer 
Laura Spitzer is in Terrace Saturday, 
Jan. 3. She's hold a short concert, lec- 
ture on artistic practice and hold a 
workshop from 6-9 p.m. that night at 
the Pentecostal Church. A limited num- 
ber of  private lessons are also available. 
• GEORGE'S  PUB - -  Northern 
Lights plays live country rock and the 
50s and 60s, every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every Wednesday, and alternate Sun- 
days. 
• THE THORNHILL  PUB brings 
back karaoke every Friday. 
• G IG I 'S  PUB features Dance Ex- 
spress. 
ETCETERA A Fr iday,  Dec. 19 is the last regu lar  
drop- in  night at the Carpenters hall be- 
fore Christmas. All events are free. • THE SPRING CREEK 
Mountainaires present a Christmas tum- 
bling show on Wednesday, Dec. 17 at 7 
p.m. at the 7th Day Adventist Church at 
5401 MeConnell. Terrace's only tum- 
bling team demonstrates its acrobatic 
. m ,  ! 
I I  
formances by band and choir. Refresh- 
ments to follow the show. 
• THE K IT IMAT MUSEUM" 
presents an exhibit of  local art, includ- 
ing paintings, fabric art, pottery and 
photographs. Most pieces are for sale. 
The museum is located at 293 City 
Centre and is open weekdays from 10-5 
p.m. and Saturdays from noon-5 p.m. 
Exhibit continues until Jan. 31. 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
Make the 'SceneI Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for  the 
To enro!l,.call Anne Hill at 638-8250or  .and...g},.mn~tic skills. Speci.a ! per- following week's paper, 
It's Summer Inside Every Thursday 
10 KEYS LEFT/ 
from all the staff at [ ~ B~-#t 
Georoes Pub I Live Music, DoorPdzes, 
' " ' - I $15.00 per person 
lave a safe h0hday season ] Tickets Available athe NodlemMol0r inn 
N•At 
Georges Pub Until March 5 
We'il be giving away14 keys, 
~ 1per week- to unlock ~e 
~~lucky  luggage for a trip for 
2tO Hawaii or Mexico. 
Doorprizes/Games! Live Musid Fun! 
Ultimate Fighting 
Sunday, December 21 
at 4:30 pm 
Enjoy the great sound of 
Rumble Seat 
Dec 18, 19 & 20 
.~t .~ ~ o~-~b ' 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Wednesday, Dec. 17 
WREATH MAKING CRAFTS for 
children aged 9 and up will take 
place at the library from 3:30-4:30 
pro. Program is free, but register by 
calling 638-8177. l 
Thursday, Dec. 18 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary is having a Bag Sale Dec. 18- 
20 at the Thrift Shop at 4544 
Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
Elaine at 635-6408. 
CHILD APPREHENSION Informa- 
Uon Session takes place from 1- 
3:10 p.m. at the Kermode Friend- 
I ship Centre. Register for this sos- slonat the Kerm0de Friendship 
Centre before Dec. 18. Call Ruth at 
635-4906. 
Wednesday~ Jan. 07 
ANGER MANAGEMENT WORK- 
SHOP takes place Jan. 7-8 at 
Kermode Friendship Canire. Ill 
Farkvam is the facilitator. Work- 
shop is free and you must register 
before Jan. 2. Contact Ruth at 635- 
4906. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- 
3 p.m. at the health services ociety 
(formerly Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 
K.alum St.) Public health nurse on hand 
to answer questions. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LFARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINEYI'E CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hail at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at 635-3209. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday t7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazeile Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday ofthe 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria, 
: KAZF.,N MEDITATION takes pla~ 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
THURSDAYS 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7L30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 638-0263. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalem St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board member s, Contact Lois at 
635'4232 for more inf0~ 
SINGLE PARENI'S support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so ff 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditoritim. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
starling September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary in the l~rary. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for into. 
MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board morn at 8 p.m. 
Everyone iswelcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30.noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -  The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
S leep ing ,  Read ing .  F i sh ing .  And more s leepis lg.  
ENJOY YOUR 
Start preparilzg now so you cau afford to do almost anything, 
RETIREMENT 
You can even af ford  to do abso lu te ly  noth ing .  
: , :a v~ 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
DID YOU KNOW... 
That if you have RRSP's and are 
turning 69, 70 or 71 this year, you 
have to transfer all your RRSP's into 
RRIF's (Registered Retirement 
Income Funds) before December 31. 
1997 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. st 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh.in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
FRIDAYS 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
into call 638-0228. 
For the most flexible RRIF's in town 
come see us at the Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more into call 
635-4595. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA SQUARF~ - -  loin them 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
the credit utdon adt,anlage: u~ ane a lm~t sbartng, member owned institution... 
u* belong to )vt t  
Long-time. teacher retires 
NOW THAT THE 1997 Kalum school as a relief 
school year is coming to an teacher for grade four. 
end I thought I'd share a Paul Axelson was the 
story of a school teacher 
wire retired this year after 
28 years of teaching Terrace 
chtldrea. 
Audrey Moorehouse 
retired this June, and is now 
finally finding the time to 
do • few things for herself. 
I'd like to share with you 
some information about 
Audrey. 
She was born in Scotland 
and grew up there, first 
starting school in Lumsden, 
t tizzy one-street town. She 
continued onto high school 
in Huntley, on the grounds 
of the Huntley castle. 
Audrey graduated from 
grade 12 in 1953. She then 
went to Aberdeen in Scot- 
land to attend teacher's col- 
lege. 
She received her teaching 
certificate in 1956 and got 
her first teaching job in Port 
Gordon school in 
Branff~hire, Scotland. 
Audrey took a break from 
teaching for a while to have 
a child. Her son Derek was 
born in 1960 in Aberdeen. 
When Derek was one year 
old the family decided to 
immigrate to Canada, first 
coming to Vancouver and 
living there for five years. 
While in Vancouver 
Audrey went back to teach- 
ing. Then in 1965 the family 
moved to Terrace. A year 
later daughter Lisa was born 
in Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Audrey returned to her 
teaching career once more, 
first teaching at the old 
principal at that time and 
she followed him to Copper 
Mountain school in 1971. 
There Audrey taught 
grades four to seven. Then 
she Uansfened to Kitl 
K'Shan Primary School, 
teaching kindergarten for 12 
years, spending the last year 
also teaching in the resource 
room at ET Kenney. 
The last ten years of her 
career Audrey spent at 
Uplands, teaching grades 
two and three. 
Then in June the school 
through a retirement party 
for her. Lennne Critchely 
spoke on behalf of the other 
children and descn'bed how 
Audrey had contributed to 
her life. Leanne was in 
Audrey's grade two class 
during her first year at 
Uplands. 
Parents, children and 
teachers then presented her 
with a beautiful quilt. And a 
weeping birch tree was 
planted in firont of  the 
school to honour her dedica- 
tion. 
In addition, Marilyn Earl's 
class held a bottle drive to 
raise money to buy nine 
acres of rain forest in Costa 
Rica, as Audrey is a big 
supporter of rain forest pro- 
tection. 
In total, Audrey spent over 
34 years in the classroom - -  
28 of those in Terrace. 
Audrey has seen many 
changes in the school sys- 
tem over the course of her 
career. One positive move 
- : _ _ - = 
Thank You 
Dear Sir:. 
Thank you to everyone who helped canvass for the 
Canadian Diabetes Association in November. 
And another thank you to all who donated so gener- 
ously to this cause. The total amount raised here so far 
is $13,750, with some donations still coming in. 
The money will be spent on research to find a cure, 
education and to support programs for diabetic chil- 
dren. 
A special thanks to Frank Donahue and his office 
staffwho were a big help. 
Jane Braam, Campaign Manager 
AUDREY MOOREHOUSE retires after ten years of 
teaching at Uplands Elementary and a 34-year 
career. 
has been the reduefion of 
class size. In her primary 
class in Vancouver Audrey 
taught 37 students. In Ter- 
race she was teaching 23 
students. 
Now that she's retired, 
Audrey hopes to spend more 
time with her five grand- 
daughters. 
A very 'Happy Birthday' 
goes out to Harvey Doll at 
Terraceview Lodge. He will 
be 101-years-old on Dee. 
21. 
Since this is my last 
column of the year I 'd like 
to wish everyone a very 
Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year. Good health and 
all the best in 1998. 
BRING YOUR 
UNDECORATED CHRISTMAS 
TREE TO THE TERRACE LANDFILL 
AFTER THE HOLIDAYS FOR 
CHIPPING 
IN THE 
SPR ING 
SPONSORED BY: 
*Kitimat Understanding the Environment 
*City of Terrace 
* Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
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Where do You turn 
with a complaint 
against the press? 
To us,,, 
The British Columbia Press 
L 
Council is an independent ~[ 
review board which considers O; 
unresolved complaints about ~' 
newspapers. To lodge a
complaint, all it takes i  the 
cost of a letter. 
B.C. Press Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. t~ 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 3 
VOLUNTEERS FOR SENIORS PROGRAM 
RKACE 
W BUREAU 
f and Seniors Information Acces 
Christmas donations and bequests 
are always welcomed and a 
official tax receipt is issued. 
Please give generously. 
Call 638-1330 or visit 
101B - 4621 Lakelse Avenue. 
Helping seniors, adult learners 
and the community of Terrace. 
Registered Charity No. 0927632-59 
COMMUNITY READER & WRITERS 
Finally, the cell 
phone for people 
who don't want 
to be seen with 
a cell phone. 
See your BC TEL Mobility 
dealer today, and get 
the world's smallest 
cellular phone. 
orola 
rAC TM 
Unlimited Free Weekends 
100 Free Evening Minutes 
Additiona Evening Minutes 10¢ 
12 Month Contract 
Buy a second $99 
Motorola StarTAC TM 
and add it to your 
plan for just $9,95 
a month more. 
Saz~¢! ~ "  ~ - : '  ~1ANNIV[RSARY] 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL' 1962.1907l 
Masler Card 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-50 .00  635-4948 
The special interest groups behind this 
recall petition want to use it to impose 
their own narrow moral agenda. 
Do you really want your name on it? 
In Canada, we have a long tradition of safeguarding our democratic rights by voting with secret ballots. We elect and defeat 
MLAs and governments in the privacy of a polling place. 
But the groups behind this recall campaign are asking you to take a public stand. They're asking you to declare your support 
for their agenda - an agenda that seeks to bring down the MLA we elected just last year and rerun the provincial election. 
They want to impose their own narrow moral values - the values of a minority -on all of us. And you and I, the taxpayers of 
British Columbia, will pay for all of it. 
Think carefully about your decision. 
No Thank You. 
We won't support this recall campaign, 
Authorized by Jerry Reitman, Official Agent for Helmut Giesbrecht, 638-0062 
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Santa comes to Thornhill on Sunday 
'SANTA'S MAKING an 
early visit to Thomhill. 
'The Thomhill volunteer 
'.firefighters have convinced 
'.the jolly old elf to abandon 
.his sleigh and join them on 
ithe fire truck, 
They'll be tonring Thorn- 
ihill on Sunday, Dec. 21. 
Fbefighters will be singing 
carols via the truck's loud- 
speaker system. 
This pre-Christmas tour is 
a long-standing tradition of 
:the volunteer fire depart- 
~ncnt says captain Dave 
',Bjorkman. 
Firefighters usually spruce 
,up the truck with lights and 
,other Christmas decorations. 
~Frosty the Snowman will 
',also be coming along for the 
Tide. 
, Bjorkman says the truck! 
'will starts its rounds at 51 
ip.m., Ixavelling to Copper 
iMountain, Queensway, 
.~opperside Estates, the 
.Thomhill horseshoe and 
.'bench, weather permitting. 
'The Christmas caroling 
itrip usually takes them till 
'11 p.m., he says. 
All faiths 
IF YOU have a friend 
who is Christians Muslim, 
Buddhist or Baha'i, and 
don't know what to get 
them for Christmas, then 
your worries are solved. 
This year's Multifaith 
calendar represents many 
religions, whether a per- 
son's faith is represented 
through JainJsm, Hindu, 
Shinto, Unitarianism or 
aboriginal spirituality. 
The calendar is based 
on the sounds of the 
sacred and is published 
by a volunteer committee 
of the Multifaith Action 
Society in Vancouver. 
It's a non-proft regis- 
tered charity whose pur- 
pose is to promote cross- 
cultural understand and 
respect of religious diver- 
sity. 
The calendar is in its 
12th year of publication. 
It lists the religious holi- 
days and festivals of 13 
major religions around 
the world. 
You can buy the 
calendar at Misty River 
Books. Proceeds will go 
to the Terrace Multi- 
cultural Association and 
Northwest Development 
Education Association. 
CAROUNG FIREFIGHTERS - -  Santa's joining the Thomhill firefighters on Sunday night to help spread 
Christmas cheer. Jason Roy, Pat Donnan and Captain Dave Bjorkman join Santa (Blair Engel) on the truck. 
t 4 ~, 
• Caledonia recognizes good marks 
CALEDONIA SR. SECONDARY students were 
recently recognized for receiving marks at the "B"  
level or above. They are listed below, in alphabetical 
order. 
Outstanding Achievement 
Solveig Adair, Keira Almas, Amanda Beatty, Jonessa 
Beintema, William Bennett, Clh-is Bettencourt, Jamie 
Birch, Brie Birdseli, Lindsay Blake, Jeffrey Boling- 
broke, Judith Casey, Ricki Chan, Victoria Chemko, 
Andrew Clark, Stacey Clark, Jennalee Domke, Brett 
Downie, Meghan Dusdal, Warren Eichhorst, Rona 
Fajardo, Stephanie Fladhamer, David Fleming, 
Kristine Francis, Rhonda Freeman, Steven Gervais, 
Nada Gibson, Sarah Glen, Melissa Hamhuis, Kim 
Haugland, Pamela Haugland, Stephanie Jacobs, John- 
Will Keating, Heather Kelly, Benjamin Kerby, Lea 
Langille, Stephanie Leach, Laura Lee, Phillip Leross, 
Jeremy Mahon, Melanie Mahon, Andrea Malo, Clara 
Marinus, Kathleen Marsh, Stewart MeIsack, Eva 
McLean, Travis Mills, Karen Mohr, Annette Nor- 
strom, Peter Okimi, IAno Osorio, Susan Parmar, 
David Peltier; JoAnn Penner; Andrea Pereversoff, 
Amanda Phillips, Simon Phillips, Melanin' Pollock, 
Michael Prevost, Angelic Ramsey, Morgan Reins- 
bakken, Kyla Rice, Scott Rigler, Nicole Rosentreter, 
Panla Sampson, Sam Schachner, Birke Schemmerl- 
ing, Karen Schlamp, Tracy Shelford, Anne Silsbe, 
Christopher Simmons, Lindsay Smith, Stacey 
Soleski, Rearm Sousa, Daniel Talstra, Jeff Towns 
Alana Urbanoski, Liza Vandevelde, Michael Vendit- 
telli, Christopher Vienneau, Ryan Viveiros, Jason 
Von Innerebner, Lisa Worth, and Alyssa Wyatt. 
Meritorious Achievement 
David Andersen, Sabrina Anjla, Rebecc~ Boland, 
Tara Burkett, Andrew Cooper, Kristen Davis, Phoe- 
nix Diep, Carlene Erickson, Kendra Eys, Craig 
Hansen, Sandi Harrison, Cheryl I-Ieppner, Michael 
Hovanes, Lee-Anna Huisman, Nicholas Kinney, 
Aaron Klein, Jaana Lahteenoja, Jonathan Lambert, 
Danielle Leighton, Patrick Levesque, Roberta 
Littlejohn, Elizabeth Marsh, Roland Marx, Jesse 
McCloskey, Toe North, Courtney Preyser, Grainne 
Sheridan, Jonathan Simmons, Jayme Smoley, Amy 
Stack, Wade Stevenson, Chad Taylor, Paula Teixeira, 
Yan Theoret, Dawn Thiessen, Julie Vanderlee and 
Dalen Wiebe. 
Honourable Mention 
Nancy Arbuah, Booker Armstrong, Jericho Bevan, 
Lori Boaner, Carolyn Browns Rosalyn Browns 
Elizabeth Clark, Lisa Clarke, Kim Critchley, Robert 
Dennis, Jacob Diekson, BJ Estes, Michelle Fawdrey, 
Robert Gervais, Kevin Gillanders, Dwayne Hale, 
Amanda Hart, Roy H. ernes, Glen Holt, Echo Howes, 
Chantal Jeanson, Kelly Julseth, Braden Lamb, Darcy 
Levesque, Rebecca L~edtke, Keary Murphy, Greg 
Narzt, Tanya Olsson, Sarah Parnell-Jones, Laurel 
Payjack, Vicki Poulios, Nicholas Rolleman, K.C. 
Roome, Donella Rundell, Silke Schemmerling, Randi 
Sparks, Trevor Stokes, Tamara Sweet, Darryl Todd, 
Corny Trogi, Courtney Vasseur, Keith Webb, Nathan 
Wentzell, Erin Wilson, Roxanne Woods, Sherry 
Wright, and Tamara Yasinchuk. 
cou|d carry this much 
at this price. 
$2,95D downpayment 
or equivalent rade 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
 31,299 
CARGO BOX LIGHT AIR CONDITIONING SPEED CONTROL/TILT WHEEL 
CHROME R 
\ 
\ 
4SMISSION 
tROME 
ONT BUMPER 
/ 
LT 245 OWL 
'98 F-150 XD SUPER CAB 4X4 
www.ford.ca/offers/ 
4UM WHEELS 
GET THE ,~U, : : : ,%~SELLER 
OINLY AT  THE ~~TRUCK EVENT 
OFFER EXTENDED TO DECEMBER 31 
II BC  IS  FORD AND MERCURY COUNTRY 
'$359monthbasedon24monh easeo 998F.150Supe CabXLTw hPEP8 OA TOS padbasedon24monhypaymensolS369plus$2950downpaymenlpluslax=$11.566plustax. OplionalbuyoutattetminMonls$23,802.35 
plus ax Secu ty dopos ($425) and li s mon h paymen requi,ed a lease Incep ion License ax and insurance ex ra. Freight Included. Soma conditions and a mileage reslflction of 36,000 km ovor 24months apply, Vehicle must be 
returned in good working cond*tion with no visible damage subtect o normal wear and tear, O~'eecJs Dec~b~' 3| Deaters may ease or se or ass Available on app,oved credi, Relall leases only. See de.lot for dermis 
TERRAC E 4631 Keith Avenue 
EM FORD 635-4984 
t~o 
to  
~|1  
N 
Looking For Something 
' ~' A Little Different For Your 
t 
' Children's Birthday Party 
Includes: ? :~,i :!~: ~'i: i::: ~:!::ii ,:!ii::i 
:!*11½ ~o~ m ] .  bat t ing  Cage ii : : i : !  i~i ! :.!~! !: i l ~ i::i'i!:i :::~i::i ii~i i i:: I 
- .1L  he ur  I .  game s imulator  ~i :; : :~ 4~1~1~ ~ ~; : , : : : i ]  
'~ Book Your Christmas Staff Party T~. ayll 
F ~. t I I  ~[~ Ik 4818 HWy. 16, Terrace ~- -~,~ ' : '~  ! 
Victor P. Hawes OnD. 
Optometrist 
Wishes to announce that he will be 
in his Terrace Office on 
Wednesday,  Thursday & Fr idays 
for visual examinations. 
This schedule is effective 
as of November 1997. 
For an appointment please phone 
250-638-8055 
New office hours will be: 
Tuesday to Thursday 9:30 am - 5:30 pm 
Friday 9:30 am- 7:00 pm 
Saturday 11:00 am - 4:00 pm 
All Together 
Kitchen 
 19999 
Reg. $239.99 
Lift n' Hide 
Storage Chest 
'59.99- $89.99 
Reg.$69.99.$99.99 
Big Rig 
Pedal Truck 
s199 
Reg. $239.99 
BRIO 
Figure 8 set 
; 41199 
Reg. $61.99 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Little Helpers 
Work Bench 
99 
Reg. $45.99 
Playmobile 
1.2.3 Farmhouse 
S9999 
Reg. $109.99 
Pl~ymobile 
gillerwhale 
Playmobile 
DoUhouse 
S179 99 
Reg. $199.99 
GeoSafari 
S99 99 
Reg. $119,99 
We Do Mall Orders. Call Todayl 
1-800-661-2990 • Skeena Mall. 635-5236 
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Th.r aay 
i santa~ • 
12:00 am .7 
5:00pro ~Santa santa santa! i  santa  Santa~ 
14 
9.'30 am 
.6"OOpm 
¢1 
i~ Santa: :: Santa// Santa :i Santa 
9.'30am 21 
.6:00pm 
Santa ~ santa  santa 
12 pm - 4 pm 
28 
12:00pn -
5:00pm 
1 
Late Night 8 
2 
9:30 am 9 
3 
Shopping 
Begins 
9.'30 am - 
9:00pm 
- 9:00pm 
9:30 am 10 
11 am- l pm 
2pm- 4pm 
- 9:00pm 
11 am- l pm 
2pm. 4 pm 
4 
9:30 am 11 
- 9:00pro 
l pm - 5 pro 
5 
9:30 am 12 
-9:00pro 
3 pn - 51nn 
6Inn-spin 
6 
11 am- 3Pro 
9:30 am 13 
-9:00pro 
11 am - 2pro 
3pro- 5pro 
15 
or" 
9.30 am 
- 9:00pm 
9.'30 am 22 
9:00pro 
11 am. 1pro 
6pro-Spin 
29 
9.'30 am. 
6:oo m 
9:3.,0 am 16 9.'30 am 17 
- 9.00pm - 9:00pm 
l l am lpm 
2 pm . 4 pm 
9.'30 am 23 
.9:00pm 
I1 am- l pm 
6 pm - 8 pm 
11 am - I pm 
2pm. 4pm 
24 
9:30 am - 
5:00pm 
31 
9:30 am- 
6:00Inn 
9.'30am18 f~~,19:30am20 
- 9:00 pm ~.~ • 9:00pm 
i I - _ _  I I 
l pm - 5 pm 
Closed 25  
Merry Christmas! 
30 
9:30 am- 
6:00pm 
-V1  
Santa 
~3pmj , : i spm . ..~ 
26 
Closed 1 
New Years 
Day ~ 
11 am - 2pro 
3 pm . 5 pm 
27 
Closed 9:30 am 
Boxtng ll - 6:00pro 
Day i : 
Skeena Mall 
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Please, no deaths this Christmas 
By DALE bIARTEL, Campbell River RCMP 
THIS IS an open letter to all parents of all young people 
everywhere. I am writing in response to some of the ques- 
tions you askme daily. I am not one police officer, but I 
represent every officer in every city and town in Canada. 
You may know me only as the cop who gave you s ticket 
last summer, but I am also the guy who lives down the 
sUeet from you. I am the patent of three children and I 
share with you the same hopes, ambitions and dreams that 
you have for your children. 
The scene is a long stretch of highway with a sharp curve 
at one end. It had been raining and the roads were slick. 
A car traveling in excess of 126 kmfa missed the curve 
and plowed into an embankment where it became airborne 
and struck a lree. At this point, two of the three young per- 
sons were hurled from the vehicle, one into the roadway, 
where the car landed on him, snuffing out his life like a 
discarded cigarette on the asphalt. He is killed instantly 
and he is the lucky one. 
The girl thrown into the tree has her neck broken and al- 
though she was voted queen of the senior prom, and most 
likely to succeed, she wail now spend the next 60 years in a 
wheelchair. 
When I arrive the car has come to rest on its top, the 
broken wheels have stopped spinning. Smoke and steam 
our out of the engine ripped from its mounting by a tem'ble 
force. 
An eerie calm has settled over the scene and it appears 
deserted except for one lone lzaveler who called it in. He is 
sick to his stomach, leaning against his car for support. 
The driver is conscious but in shock and unable to free 
himself rom under the bent steering column. His face will 
be forever scarred by deep cuts form broken glass and jag- 
ged metal. Those cuts will heal, but the ones inside cannot 
be touched by the surgeon's scalpel. 
The third passenger has almost stopped bleeding; the seat 
and his clothing are covered in blood from an artery cut in 
his arm by the broken bone that protrudes from his fore- 
arm, just below the elbow. His breath comes in short gasps 
as he tries desperately to suck air past is blood-filled air- 
way. He is unable to speak and his eyes, bulged and fixed 
on me pleadingly, are the only communications that he is 
terrified and wants my help. 
I feel a pang a pang of guilt and recognize him as a boy I 
let off with a warning the other night for an open container 
of alcohol in his car. Maybe if I had cited him then, he 
wouldn't be here now. Who knows? I don't. 
He died soundlessly in my arms, his pale blue eyes star- 
ing vacantly, as if trying to see into the future he will never 
have. 
I remember watching him play basketball and wonder 
what will happen to the scholarship he will never use. Dul- 
ly my mind focuses on a loud scream and I identify it as 
the girl who was thrown from the vehicle. I race to her 
with a blanket, but I am afraid to move her. 
Her head is tilted at an exaggerated angle. She seems un- 
aware of my presence and whimpers for her mother like a 
little child. In the distance, I can hear the ambulance wind- 
ing its way through the rainy night. I am filled with in- 
credible grief at the waste of so valuable a resource, our 
youth, 
I am sick with anger and frustration with parents and 
leaders who think that a little bit of alcohol won't hurt any- 
thing. I am filled with contempt for people who propose 
lowering the drinking age because they will get booze 
anyway, so why not make it legal. 
I am frustrated with laws, court rulings and other legal 
maneuvering that restricts my ability to do my job, pre- 
venting this tragedy. 
The ambulance begins the job of scxapiug up and remov- 
bag the dead ned injmed. I stand by, watching as hot team 
mingle with rain and drip offmy cheeks. 
I will spend several hours on reports and several months 
trying to erase from my memory the details of that night. I
will not be alone. The driver will recover and spend the 
rest of his life Wing to forget. 
I know the memory of this fatal accident will be diluted 
and mixed with other similar accidents I will be called in 
to cover. 
Yes, I am angry, and sick at heart with trying to do my 
job and being tagged the bad guy. I pray to God that I 
might never have to face another parent in the night and 
say your daughter Susan, or your son Bill, has just been 
killed in a car accidenL 
You ask me, why did this happen? 
It happened because a young person, stoned out of his 
mind, thought hat he could handle two tons of hurtling 
death at 128 km/h. It happened because an adult, trying to 
be a "good guy," bought or sold a case of beer to some 
minor. 
It happened because you as parents weren't concerned 
enough about your child to know where he was and what 
he was doing. 
It happened because, as people say, you believe this kind 
of thing only happens to someone lse. 
For your sake I hope it doesn't happen to you. But if you 
continue to regard alcohol abuse as just part of growing up, 
then please keep your porch light on. Because some cold, 
rainy night, you will find me at your doorstep, staring at 
my feet with a message of death for you. 
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Get a, 
Stay'n 
you to five of British Columbia's 
most popular vacation destinations at 
irresistible getaway prices. Enjoy two 
nights in a comfortable, cosy room plus 
continental breakfast for two. Discounts 
are also available for local shopping and 
dining at some locations. One night 
packages also available. 
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The Kitimat/Terrace Area 
White Pages are about to close. 
Clos ing date  December 24,1997 
Now's the time to check your company's 
White Pages listing to make sure it's accurate 
and complete, Do you want to add names 
and positions of key employees? Do you want 
to include cellular phone or pager numbers? 
Also, now is the time to check your home 
listing, Is everything spelled correctly? 
Do you want to include family members? 
Remember charges do apply to changes anc~ 
extra listings, Call your BC TEL Customer 
Service Office now because there's not long left. 
Call: 
1-888-811-2828 (Business) ~TEL 
1-888-811-2323 (Residential) 
TER  CE Terrace Motors Toyota 
TOY 'OT.~ [ 4912 Hwy. 16 w. Dealer #5957 1-800-313-6558 
The Hansard record of the Provincial Legislature shows: 
In the last two years Mr. Giesbrecht has only spoken 6 times in the 
legislature. (July 8, 96 July 15, 96; April 3, 97, May 7, 97, June 13, 97; July 30, 97) 
In the last two years, Mr. Giesbrecht has not made a single formal request 
in the~legislature/!for the~government to act on a local issue. • 
In the last two years he has spoken on the punishing stumpage rates. He 
alluded to them as something ood that the NDP has done for BC. 
(July 8,1996) 
In the last two years he has spoken on the govemment's extreme increase 
in angling fees. But rather than taking the concerns of the anglers and 
fishing guides regarding the fees to the government, Mr. Giesbrecht 
defended government fee hikes. (May 7, 97) 
In his previous term (1991-1995) Mr. Giesbrecht was equally ineffective. Only 
one time in the six years Mr. Giesbrecht has been in office, has he spoken 
to a local issue in a setting in the legislature where the govemment was 
required to respond to it. (June 22, 92) 
Only two other times, in six years has Mr. Giesbrecht dedicated a speaking 
time in the legislature to speak to a local issue raised by his constituents. 
(Mar 24, 92; June 3,94) 
MLA's from all parties have addressed many issues in the legislature on 
behalf of their constituents many times over the amount that Mr. 
Giesbrecht has. He has almost the lowest speaking record of all MLA's in 
the legislature. He simply hasn't done his job. 
• In the last two years it has cost taxpayers about 
$300, 000.00 to pay Mr. Giesbrecht's wages and expenses, 
and run his office, not including the $450,000.00 pension, 
he will be eligible to receive in one year. 
If you believe Skeena needs better representation 
Sign the petition to Recall Mr. Giesbrecht. 
If you would like a list of every date that Mr. Giesbrecht has spoken in the 
Legislature in the last six years so that you can read his statements for 
yourself, you can pick one up at the Terrace recall office. 
You can sign the petition at 4519 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, or you can call 
638-7739 or 632-5311 and we will send a canvasser to your door. 
This publication is authorized by W.A. Sandhals, Financial Agent for 
Lorne Sexton, Skeena Recall Proponent, 638-7739 
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Kermodes host '97 Classic 
ONE TEAM didn't show, another got stuck on an island 
offthe coast due to hurricnne-foree winds. 
But in spite of it all, the 1997 Kcrmode Classic basket- 
ball tourney offered some very eatertaining hoop action. 
Host team Caledonia has been looking stzong this year. 
And more than 200 fans turned out Friday afternoon for 
their first game against the visiting College Heights 
Cougars of Prince George. 
That support likely helped boost the Kermodes con- 
fidence, and they pulled ahead 21-11 at the end of the first. 
In the second quarter Cal got sloppy. Although they 
managed to maintain their lead, the team didn't play espe- 
dally well. The Cougars managed to keep within striking 
distance on free-throws alone. But the Kermodes tightened 
up in the second half and pulled away with a strong of. 
fence. They won the game 76-48. 
Cal's next match was Saturday afternoon against the 
ninth-ranked AA team in the province, Charles Hays. 
This was one intense game. The first quarter saw 
Caledonia dominate the play, but Hays stayed right on 
their heels. By the end of the first, Cal was up 20-19. 
The second quarter continued with the two teams trading 
shots, staying within five points of each other. Then in the 
second half, the action really heated up. With just one 
minute to go, Hays was up 73-72. A free-throw from Ches- 
iey Neufeld tied the game np at 73, and Fraser deWalle hit 
ose to move ahead 75-73. 
Cal hung on for the last thirty seconds to take the win. 
Tyson Hull was named game MVP. The win nioved Cal 
into the final round. Unfortunately, that game wasn't over 
by deadline, but results will be in an upcoming Standard. 
Cal coach Cam Mackay says his team is pretty much 
right on schedule in terms of development. He's been im- 
pressed by the play of many players including some that 
often aren't noticed by fans. 
"The silent guy doing all the stuff is Brooks Robinson," 
he says. "He's the heart leadership-wise, and he's always 
there defensively." 
Other consistently dominant players include Grade 11 
Mike Hovanes, and Grade 10 Kevin Braam. 
This weekend the Kermodes are off to Prince George for 
a tournament there. 
THE 1997 KERMODE Classic basketball tournament 
had its fair share of difficulties - -  including two miss- 
ing teams and a hot, humid gymnasium. But that 
didn't matter for fans who got to see some great ball 
and some really dose games, including Saturday 
afternoon's heart-stopper against nine-ranked 
Charles Hays of Prince Rupert. Above, that's Glint 
Sheppard moving in for two, despite a blocking at- 
tempt by a reaching Cougar. Far nght, that's Fraser 
deWaile leaping miles above fiat-footed College 
Heights players. DeWalle conlinues to be a force this 
year in spite of continued back problems. To the im- 
mediate right, Fdday alternoon's match drew more 
than 200 boisterous fans like these guys who had 
little trouble intimidallng the visiting Cougars with 
plenty of noise. 
Local swimmers 
rock in Richmond 
Boys' 13-14 group finishes third 
THE BLUEBACKS are back from one of 
their biggest meets of the year boasting 
some of their best finishes ever. 
Ten Terrace swimmers joined forces with 
other area athletes as Points North Swim- 
ruing Association. They all blasted own tO 
Vancouver Dec. 5-7 for the annual Rich- 
mond Racers Fast Swim Classic. 
A total of 26 teams and 454 athletes at- 
tended the meet, including most lower 
mainland and Vancouver Island clubs. Two 
teams even came all the way from Califor- 
nia and some of the local university clubs 
brought their national team members along. 
But in spite of the stiff competition, the 
Bluebacks weren't daunted and they helped 
Points North to an impressive seventh-plaee 
finish. Points North ended up with 398 
points - -  just four behind the host Rich- 
mond Racers team. 
"We didn't have any 17-and-older kids 
t swimming so we were completely missing 
an age group," says coach Mike Carlyle. 
"At a provincial level meet one of 
our best performances was six out 
of lO (making finals). To get up to 
eight out of I0 was a huge success 
for us."--Mike Carlyle 
"That was a very good finish for us." 
And eight of the 10 Blue.bach swimmers 
made finals ~ a very impressive feat. 
"That was just great," says Carlyle. "At 
• provincial levd meet one Of our best per- 
formances was six out of 10 (making 
finals). To get up to eight out of 10 was a 
huge success for us." 
Carlyle says the Bluebacks were fairly 
consistent throughout the meet, especially 
the 13 to 14-year-old boys who ended up 
third overall in points - -  just behind the 
flower mainland's massive Pacific Dolphins 
Swim Club. 
That consistency also showed in the boys' 
best-times. Kyle Ham, Arend Stamhuis 
and Tristan Brown all finished with 100 per 
cent best.times. Brown also picked up a 
bronze medal and finalled in all but one of 
his events. 
And in the 11 and 12-year-old age group, 
Thomas Demetzer made finals in nine out 
of 10 events. 
"Thomas has improved significantly," 
Carlyle says. "He went from not making 
qualifying times last year in the 200 fly to 
finalling this year. Fie should be close to 
making the top 50 in Canada." 
Kyle Ham also had an amazing meet, 
taking up to six seconds off some of his 
times. And Arend Stamhnls both picked up 
a medal and made qualifying times for the 
Junior Nationals. 
Jenlne Barton was the third Blueback to 
medal and she scored three of them D two 
silvers and a bronze. 
"That will boost her rankings," Carlyle 
says. "By Provincials he'll be quite im- 
pressive." 
Several Bluebacks on Points North also 
scored medals in the 13-14 Boys relay. 
They picked up silvers in the 200 free and 
200 medley. And the 16-and-Under Gifts 
placed fourth in their relay, especially im- 
pressive considering the team had a 12- 
year-old member D Terrsce's Natalie 
Gour. 
Meanwhile in Prince Rupert, 35 other 
, Bluebacks were competing inthe Christmas 
Invitational. 
Several Terrace swimmers picked up 
medals at the event, including a couple of 
surprises, William Shack scored his first 
medals, and Mafia Farrell also medalled. 
"That was very well-desewed," Carlyle 
says. "She's worked really hard," 
For two Bluebacks - -  Lueas Myhr and 
seven-yesr-old Jeffery Turner N it was 
also their first meet. 
A number of youths posted 100 per cent 
best imes, and Carlyle says the team really 
improved on some of their technical spects 
- -  like turns, 
The Bluebac~' next meet isn't until Jan. 
14. That one will give local spectators a 
chance to see the Bluebackn in action as it 
will take place here in Terrace. 
Shames aims for weekend opening 
IT HASN'T exactly been a banner year 
for snow at Shames o far, but if all goes 
well the hill should open for business this 
weekend. 
Mountain manager Rene Farwig, hear- 
ing stories of Shames' legendary deep 
snow, had originally hoped to open the 
hill at the end of November or right at the 
beginning of December. 
But as of Dec. 10, there was only a 30 
cm base - -  not nearly enough to safely 
open to the public. 
"There's too much stuff sticking out or 
just below, the snow," Fatwig said last 
week. "There's not even enough to 
groom.' ' 
Farwig said the mountain eeded about 
another 30 centimetres of snow before it 
could open. 
And he pointed out that this kind of 
weather isn't really all that unusual in ski 
circles. "Most mountains have this hap- 
pen every five or six years," he said. 
But that doesn't make the late season 
start any easier on avid skiers or Shames 
staff who are dying to get more of the 
fluffy white stuff. 
"The problem with this type of situa- 
tion is that people are anxious and 
momentum becomes an important issue," 
Farwig said. 
If Shames gets a good dump of snow, it 
will take about another four days for staff 
to prepare the runs for skiers. Farwig said 
he hopes that will finally happen and the 
lifts will crank up Dec. 18 or Dec. 19. 
Once the snow is on the ground, 
Shames will be open seven days a week 
for the Christmas holidays. Kid's Camps 
will start Dec. 20th. 
Shames is even open for a half-day on 
Christmas, so everyone who unwraps new 
skis or snowboards will get a chance to 
try them out right away. 
To hear the latest on snow conditions at 
Shames, call their ski line at 638-8SKI. Rune Farwig 
Wrestlers struggle with 
strong Hazelton crew 
TERRACE W ~ R S  Several of both Ten'ace's only one impressed by the And this is a big year for 
have their hands full this 
year with a super-tongh 
Hazelton squad. 
In spite of having a very 
strong team themselves, the 
Terrace contingent, consist- 
ing of Skcena nd Caledonia 
schools, was overshadowed 
by Hazclton at their Warm- 
up Tournament, Dec. 6. 
"Hazelton walked away 
with the girls' events," says 
Terrace coach Dave 
O'Brien. "They had girls in 
every weight class." 
They also have some of 
the top female youth wrest- 
lets in the country. But 
O'Brien says that's actually 
good for Terrace wrestlers. 
"It's good for them and 
for us," he says. "It's a 
very competitive l vel and it 
makes both teams 
stronger." 
male and female wrestlers 
picked up. medals at the 
event. They included Angle 
Mcrae, who placed second 
in the 60 k category after 
losing her final bout to a 
Prince George wrestler. 
Grace WiUkowski also 
picked up a silver in the 57 
k category. She lost her final 
match to arch-rival Alison 
Jacques of Hazciton, who 
placed second in the Provin- 
cials last year. 
Caledonia's Roberts Wil- 
son took gold in the 70 k 
weight class. This is Wil- 
son's first year with Cal, but 
she was a force last year in 
Kitwanga. 
O'Bfien says veteran 
wrestler Whitney Brunesu 
also looked very strong. 
As for the novices, 
O'Brien says he wasn't he 
performance of Kimti Allen. 
"Many coaches com- 
mented on her abilities as a 
novice," he says. "Rebecca 
Boland surprised us as 
well." 
Two of the guys also 
medalled in Htzelton. Ajit 
Jaswal finished with a sil- 
ver, as did Jon Peltler. 
Boys' coach Joe Murphy 
says Matt Beddie also 
showed some improvement. 
The wrestlers are now on 
their Christmas break. But 
things will heat up again in 
January when the athletes 
start lneparing for the 
Zones, coming up in Febru- 
ary. 
"We know that they'll do 
well at the Zones, but that's 
not their Stanley Cup," 
O'Brlen says. "They want a 
shot at tl~ Natlonals." 
the Nationals in western 
Canada. They're being held 
in Edmonton this April, but 
then they will take place 
back east in 1999 and 2000. 
That means many of the 
youths will be gunning for 
the National Finals, since 
they are being held relative- 
ly close-by 
And with the Provincial 
Finals taking place in 
March, there's time between 
the two to take in a big 
wrestling camp that's being 
held at Simon Fraser Uni- 
vetsity. 
"Hopefully we'll be able 
to get to that," O'Brien 
says. "They make • big dif- 
ference. If some of my top 
wrestlers could work out 
with people of their calibre 
for four hours a day it would 
be wonderful." 
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Lightning to that minor 
hockey defensive skills 
dinic held at the arena last 
week. 
The Men's Recreational 
League team really could 
have used the help against 
the Back Eddy Bullies in a 
game Thursday night. 
The Lightning have been 
on-again, off-again all sea- 
son, and that inconsistency 
showed up again Dec. 11. 
All Seasons has a fairly 
competent offence, and they 
came out strong against he 
Bullies, pulling ahead 6-3 
going into the final period. 
The Lightning kept the 
pressure up for the first two 
minutes of the period, pot- 
ting another goal to pull fur- 
filer ahead at 7-3. 
But that's when Back 
Eddy rallied and the Lightn- 
ing defence went to sleep. 
The Bullies picked up one 
to make it ?-4, then scored 
two short.handed goals 
within a minute of each- 
other to make it 7-6. 
Understandably, All Sea- 
sons waved "huh-bye" to 
their confidence at that 
*point. Back Eddy, on the 
other hand, seemed to smell 
that fear and went for the 
Lightning like a rabid 
poodle at bare ankles. 
The Bullies tied it up with 
13 minutes to play, then 
scored on a break away to 
pull ahead 8-7. 
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ALL SEASONS players tried, but couldn't stem the tide of the Back Eddy Bullies 
in a Men's Rec League game last Thursday night. Back Eddy leads the league, 
After that, the Lightning 
basically fell apart, although 
they did manage a parting 
goal. The final score went to 
the Bullies 11-8. 
This is a very good season 
for the roe hockey league. 
Spokesperson Roger Harris 
says several teams are pretty 
close in the standings, with 
no club totally dominating 
the field. 
As of last week the Back 
Eddy Bullies were in top 
spot, but Sheens Cable 
wasn't far behind and the 
Chapter One Aeros were 
moving up after a couple of 
big wins. 
Meanwhile in the Old- 
timer's League, the North- 
ern Motor Inn PLies are on 
top of the standings, with 
the SRD Blues in second. 
Harris says he expects the 
league to host a special 
event tournament early in 
January, probably on the 
second weekend of the new 
year. As usual, it will boast 
high-calibre hockey, with 
proceeds of the admission 
price going to charity. 
Defence clinic draws players 
OFFENCE LOOKS great clinic held here. 
but defence wins games. The clinic was put on by 
It's one of the facts o f  the BC Center of Ex- 
hockey that coaches try to 
hammer home from minor 
hockey to the big leagues. 
And Terrace Minor Hock- 
ey's Peewee, Bantam, and 
Midget defen~men got 
some tilm~f:rg~th¢ ~t  Jest 
Weekfit ~"d~feiigi~/e skills 
cellence, which is based in 
Vancouver's GM Place and 
supported by the Vancouver 
Canucks. 
The center has an Out- 
reach Program that offers 
high-cat.re skills clinics for 
minor h0ck'ey associations 
throughout the province. So Terrace Minor Hockey 
the Skeena Valley Tri-City president Brian Downie 
League invited them to says he was very pleased 
come up to the northwest with the way things turned 
and hold clinics in Terrace, out. 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert. "They held a very nice 
A total of 44 youths and session," he says. "It was 
15 coaches took part in the an excellent opportunity for 
clinic Dec. 8-10, which con- both players and coaches." 
s!sted0f both an.off-ice sea- . . . . . . .  
stun and an on-ice session . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Peewee reps undefeated at 
Burns Lake tournament 
OUR PEEWEE rep team tw[°homsme U;a~: ~g; ;g  ath~tlnS~m¢; odt~ d~oo=t~ ~ho°: ;fro s~;::~gt 
had little trouble taking out ave t y I:lg~at e 
the competition at a tourna- 
ment in Burns Lake two 
weekends ago, and came 
home undefeated. 
Five teams attended the 
itournament, including 
Houston, Fraser Lake and 
Fort St. James. 
' Terrace came out flying in 
'.their first game against 
iHouston, Dec 6. The local 
'boys actually scored their 
,first two goals in the first 
the team an extra burst of 
confidence that propelled 
them through the whole 
game aud they never looked 
back. 
By the third period, a frus- 
trated Houston squad started 
taking all sorts of penalties 
and Terrace scored at will, 
winning 12-1. 
With adrenaline still 
pumping, Terrace played the 
host Burns Lake team later 
the opposition. 
Terrace came out like a 
team on a mission, scoring a 
whopping six goals in the 
first period. By the second 
period the boys were up 8-0. 
The final period was an 
even bigger goal-feat, with 
both J.J. Dnben and Jared 
Connatty netting hat-tricks. 
The final score was 16-1. 
By the third game, Terrace 
was on a roll and they didn't 
Fort St. James, Grant Com- 
mine scored four goals, 
leading the boys to a 9-2 
• victory. 
But their last game, 
against a feisty Fraser Lake 
squad, gave Terrace a little 
difficulty. This game was 
close throughout and ended 
in a 5-5 tie. 
This weekend the Peewee 
reps head to a tournament in 
Kelowna. 
Sport Scope_ 
Skaters bop to pops 
THE TERRACE Skating Club will be holding a pop 
concert his Friday. 
This fun and informal event will feature young 
skaters performing original routines set to their 
favoufite tunes. 
The concert akes place 4 p.m. Dec. 19 at the arena. 
Tumblers to perform 
THE SPRING CREEK Mountainairs are set to 
display their talents in a Christmas-themed vent 
tonight. 
Terrace's only tumbling team invites everyone 
to come and see a demonstration of their acrobatic 
and gymnastic skills. Special choir and band per. 
formances will be incorporated into the hour of 
unique entertainment, with refreshments to fol- 
low. 
The demonstration will take place at Spring 
Creek School in the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church, 5401 McConnell. 
For more information call Diana at 638-1626. 
Snowboard events 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN is getting ready to host their 
Big Air and Boarder Cross events coming up in Janu- 
ary. 
The tournament is set to happen Jan. 2 and Jan. 3 at 
the hill. For more information, call Shames at 635- 
3773, 
Cal heads for P.G. 
THE CAL boys basketball team is off to Prince 
George this weekend for the annual Duchess Park Con. 
do Chdslmas Tournament. Look for results in an up 
coming edition of the Standard. 
Blame it on El Nino 
SOMEHOW A story on a Peewee tournament in last 
week's Standard id not quite j~e with the picture that ran 
with it. 
The story des.cribed Terrace's Farwest Fuel's loss to 
Hazelton in the battle for third and fourth place. 
But the picture showed Terrace's Ken's Trucking play- 
ing Kitimat in a game Terrace won. Ken's trucking also 
beat Hazelton, with a big 11-3 victory. 
That win put Ken's trucking into the finals against Prince 
Rupert. Prince Rupert won that last game 6-2. 
So the final results of the Peewee tournament saw Prince 
Rupert in first place, Ken's Trucking in second, Hazdton 
in third and Farwest Fuels in fourth. 
II 
Score Board 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Dec. 8 
Atom Division 
No hockey in Terrace due to Peewee tournament. All 
West Trading placed third in a Prince Rupert tourna- 
ment. They beat Lazelle Mini-Storage, who finished 
fourth. All West was voted Most Sportsmanlike Team. 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey 
Dec. 4 
All Seasons 8 Precision Blues 2 
Dec.7 
Chapter One 8 White Spot 1 
Dec. 9 
Chapter One 6 Precision Blues 3 
Dec. 11 
Back Eddy 11 All Seasons 8 
! Terrace Men s Oldtlmers Hockey 
Dec.3 
NMI Okles 5 "l'imbermen 2 
Subway 2 SRD Blues 1 
Dec. 7 
Subway 4 SRD Blues 0 
All Snowmobile Clothing 
20 % 
Off Regular Price 
ATV Snowplows Now In Stock! 
• f Gift Certificates Avadable. 
Ken's Mar ine 
4946 ,Greig Ave Terr, ace 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Daddy my truck won't start o&ou 
MaryLou pulled out her cell phone 
and called her father. 
"Dad, I'm just driving my truck into 
i me grounds of the Wheat Pool elevator. 
• hey've started to unload the grain from 
1 le truc k. I'll wait for you." BASELDEcON 
Lyle was 20 miles away on the A R 
highway driving his truck full of grain 
when he got the call. 
"That little girl of mine drives like a 
bat out of hell. She's sure turned into 
a fine young lady. No guy could handle 
that four ton truck filled with another 
ton of grain better than her. She's going 
to have to wait a bit, though. This truck 
doesn't move too fast/' 
Forty minutes later, Lyle pulled into 
the Wheat Pool elevator. 
Mary Lou waved her hands wildly 
as she saw him gunning in from the 
highway. 
"Where were you, slow poke, I 
can't get my truck started up again,_" L._ 
Lyle lowered himself aown Trom ni~ 
truck. 
"Let me take a look at it." He lifted 
the hood of MaryLou's stalled truck, 
Lyle fiddled around with some caps 
under the hood, 
"Can't see anything wrong. Hey.., 
let's switch gas tanks. Then you can 
get home, and I'll fiddle around with it 
with one of the guys. 
The switch didn t help. MaryLou's 
truck still didn't start. 
As Lyle was pouring the gas, 
Wayne started the engine. 
An explosion rocked the truck, 
The flames shot up. The air Was filled 
witl~ screams, They were Lyle's, He 
was engulfed in the flames. 
m burning alive. Helpl Helpl 
Helpl I'm dyinglllll" 
Lyle was rushed to the hospital, 
He had to undergo two skin grafts. His 
insurance wouldn't pay the personal 
injury benefits under his policy. 
Lyle sued. 
!n court, Lyle was still bandaged 
up, Your Honour, I had an accident 
with my truck. My injuries were caused 
by this accident. My policy is sup. 
posed to cover injuries I suffer due to 
a trucking accident, The truck wasn't 
moving only because it had temporarily 
stalled. Make the insurers pay me for 
the terrible Injuries that I have 
suffered." 
The Insurers had their own story, 
"Your Honor, it isn't clear that the 
accident was caused by,the truck, It 
seems that it was Lyle s fault. You 
Somebody called out from the don't pour gasoline over an enginel 
stairs. It was Wayne, Lyle's buddy. Besides, the law says that the truck 
Hey, Lyle, why don't you try the old has to be in motion at the time and it 
gas trick. Ive got a plastic Container, wasn't. We shouldn't have to F3ay for 
let's fill it with some gas, Pour a little Kyle's stupidity." 
bit of gas over the carburator," 
Wayne went into the truck to-start Should Kyle's accident be covered 
it. The engine sputtered and died. by his insurance? Youl Be The Judge, 
"Lyle, this time, pour it over the Then see below for the court's 
engine," decision. 
SPONSORED BY _ . , .g  811 ~, . . . .  
"He lp ing  People  Cope with the Legal Sys tem"  
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave . ,  Terrace,  B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Kyle, you don't got the insurance money," the Judge decided. =The truck was not in motion at the time of the 
explosions, so it Is not covered by the insurance." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court eases, Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manitoba. If you have a similar problem, please consult Llndsey & Grueger, Claire Bernsteln Is a 
Montreal evqer and nationally syndicated columnist, Copyright 1997 Hatka Enterprises, B12.3 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline;is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all d isp lay and c lass i f ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - S6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) ~er column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
S10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/AItNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 ~:)er column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your  ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advert iser .  
CTION D 
OVER 30  
CLASSIF ICAT IONS!  
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Renl Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine ~ge location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, madtal status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ada. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instruclions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by tl~e publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liabdity of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an adverlisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that thero shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
80 Wanted Misc Name Address  
85 To Give Away . _ . , 
90 Cars For Sale Phone  Start  Date # of nserhons Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
28C Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No. .Expiry Date  
,-~ V ISA  ,-I MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 " "  3 
6 
11 12  
17  
£ 
7 
la  
16  18  
6 .75  6 .90  7 .O5 
7.5~ 7.70 e.oo 
Cl ip & Mall Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard STANDARD 3210 Clinton St., Terrace. B.C. V8G 5R2 
4 
9 
14  
19  
S 
10  
I 
15  
20  - $6 .60  
7 .20  7 .35  
1~.15 8 .30  : 
For  longer  al l ,  p lease  use t~ separate  sheet  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
30. FOR~RENT 
1196 SQ ft 3 bdrm home. Great 
Horseshoe location. Oak floors, 
fireplace, wired, heated ga'- 
rage/workshop, $133,000. Call 
635-1651. 
3 BDR room ranch style house 
on quiet street. 4632 Webber 
avenue. Close to hospital, 
school, town. N/G heat, new 
roof, windows, vinyl siding. Par- 
tially renovated interior. New 
hot water tank, $123,900 obo. 
Serious enq. only, Call 638- 
0050. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe very close to schools' and 
downtown new carpet, large 
deck, fenced yard  with fruit 
3215 -5th Street Houston, 2 
bedroom house on 4 lots, all 
appliances included. Gas & 
electric heat. Close to shopping 
centre. $60,000 firm. Call 1- 
250-845-7421. 
4 BEDROOM HOME in Horse- 
shoe. Close to school's and 
downtown, fenced yard, large 
deck, n/g heat/water, shed, re- 
cently renovatedl 635-7566. 
FOR SALE by owner. 2600 sq 
ft, 5 bedrooms, large shop, 5 
acres, pig pen, new 14' x 20' 
chicken barn, garden, deepwell. 
New sewar system $169,000. 
1-250-698-7954 Burns Lake. By 
appointment. 
tree's assumable mortgage 
very good rate. Ask ing  HOBBY FARM 26.6 acres, 
$117,900. Ca11635-7566. New Remo, fenced pastures, 
A GREAT way to own a'home. 
Well maintained 1100 square 
foot home with legal suite in 
basement. Present rental in- 
come is $1,300.00 per month. 
This home provides a great op- 
portunity to own for less than 
rent or even can be used for an 
wired barn & 30 x 40 shop, 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom rancher 
$295,000. 638-1080 message - 
evenings/weekends. 
LOOKING TO rent to purchase 
3-4 bedroom home. In Terrace 
area. Call 635-O655. 
NEW 3 bedroom rancher, 1300 
investment property. It easily eq ft, vaulted ceilings, large kit, 
pays for it's self without any out many extras, priced to sell, 
of pocket money or live upstairs $156,000 GST included. AVA 
and pay as :littl~ :~S $350 ~r  .~' H°!dings~i~ Ltd. '-To wiew 638 -~ 
month. P lease Call to make an 0~,~5. 
appointment but feel free to PRICE REDUCEDI 3 bedroom 
drive by at 3315 Thomas St. 1200 sq 11 top floor. In law suite 
Ask for Nell at 638-8897 or 638- down, 78 x 128 lot. Two sun- 
8890. Reduced to $139,900.00. decks, large carport and con- 
crete driveway.call 653-9058 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, (2) 
10 acre parcels and (1) 35 acre & (1) 41 acre 
parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of 
town. Being serviced with natural gas. 
635-5868 
PRIVATE SALE: Copper 
Mountain Sub, nicely renovated 
3 bedroom trailer with large ad- 
dition; good water; N/G and/or 
wood heat; newly built large 
partially covered sundeck; pd- 
vate park-like fenced backyard 
with creek; walnut, cherry & ap- 
ple trees; 2 sheds and large 
covered storage area; located 
on no-thru street close to ale- 
mentary school & transit route. 
Asking $97,700. To view call 
635-0028 or 615-9196. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroft!! One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, ~c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035; 
~Sherry  Anderson~ 
Notary Public 
Re01 Es~te; l l  
Conveyoncing 
Wills. 
Mobile Home 
Tram[ers, 
Declarations, 
Morlgage 
Documentation, 
Notarlzczfions Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 ~, 
1971 3 bedroom trailer, washer 
dryer, new fridge, new stove, 
n/g heat quiet trailer, court in 
Thornhill. $26,500. Call 638- 
BRAND NEW 14 x 70 mobile 
home situated on private land- 
scaped lot. All the goodies must 
be seen! No reasonable offer 
refused• For appointment to 
view phone 638-8084. Drive by 
and take a look. 1916 Bobsein, 
$107.000 and 1922 Bobsein, 
$115,000. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
2 BDRM, 4820 Lazelle, d/w, f/s,' 
no pets, no smoking, storage 
room. Available immediately, 
638-0046, security entrance. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. Carl 635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SU- 
ITIE. Available immediately 
$525/month. References re- 
quired, call 635-6824. 
2 BEDROOM RENTAL suite in 
town. No pets, damage deposit 
and references required. Call 
635-2932. 
2 BEDROOM suite on Queens- 
way Dr. $550/month. No pets. 
Call 635-2837. 
2 BEDROOM trailer. 12 x 68' 
with joey shack and sun deck 
on private lot in Thornhill. N/G 
heat, 4 appliances and cable in- 
cluded. No smoking, no pets,, 
$600 plus damage deposit. CaJl 
635.9101 after 5 pm available 
Dec. 15th. 
2 LARGE bedroom mobile, 5 
appliances, very clean, avail- 
able immediately, $630. Dam- 
acle deposit 638-7690 Dale. 
3 BDRM, 4822 Lazelle, f/s, w/d, 
dw, fireplace, no pets, no smok- 
3/4 BEDROOM house with 
fridge range and dishwasher. 
Available immediately $875 per 
month. Call 635-4648.h 
4 BEDROOM 2 bathroom 
rancher on acreage with shop. 
Available Feb. 1, ref's required, 
$950 per month. Call 635-2124. 
BEDROOM SUITE all utilities 
included, available by Dec. 15, 
$450 plus damage deposit to 
view. Call 638-8482. 
BRAND NEWLY renovated, 2 
and 3 bdrm mobile homes. NG 
heat, for appt to view phone 
638-8084. 
CLEAN WELL maintained 2 
bedroom house Thornhill. Ideal 
for two or couple one child. F/S 
hydro, gas included, deposit & 
rers required. No pets, .$600 
per month. Call 635-7467 after 
5:00 pm. 
. . L - -  
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Ask for Men|ca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
DECEMBER FREE: 2 bedroom 
trailer in clean quiet downtown 
coud, no pets, $600 per month. 
Call 638-1568. 
FOR RENT3 bedroom upstairs 
suite N/G heat w/w carpet close 
to schools and town. Available 
Dec. 15, 1997. Phone 635- 
2360. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apart- 
ment in Summit Square. 
Ground level entrance and on 
site manager. $600 per month 
available Jan 1, 1998. Call 635- 
5338 after 6 am. 
FOR RENT: Clean and bright 1 
bedroom basement suite, no 
smoking, no pets, $550 per 
month. Rent includes utilities 
and cable, available immediate- 
ly. Call 638-1341. 
FOR RENT: One bedroom fur- 
nished apadment in Thornhill, 
Single occupancy only. Sorry, 
no pets. References required. 
$360 + $180 sec dep, Phone 
635-2065. 
LARGE 1 bdrm apt - centrally 
located perfect for single career 
person. Appliances, hot water, 
heat, washer & dryer inclu. Non 
smoking. No pets. References 
required, available January: 1. 
635-6741. 
MOBILE HOME pad for rent in 
Thornhill. $300/month available 
immediately. Call 635-1326. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq fl; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. CaJI 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $450 per month. CaJI 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite for rent close to town, utility 
included, rers and damage de- 
posit required. Available now. 
Phone 638-8874. 
QUIET CLEAN dose to town. 2, 
bedroom apartment for rent, 
suitable for working couple, 
laundry facilities, no pets," 
please. Ref's required. Call' 
635-5653. " 
QUIET FAMILY require 3 bdr, 
home with basement. Jan. 1/97., 
Refs available, non/smoking, 
non/drinkinq, 845-2425. 
THORNHILL TWO suites - 1' 
bedroom basement 
$425/month. 3 bedroom suite 
$575/month. Available Decem-. 
bar 15. References required, 
Laundry facilities. Phone 638- 
7290. 
TWO AND one bedroom apart- 
ments available Dec. 1st and 
Jan 1st. Call 635-6428, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage, No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE by downtown. Available 
Jan. 1/98. No pets, heat & elec- 
tricity included, damage deposit 
& references required. $600. 
635-9691 or.635-8139. ~ ~:~.. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Single or for couple, non 
smoking. No pets, utilities in- 
cluded. Available immediately 
$575 per month. Phone 635- 
7930 or 635-7698. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in six 
plex. Fridge and stove laundry 
hook up. Available Jan 1/98. 
$620 per month, no pets. 635- 
5213. 
WANTED ROOMMATE to 
share fully furnished three bed- 
room house close to town $450 
per month. All utilities included. 
Washer/dryer, non smoker, ref's 
required. Call 635-3845. 
WILD DUCK Motel. Clean com- 
fortable rooms, full kitchens, all 
utilities included plus cable and 
phone, excellent rates. Call 
0895• ing, 638-0046. Available Jan. Terry 635-6348 ONE BEDROOM basement su- 638-1511. 
:- SINGLEHURSTFOREST ~_ 1979 14 x 70 mObile hOme" 3 1/98' bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 3-~DROOM 2 or 4 appliances l~.rvd=d 1~_"4.=~.3~_'41 ite. Very clean, all utilities in- 
- "  • . . . . . . . . . . .  cluded with cable and fireplace. 
i 2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. ~. decorated. Needs to be moved. (negotlable) mobile home, • Gill lan 63~-3044 Couple or one person. Non 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, beautifully treed, ~ $36,000Phone askinq638"8084price, to view, fencedable Nov.yard15inorPineDec.Park'1st. avails650 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  smokers $600. 635-3756. 
and all back onto crown land. ~ If you  have  ~ . . . .  "You'//love the verynature ofif." I~ 1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 per month. Call 635-2126. m~w, ' , r ]  f r t  T~rr~¢~ suite. Available immediately, no 
appliances included; Excellent 3 BEDROOM duplex, laundry , , , v  . . . . . . . . . . . .  pets, no parties, refs &deposit 
$69,000 to $93,700 MLS ~- condition. $24,500 delivered, hook-up, f/s, 5 men walk to o r  have just had a required. Utilities included $500 
Buy NOW and SAVE the G.S. T. ~ Other's available. 1-800-609- downtown, close to schools, no new bab" or  a re  per month. Ca11635-6128. 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry pets, no parties. Available Janu- Y' . ONE BEDROOM vacation con- 
She|In Love • 635-3004 or Jeanne. aryl. Call 635-3284. getting married, or do. Maul fully equipped, across 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large . . . .  form Kamaole beach #2,  ¢arung a new I~]~juh);l:|fjuT.'t[i:lfJuT.i',~[~JuT;~)[l:|fJuh):h~ appliances included. Excellent need 1900 sq ft shop, concrete High/low, $70/$55 USO/day. 
condition. $24,500 delivered, floors, 2 large overhead doors, business iust nive Add 10.17% KI State tax. Home 
F,J.T:Ei;|:F~.T.)[I:tFJ.T:)[I:|:FJ.T:EI:t:F4.f:t:(IB:I#J.T:E~ Other's available 1-800-809- infra-red heat, Shop and house . ' ~' ,,~ 250-634-5554. Work 250-634- 
8041 or 1-403-458.6398 Jerry $1600 per month, Phone 635- ~e OT US a Cal l• j 3042. 
I :~ .:~,~ AI"rENTION TRUCKERS 1 or Joanne. 5513, 
I ~ . . l ~ ~  ~eok oo ~urther. Z0'~m'5" shop ~,1 ~ ~ . . . . . .  RESPONStBLE NEAT non 
~ i  : ~  wired for a welder, 16' overhead ~ bathroom. Vaulted ceiling, n/g house, f/s, wld inc 12 x 12 out- smoker?. House share in Ter- 
~.;~.~.~q~ door, concrete floor, and natural gas ~ furnace. Osburn wood stove, door storage, large yard, close race. Fri - Sun 635-0634 Men to 
Two acre lot, Jackpine Flats, to town, n/s, n/p, $800 per ~ furnace available. ~ Thurs 621-3209. 
PLUS a 3 bedroom home with ~ $109,000. Ca11635-1330. month. Ca11635-5459. 
ill natural gas fireplace, kitchen with 
island, and 11'x17' master ~ HAS TO got Brand new 14' x 
bedroom with a walk-in closet. L~ 70' mobile homecome see l °n  privateLetslOt, courtSt°ve washer,in ThornhilLdryer' quiet$650trailer i~ ' ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
....... ~ . . . . . .  Beautifully decorated, drywalled, ~ Has everything, per ~Juu~.~i~. ~ !  
~,w ' l "  I ~ ~t ~ =:~'~q newer flooring, patio doors onto a [~ talk! Offers to $115,000. No month. Call 638-0895, 
~ ~ ~  deck, and on 1/3 landscaped acre. [ ]  reasonable offer refused. Call ~ ~ ~ [ ~ ~ i ~ , ~ l ~ i / ~  . . . . .  
I ~ ~ - ~ ' ~ = ~  The work has been done, just move ~ 638-8084. month and damage deposit. ~ ~ : .  
in and enjoy. ~-~ MINT CONDITION, 1986 Atco, C/W f/s, no pets, Terrace. Call 
I $Z04,900.MLS i~  14 x 7o. 2 x 6 walls, 8 ft high 632-2479. A ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 ~ Ter race  Professional Building, centrally 
/ I Shel la Love  rooms, 1 bath, separate bedroom house, Pr=me ocat on. 
635-3004 room open front living rooni Fridge/stove, washer/dryer in- located ,  5 ,000  ft. QVQi lQble .  Th is  spoce  can  
~nd kitchen, excellent floor cluded. Natural gas heat/water, be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
P~/HI~ of Terrace E! plan. Priced right at only Large yard, storage shed. No 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. pets. Now accepting applica- Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 NON SMOKING Profess,onal 
[]  rJLrjv,~[IB:I~'ILrjT.,~:IB:I:t',~L~jT:~[IB;|~'~.~L,~ Phone: 1-800-470-5444. lions. 635-5431 or 635-4430. Couple w/children looking to 
ATTENTION TRUCKERS 
Look no further. 20'x20'5" shop 
wired for a welder, 16' overhead 
door, concrete floor, and natural gas 
furnace available. 
PLUS a 3 bedroom home with 
natural gas fireplace, kitchen with 
island, and a 11'x17' innate 
bedroom with a walk.in closet, 
Beautifully decorated, drywalled, 
newer flooring, patio doors onto a 
deck, and on 1/3 landscaped acre. 
The work has been done, just more 
in and enjoy. 
$104,900 MLS 
Shei la  Love 
635-3004 
of Terrace 
NEWLY RENOVATED: 1977, 
14 x 70, Meduline, 3 bedroom, 
1 bath, 2 appliances, new car- 
pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
ed, very clean. Delivered to Ter- 
race for only $24,594. Phone 1- 
800-470.5444. 
SAVE THOUSANDS by order- 
ing now for spring deliveryl Our 
modular homes feature painted 
gyproc interiors, silent floors 
and nine foot ceilings, See your 
"Dream Home: at Chapanal's 
Factory, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- 
na or call Don Purdle or Eric 
Shelby, Sheldon Modular 
Homes. Toll free 1-888-765- 
8992, DL10146. 
, TAKING ORDERS for '98 with 
sites available for your custom 
manufactured home @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, family oriented and 
upscale, call Gordon @ 638- 
1182, 
i i i  
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications Now for 
1 & 2 Bedroom Suites 
Clean, qui¢ ranovmd suites 
I . .~  facil~]es on each floo~ 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
Security entrance 
On site management 
N0 pets 
Roferances required 
To view call 
638.1748 
i 
i 
..oo..,S,VE v , . .u . , s  ,,o 
I 635-7459 
FOR LEASE: 
3,200 sq,L IL indu~al/c0mme~ 
c/w NC 0fFmes, warehouse, OH door 
Fenced Compound 
5110 Keith Ave 
1,700 sq, ft, retail/0ffice 
" Ren0vated t0y0ur specificat~ 
Emerson & Greig Avenue 
2,700sq, fL NEW 
C0mmerda], finished t0 
y0ur speci~Y~ 
Pdme 10cat~ nextt0 
Home Hardware, parking 
H!gh*ay16 West 
1,700 ~, ft. re~Voffce space 
Ren0vated t0y0ur spedficatJ0r~ 
9~ SCl, L new of~store f~ 
5008 Pdie Avm~ 
I I I 
951 sq. I1. wareh0use/0frce 
c/w0Hd00r 
5002 P0hle Avenue 
III '1 
rent 3-4 Iodrm home, in Terrace 
area for Jan 1/98 occupancy. 
Please call Andrea at 635-5132, 
WANTED TO rent: 3 br or 4 br 
suitable for family of six. Phone 
(250) 848-2340 (collect). Call 
#(250) 615-6864 (collect). 
Needed immediately. 
KENMORE WASHER & dryer.' 
$300. Call 1-250-845-2040. 
3/4 KARAT diamond engage. 
ment ring, never worn, must 
sell, $2800. Call 635-0794. 
36" OAK bathroom cabinet with 
sink, A Janome sewing ma- 
chine in excellent condition.. 
One Singer sewing machine. 
with cabinet, Call 635-4338, 
BIO - The Terrace Standard, Weenesoay, December 17, 1997 
4 MORE WEEKS UNTIL 
XMAS. Norma May's 
Collectibles, Topley. Will be 
openin December Friday nights 
until 9 pm and Sunday 9-5 pm. 
Lots of great gifts and stocking 
staffers. 
ATCO 10 x 44 wash car trailer 
on triple 1 beam frame, for'bush 
camp. Sleeps 4, 2 sl~owers, 2 
toilets, washing machine, 20 
propane dryer, water heater, 
and furnace, 1000 gel water 
storage capacity. $5600. Uster 
diesel generator 12.5 KW. very 
low hrs. $3400. IGC diesel gen- 
erator 10 KW $2300. All items 
located near Telegraph creek. 
Evenings JJ3-7580 on Tele- 
graph Hill Ch. or fax 403-543- 
8678. 
CELLO FOR SALEI JUST IN, 
TIME FOR CHRISTMASI THIS" 
IS A SECOND HAND CELLO 
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION 
AT A VERY REASONABLE 
PRICE. MOVING MUST SELL 
OPEN TO OFFERS. CALL 
' SYLVANA AT 638-1512. 
,COMPOSTING WITH Earth- 
,worms, Free expert advice 
,composting with worms. Send 
i$12 to help pay for photos, 
,shipping and handling of litera- 
',tare on how to start your own 
.worm farm, plus a list of books 
',you can order yourself on 
,worms. (How to start a profit- 
'able worm farm). Bulkley Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery is interest- 
ed in franchising. 1-250-845- 
,7783, 
~MOVING OUT sale 18 1/2 ft. 
• Starcraff aluminum boat with 
,'115 Merc and trailer, antique 
piano, antique dining room set, 
china cabinet, Japanese Tatami 
mats, girls day Ded and much 
,much more, open house sale, 
Sat & Sunday, Dec. 13, 14, 20, 
21.9 to 5 pm For more into call 
635-2515. 
: 70 'FORSALE , 
BILLIARD TABLE, 638-8078 
best offer 
CHRYSLER HOCKEY ENTHUSIASTS, The 
Hockey Trainer, 7' hard body 
slide board with ice mat. Devel- 
ops and improves: skating, stick 
handling, shooting; passing. 
Complete hockey school for the 
homet Reg $225, limited supply 
$125. The Skating master, skat- 
ing motion specific training aid. 
Develops and improves: skaters 
stance, balance, footspeed, en- 
durance. Used with hockey 
skates or roller blades. Ideal 
when teamed up with the Hock- 
ey trainer! Reg. $125, limited 
SUlOPlV $75. 847-3787. 
Bids Accepted: 
on the following computer system and software: 
P-75 Seanix Computer with CD ROM, speakers and ] 6 hit sound 
card, N/I 15" colour monitor, Canon BJC400O Colour Bubblejet 
printer, MS Simply Accounting, MS Publisher Deluxe for Windows 
95 or NT, keyboard, mouse, all connedions, l"riplite Spike power 
bar. 
System can be viewed at #204- 4630 Lazelh Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Bids accepted until 12 noon, on December 23, 1997. Drop 
off sealed bids at 16/37 Community Fulures, #204 - 4630 
Lazelh Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
FORD" . 
( 
i 
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MOVING SALE: Bauhaus 
loather chesterfield & Ioveseat 
(navy) $1500. Oak roll top desk 
with matching swivel chair like 
new $1200. Two matching 
bookcase units 6x3, oak reed 
oak cotor $200. Call 635-2955. 
MOVING: SOLID oak dining 
room table, 6 chairs, love seat, 
• two matching chairs, dust~ 
rose, mint. cream floral 
patterns, solid oak large dresser 
with mirror, 6 drawers, arrnolre. 
847-1516, 
PORTABLE SAWMILLS for 
sale: The original "WOOD- 
CRAFT Leader of the Pack". 
'The most copied Mill in the 
TECHNI TONE, electric organ, 
two keyboards, full function, 
paid $4500 would like $2000, 
Call 635-2924, 
U.BREW space equipment, 8 
stainless steel kettles, stoves, 
boiler, ho~ater tank, heat ex- 
changer, stainless steel exhaust 
hood & valves $15,000 1-604- 
533-1008. 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATrEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
world. Timeless quality, proven 
performance since 1986, over ~. . . , , _ . . . .~ ,~, . ____  
400 mills worldwide, Ask About l ,~x  / o,,,,?,,= I Driving 
I V School 
Our Mills: 30-22A Hyd - gas die- 
sel, electric, fully loaded. The 
original 30 series work I~orse. 
24-20 Partial Hyd - owest cost 
basic mill. 30-22 Partial Hyd - 
customize to your needs. New 
,12-22A Hyd - diesel, 3 inch 
blades. Accessories: New up. 
per and lower guide system for 
even more accuracy and speed. 
a must! Will easily fit older ser- 
ies mills. So hot that it was sto- 
len off our demo by the"pack." 
Blade sharpening kits, blade 
setter, saw blades. Be self suffi- 
cient - be self employed - video 
available. Ask about our leasing 
0rogram OAC. Top Quality-low- 
cost, sustainable forestry, sus- 
tainable employment. Toll Free: 
1-888-339-0121 Local: 1-604- 
888-9513 Fax: 1-604-888-9514. 
Woodcraft Portable Sawmills 
Canada Ltd. #6 - 9535 - 190th 
St. Surrey, B.C. V4N 3S1 
SIMS 165 SNOWBOARD. SU- 
PER EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION, USED ONLY 4 OR 5 
TIMES BY BEGINNER. $250 
OBO. CALL 638-1512. 
SYMPHONY FREE standing 
gas fireplace, white enamel, 
$700.00 OBO, 638-7760. 
"~. , / f - - '~~/"~.~ ~ ~ A : . ~ 2 0 5 0  . ~ ' - ' . ' r .  . , .  TOTAL ) 050 SCb ft. 2-STOREY.~ Chimney, Furnace ,  Duct ,  &Misc ,  I '~( 
~l~l |~ i ]~[ l~  ~_-  _ -~'-- -~ ~ . . /~  ...... Vacuum Services ~ ' "  
. ,  . = -. Call Anytime -Free Estimates I~  
: ~ ..... [] ~ -- 
~ ~ ~  __ k--.',~ Industrial, Commercial, Residential, RV, & Marine I i~ '   
- --. . . . .  " '~ "-~' ~ Ask Us About Sept,c~21eaning** J 
~ ' ~  Ph 635-1132 Fax 635-1193 [ . 
• 
,.f 
k 
@ ~ .  "-~' t.~r~_ ~ i i  '® I " Sheet MetalWOrkLicensed Ga  ' 
P tters 
Air Conditioning 
:-, ,0) .~  ~ !@ Fireplaces 
UPPER. FLOORPLAN -(% I~~'  @#' " l Terrace, B.C, V8G 3P5 ~.~= ~ ~ . 
House Plans Available Through THE TERPJkCE 
Northwest 'lril= 8, Marb le  
_ . . .  Total Home Renovations ~ k"~r~ ~ Ph, & Fax 635"9~eO 
111111 • interior" Exterior ~ ~,~"  GARYCHRISTIANSEN " 3207 Munroe, Ter race  AffordableQUalityWorkAtprices H~ Site 41, R.P..£, Camp 18,Terrace, B,C, VSG 3Z9 
6 , 3 ~ i . 6 2 7 3  For Fr~ Estimates CcUl Norm I1.'1 I.111 LI I..J I~] I~:l I;I I:.l I ' / I"H I.i.t I::l I;.l 1.11~.11~ 
638-8198 ':' '"' '"' t,i H I':I I,',, ,:-,t ,..:t t, I H 
BRIAN FUGERE 
Bus: (250) 635.7014 
Pager: (250) 638.2989 
J 24  Hour  
Commercial • Reskhatiul, Indlslrlal iEmergencySe.rvlc e 
BONDED GAS FITTERS 
• Pumps • Repairs, Installations ' Service. Conversions • Water Healer: 
• Sewer & Drain Cleaning ' Fireplace Furnaces lU~it H~l 
. Ceromiclih 
• Lamps 
 Leading, 
home decorating" 
~.  Window Coverings ,Hordw0od * Wallpaper 
~ Reproduction Furnilure •Pidures • Mirrors 
| • Home Accessories and ...Inlefior Decoroling Services 
This spot 
could be 
yours, 
638 7283 
STANDARD 
We RIll 11tl ~OIP  YOU• ~]  
4423 Railway Avenue I':j~ 
Terrace, B,C, V8G 1L9 ~ ~ I 
Ph:I2S0) 63S.2B01 ._1 " ~ I 
Fax: (250)635-3612 ~ 
TOLL FREE ~ - i 
1-800.635-280101'I[ 
For all your decorating needs 
635-7466 
R, Price & Sons Ltd, 
ffLLINI.SIGNAIU RE'~NAC ABINETS 
• Carpet ~ ° Lighling Fixtures ~l ,  
• Linoleum ~ • tlardwood 
• Ceramk111es • Window .., 
BIF GIDAIRE 
"The Appliance Experts" 1 I To,em, s CountrywMe Furniture 
~ A v e .  638"1158 1"800"813-1151J 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
' Graduation.~ 
Assessments ~/4( '" )) 
• Evaluations _ , ,~/~.~"  
Terrace, Ki l lmat ,~/  
Prince Rupert -" ~// 
Tall Free 1-800-60S-7998 
PH(FAX 635@532 ,,, 
NEED A ride to Vancouver? 
I'm leaving Dec. 20 or 21. Seek- 
ing person(s) [o share expens- 
es, Call 835-0534. 
1985 TOYOTA Supra. PW/PL, 
tilt, cruise. New: starter/alterna- 
tor, Blizzak tires, exhaust, 
brakes/rotors, clutch, transmis- 
sion. Fresh engine. $3500 obo, 
Call 635-1328. 
$2500 obo. Good condition. 
Call 635-6893. 
new windshield, muffler and 
brakes. E.C. $2500 obo. phone 
635-4562. 
ER, good running condition, air, 
power seats, power windows, a 
must see. Phone 635-9065. 
dan, air conditioning, six pas- 
senger, excellent running condi- 
tion. Asking $2600. Call 638- 
0252 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
door V-6, turbo, auto, excellent 
condition, $5800 o~.  Cats 635- 
5932. 
in good condition. $2000 obo. 
1956 AND 1953 Ford shodbox 
pickups. Rare collectors. Resto- 
ration started. Sound bodies. 
Lots of T>C needed. Excellent 
value when finished. 1956 - 
$2000 firm. 1953 - $1800 firm. 
635-6128. 
19~L size Chew. pu, 4 
wheel drive, excellent running 
condition $4500 obo. And 1 
year old white Tundra canopy, 
excellent condition $800 obo. 
Call 638-7608. 
20 000 km on total rebuild, 350 
auto with RV cam headers and 
dual aluminum exhaust, new 
mags with 10 ply Michelin tires, 
extra set of wheels & tires. Must 
' see and drive to appreciate. A 
steal at $10,500. Phone 849- 
8477 after 5:00 p.m. 
well maintained new tires. Ask- 
ing $6500 OBO. Phone 635- 
9132. 
4x4, $6750. Phone 635-4246. 
ed cab 4x4 SUverado 351 motor 
1500 series, on propane since 
new. Every option, new battery 
rubber muffler, comes with 
matching canopy and box liner. 
$14,500.00 obo. Call 635-2955. 
1991 DODGE DAKOTA ex- 
tended cab, 4x4, V8, box liner, 
NC, cruise, 125,000 km Call 
Smithers 847-5050, 
1991 WHITE Jeep Cherokee 
Sport, 2 dr, 4x4, am/fiT~ cas- 
sette, tilt/wheel, privacy glass, 
new tires, excellent running 
condition, 5 speed, standard 
transmission. Call evenings be- 
fore 9 pm 638-7770, 
1992 DODGE 1 ton Cummings 
diesel club cab, power every- 
thing, too much to llst, $15,000 
obo. May take part trade. 1984 
Ford F250 4x4 c/w canopy 
$3000 obo. 1992 Mazda p/u 4 
cvl,, auto, $5000. 842-5488. 
1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- 
lent condition. Low low mileage, 
a one owner vehicle. $9500, 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
CAMPER SPECIAL: 1990 
F250 longbox 3/4 ton XLT Lar. 
tat, 5 speed, 460 ca. inch, ex- 
tended cab with canopy. Im- 
maculate shape, 125,000 kms. 
Askinq $16,000 obo. 846-5221, 
FOR SALE: 1988 4x4, GMC, 
350 motor, good condition 
$4000, obo. 847-9113 leave 
messaqe. , 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NO, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19,995 
'97 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, NC, Cassette 19,000 km 
$17,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
8 cyl Auto, A/C, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
$33,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
$16,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $16,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$25,995 
'g5 Plymouth Voyager 
8 cyl, NC, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-1O, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More, One Ton dually 
$31,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4. Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 pickup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
Automatic, NO Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Oeisel, auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow pl0w 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto,, NO, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Contour GL 
V-6, traction control, CD, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
locks, Alloy Wheels 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
, $8,995 
92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8", Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $3t,g95 now $29,995 
'93 Chevy Cavalier 
4 door, Auto, NC, Cassette 
$8,495 
'91 GMC 4x4 Extra Cab 
$9,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'g5 Toyota Tercel 
4 door, auto, am/fm cassette 
$13,588 
'95 Nissan Ext. Cab 4x4 
6 CyI., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass,/Stere0, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'g5 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Tire pkg. 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Alrconditloning 
- $14,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
Auto, 3 dr. hatch back 
$9,999 
'87 Mazda 4X4 E'~:nded 
~4,995 
TERSE 
4916 thvy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 nm, sg~s 
www.terrnceautomall.com 
! 
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Unan 4000 watt generator, 
$2000. 1988 Toyota cargo van 
$2800. Call 635-5430. 
'87 FORD F250 4x4, 6 cyl, 5 
speed new brakes, u-joints, 
tires, no dents, no rust, $5500 
abe. Call 638-7690. 
'88 PATHFINDER 4x4 6 cylin- 
der, 5 speed, new winter tires, 
$7300 abe. Tel. 635-9121 
SALE TRADE Rent: Dresser 
TD8E 6 way blade, new pins 
and bushings, rebuilt engine. 
TD6G 6 way blade, new under 
carriage. 1993 Dresser TD8G 
LGP 6 way blade, new under- 
carriage, low hours. Winches, 
brush rakes, rippers, available 
for above. We turn pins and 
busing rebuild idlers and rollers 
and brush rakes for all crawler 
trackers. Call Trak Tech 1-250- 
CHRISTIAN DATING Network 
is to bring Christians together to 
foster new friendships, quality 
fellowship and long term rela- 
tionship, Call 1-888.562-8141, 
DID YOU know that....? When 
he or she's been hurt, a preborn 
child protests Just as violently 
as a baby lying in her crib, by 
flailing his or her tiny arms, 
wriggling the body, and crying. 
Terrace Pro-Ufe, Box 852, Tar- 
race 635-9552. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messacle. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
LOOKING FOR affectionate, 
attractive, slim female in 50's. 
To sham beautiful, peaceful 
country life forever. Reply to 
File #92 c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard 3210 Clinton St. Terrace 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
OUT OF shape? Kermode Mar- 
tial Arts Center offers the best 
cardio vascular workout in the 
north. Non to full contact Kick- 
boxing (Muay thai, hapkido, tae 
kwon do, boxing, karak cam- 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting 
o Hunting • Fishing 
• Camping • Groceries 
We have it all! 
#ours: 7 am - 11 pm Man to Sat 
374-5054, 1-250-851-8530 .or BC;S LARGEST CHATLINE, messaqe, blned). We also offer amateur 8am-11pmSunday&Holidays 
iii',iiii ,J !ii i i! 25D851-3694 or 2505 9- Ovar 4000man ,womenca"a B,, cu,ous, A, Gay, to wor,d t,,e k,ck boxing - 1 
9791or 1-260-851-8530. day. Connect live or just listen. Uvel All the timel Connect live extreme fighting training and 5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. 
SKIDDERS: 1967 TJ 230 Une Form free trial 604-257-5700 or or just listen. Try us for freel coaching for the serious cam- Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1369 
'96 Chevy Crew Cab 4x4 $14,000. 1976 TJ 350 line 1-600-551-6338, 604-257-5656 ext 4,37 or 604, petitor. First class is free, class- 
es for all ages. Private Instruc- 
auto, vortec 350,NC, tilt, $15,000. 1977 CAT 518 Line CANADA'S BEST meeting 257-5555, tion. Call Tony M0n - Fd from 5 
cruise, cassette $21,000. 1986 CAT 518 Line place for singels. Talk openly to IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
$28,995 $39,000. 1988 CAT 518 Grap- other adults for romance and many have found help with pinto 9 pm at 638-7154, 
• pie $59,000. 1977 TJ360 Grap- more. Meet someone in the ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. PSYCHIC READINGS by 
'96 Chev Extra Cab 4x4 pie $29,000. 1980 ML 130 next five minutes. 011-592-588- Phone635-6533. Valerie. advice on all problems 
Silverado, Full load, vortec 350 Grapple $22,000. Coastal Pacff- 756 LD only 18+. Call us. ~ such as Love, Business and 
Reg$30,995 NOW $29,995 ic Equip, Williams Lake, BC ' • Marriage. Reunite the separat- 
250-392-7757. ed. Guaranteed results. Major 
credit cards only. 1-800-666- 
'96 Chew Extra Cab 4x4 0796. 
Silverado, Full Load 
$pecia1527,995 BRED ENGLISH Springer Women will pay for your in- 
Spaniel Puppies, medium size, timate services featlyl Up to 
great family pets, 1st shots, $1000/week. Find out how, call 
'95 GMC 3/4 Ton 4x4 great Christmas gifts for the 1-473-407-8290 International 
Extra Cab family! $350. 635-4600. Ionq distance charqes apply. 
',Turbo Diesel" SLE, NC, t i l t ,  ~ WHITE MALE COUPLE 
cruise, cassette, power wind- Tzu puppies. $500 each. Call LOOKING FOR other guys for 
0WS, power locks, cd player, 250-992-9641. intimate encounters. Discretion 
captains cha i rs  ~ assured. Call 635-3626 even- 
$28,495 Black Lab puppies, 3 1/2 incls and weekends. 
months, housetrained, with " 250: CA'RD OF"  
'91Ford 1:-250 Extra Cab 4x4 shots and tattooed. Male. Act 
Die]sel, XLT, Power windows, now for great Christmas gift. i }!i. !THANKS : i 
Power locks, NC, CruiSe,special$13,995tilt, casette $300 4 . Call 638-8482 Mother readyto~ ach.isg° after DeC.registered 7 f mal s, 20,with 5 males.1997'the ' : r'" ~ ~ "'~kk'~'~ ' ' ' : ' ' ' ' "  YOU ~ ~k~~%~ 28 W :~~~ss ~: '  
AKC. 847-4403. $1.99 per minute, co  ay $570/WEEKLY MAKING lewel '87 GMC Reg. Cab 4x4 
350 V-8, 33" rubber, double PUPPIES. LOVING compan- To listen to lhese area singles describe ] wou ld  [Jke to take this ments. One easy payment. No ry (bracelets, earrings, necklac- 
tube roll bar, 4" lift ions, also adults, available, and themselves and to leave them a message, time to thank your  more stress. No equity-security, es) year round, at home, no Good or bad credit. Immediate exp. Send a self-addressed 
$8,695 Cool Truck Peke A poodles. Please leave You must be 18 years of age or older to use this service, friends a.nd neighbours approval, immediate relief. Na- stamped envelope to: Bolan 
I ~:-~:-a~;;;~:~:~<iU f :,~:~::~::,:~:";~ : :  ;":~:~ your messacle at 845-7467. A CALM STEADY FIRE LOVES COUNTRY LIVING for their ldndness to tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- Jewelry 15 - 4025 Dorchester 
: .u..i:.::~=:=/~•.'.~,.:;~a~!:'~!!~{~ii~ Articulate. a,tlsflc, caring SWM, Full.figured SWF, 31, 5'1", blonde Jeag_,S spedal  thank: nada. For nearest office, 1-888- Road, Suite 126, EXt 906, Nia- 
46, 6', 2101bs, btue eyes, loves holt, blue eyes, corlng, lovlng, nature, hlklng, the outdoors, ki- oulgolng, emptoyed, enloys 777-00747. Licensed & Bond- 0ara Falls. Ontario. L2E 6NI. 
Ing canoeing photoglaphy, movies, camplng, rhe outdoors ed. 
seeks inlelllgenr, posll[ve, fir. sta- and four-wheellng, seeks loyal, 
ble, happySF. Ad#.1440 
you to Dr. Brown & his A FULL time community sup- 
'92 Mazda MPV 4x4 LX , • sincere SM, w,h good morals and receptionist Leslie, the DON'T REPLACE that old tub port worker to work with a spa- 
7 passenger, full 10ad values. Ad~,~7 nurses at Mills or sink reglaze it! Colour cific individual with medical and was $17,995 NOW $16,495 BEEF, LAMB, port & goat. ASLE TO COMMIT 
Hamblin Farms Lean n Tender- SWM. 30, 5'8". 2201bs., long dark MY PRINCE CHARMING Memorial. Hospital, changes and chip repairs mental challenges. Must be 
hair, easygoing, employed, Simply Irresistible WE 24, 5'4", available. 562-8766 or 567- able to do shift work. Expari- Naturally Produced, Satisfaction enjoys hunting, flshln~l, car races, short dark hair, blue eyes, vibrant, Beth from Home Care '93 Dodge Caravan A WD guaranteed. Customized or- traveling, seeking pnyslcolly fit. humorous, employed, enjoys 4171. ence in the medical field would 
7 passenger, Auto ders. Plus custom butchering personablesHySF. Ad#.2274AT FIRST andC°°klng'salllng,reading'seekscreatlVehonest,wrlrlngloyal, NursLr ' lg ,V ick~,  Bey, & LEARN TO SEWl Wanted to be an asset. Send resumes to 
was $15,995 NOW$14,495 and sausage, delivery available SWM. 28. 5'11", 1451bs.. brown upbeat SM. Ad#.2929 Dorothy from Home learn but afraid to try? One on Trace 2228 Spruce St. Terrace 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. r~olr/eyes, employed, en oys blk- UFE ~, U~UG,rSR Support, & all those at one or as a group. Flexible B.C. V8G 4G7 fax 250-638- 
Ing hiking camping, movies, SWF, 18, tall dhty blond hair. blue 8042 or phone 250-635-4881. Phone 845-2133 or 1-800-665- reading seeks slncele, sensitive, eyes. student, enjoys making o th -  Northern Health Care. schedule. Outerwear fashion, 
'94 GMC JimmyStE4x4 6992. fun-loving SF, to shale lie and ere laugh, seeks an outgoing, heirloom, quilting, home dec, APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
4 dr, auto, 6 cyl, NC, t i l t ,  CUSTOM MEAT Cutting. Do- good times with. Ad#,7258 honest SM. who enjoys snaring A very.special thank (custom sewing) Betty 635- being taken for paid and 
HEAR ME OUT speclol times, Acl#.1779 
cruise, cassette, power wind- mastic Livestock only. Custom Happy, upbeat SWM, 19, 6'4". HE'U. MAKE YOU I.AUeHI yOU to Claudia, our 2862. voluntary positions for the 1998 
owe & locks sausage - all species, fresh 2001be. blue.eyed blond, hobbles summer Christian camping pro- ore camping, swimming, hiking, SWM. 27, 5'11", 1501bs., red hair, piece, who  made all NEED HELP? Computers, In- 
Whole Sale', $17,995 smoked. Sausage making sup- looking rot rasponslble, oulgolng, blue eyes, humorous, self* gram at Camp Caledonia. the plies. Hamblin Farms Meats in corlngSF. Ad#.40lO employed, likes hiking, fishing, the difference to me. stallations, Software Set Up~ talking, tikes senslnve, creative, Bug Busting, Consulting. Elec- program will run between June 
:::ii :...~i!ili:~:~;ii i i ~  ::i! Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- ABSOLUTELY NO LIARSI honest, serious SF, Ad#,2639 Th.ank  you aU tronics, Small Engine Repairs, 22 and August 7, 1998. 
........................................ 800-665-6992. SWM, 22, 6'1", 2551bs,, ba ld ,  n~nUGHTZONE,.. Custom Wiring; Automotive, Although volunteers are m- brown hair/eyes, goatee, easy- golng, lald-back, self.employed, Professional SWM, 35, 5'II', Hans Koehl HAY FOR sale: large hard core enoys boxing, travel, having a 1651bs., dolk hair, blue eyes, Motorcycles, 635-1532 Avalon quired for weekly assignments 
'96 Subaru OutbackAWD bales, alfalfa brass mix approx, gaod time seeks honest SF, who enoys unrises, cooking, golfing, Ventures. throughout he period. The tel- 
knows what she wanls ou or Ire. racquet sports, seeks levelheod. My sincerest thanks to 
NC, cruise, tilt, cassette, pow- 1400 Ibs, 23 Simmental cows, Ad#.4147 ed, Intelligent SF. Ad#,2121 Beth for w i thout  your RELIABLE SNOW plowing lowing positions are available: 
er windows & locks total dispersal, 14 Simm x half- services available. Phone 638- assistant director - paid, sports 
800 995 6909 Ext  21 director-paid, waterfront direc- was $27,995 Now $26,995 ers, 23 red baldy 3 yr old cows Ca l l  I help l couldn't have 8124 ask for Casev. ta -paid, lea  female counsel
Bred for mid-March calving. "= = = ' done it w i thout  you. SKI & Ride in the sunshine, Ior - paidi lead male counsellor.- 
'96 OLS Cutlass Sierra SL Phone 250-690-7431. to plaoe your FREE ad In Touch Tone Personals, skate under the stars, S/e!gh ...~ paid. Male and female counsel- 
RARE REGISTERED IRISH God Blcss¥ou, ride & more! Big Bar uuest tar will be paid an honorarium 
Full Load, 4 door, family car, 6 Dexter cattle. 5 bred cows and Cl dating column for today's successful singles, ~= o Claudia Ranch, Clinton, Be. Call (250) (15 years old minimum). Nurses 
passenger 
was $19,495 NOW $17,495 heifers $1400 each. 1 bull Questions? Call c~stomer service at Z.800-647-3782 " ~.]  459-2333 TYP (604) 299-9000, volunteer, cooks - volunteers, 
$1000. All six for $6500. Call J #2333. cook helpers - volunteer, main- 
bob & Laverne 1-250-674-3874 WILL SET UP and maintain tenance workers - volunteer. 
'93 Mazda Hatchback eveninqs, your small business bookkeep- Please send a brief resume 
automatic, assette ROUND SQUARE straight ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- stating date of birth, work ax- 
$8,695 alfalfa and timothy, brome perience. Excellent references perience and preferred posi- 
grass. Bales, (250) 690-7218 or upon request. Phone 635-9592 lion(s) to: Chair, Camp Caledo- 
(250) 567-0062 Vanderhoof will or Email: manucomp@uni- nia, Box 3328, Smithers, b.C. 
'91 Volkswagen Jetta deliver, serve.cam VOJ 2N0 before January 15, 
"Turb0 Dieser' Immaculate,Great$8,495Deal THE TACK Store, Start th ink ingab ut  Sprig orders  now! Open ~ ~  ~l l i .E  ~ ' ~ A ~ ' ~ I "  1998. 
BOOKKI 
:~11 'I'im Keenan, ]~LSc.,C,P.T. Monthly Revenue and Expense Statements 
BC . AGRICULTURAL Labour 
from Thursday • Saturday 10-4. Pool. workers needed: 70 posi- 
Open by appointment after BOOKKEEPING lions available for dairy 
hours. Please call 847-9863. EMBROIDERY BUSINESS for herdspersons//milkers, farm 
~-~'[rt]jf[#l~/'[~] ~]!'1~'. WANTED TO buy. Saddle Tuner/Technician Re¢elvables. Payebles, lnvotdng, Paymll sale. Serious enquiries only. mechanic/equipment operators, 
3026 Highway1 ~ ~ ! horses and unwanted horses. I I I  I I I  I I  I I I  I I [ I I i  'iI{II~I~]~!~ II ! l l l l l  II~ Al l fo rbudnessesonthe  Go.. Has large customer base. poultry/hog ranch hands, green- 
.;: . . . :~ DLR)  Pay top market prices. For into 
G8~0.~559.7~86, . call 1-250-646-2403. 
Wholesale retail in Northwest house, etc. Send resume and 
phone: (250) 63,5-0843 : : Be. For into respond to File #94 work references to #307 - 
Phone: 1-250-635-9736 e-taBu: amot~unlserve,com peggy Amoto : i c/o Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 34252 Marshall Road, Abbots- 
I Black Bear QUEEN'SWAY ~ ton St., Terrace BC V8G 5R2. ford, Be, V2S 1L9. Ph: 853- 
GIFT STORE. Opportunity to be 7471, fax: 853-3556, Into: 853- 
I'_,~LJk ," ~ • • LEATHER 8,= TACK SHOP your own boss in your own 9807, web:. www.agri-labour- 
FOR SALE: yellow potatoes t ~  c' I P~ '~I~.~, '~ '~ 4493 Queenswm/Dr. "[hornhill, B.C. VHG 3X2 business. Call 638-7771 Garry. pool.com. 
$30 for 100 Ibs. Call 635-5503. I~ J~"z~,  '=" v~='  " " "  d (250) 635-7721 HAIR SALON for sale. Serious DENTAL HYGIENIST, Progres- 
~IAND-MADE,  WllEF.I.-TIlROWN POITE~ I / Open Tues. to Sat. I p.m. to 5 p.m. enquiries only, 7 chair salon, sive practise requires highly 
Phone afternoon 6 p,m. 635- motivated caring IndMduaL 
i~; ;~Saturdays  at the Terrace I 1861. 
I~  y ART POWELL I 
I~  I~ (250) 632-2136 I/ FOR AFTER HOUR SALES PLEASE CALL 
Team player. Commensuration 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new based on qualifications and ax- 
& used motorhomes, diesel HUGE INCOME potential. Multi- perience. Position available 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van ~: billions market for revolutionary January 5, 1998. Donna Graft 
conversions, campers, trades FOUND: ON Ferry Island, large new high-tech product opened #200 - 4619 Park A~,enue Tar- 
are welcome, we deliver. Only mane signet ring. ff you lost it Canada Nov. 1st. Solid compa- race BC V8G 1V5 (250) 635- 
at. Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 we have it. Call to identify. Call r~,~ g ~ ; - ~ '  '~ @_s Plentiful Preserves ° '  Incredible ground floor op- 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 635-3400. ._ ._ ._ 668.1447or Internet www.voya- ~LONDE spayed re- ,~ ~ ~ portunity for dynamic, inde- 7611 orfax (250) 635-7630. pendent distributors. Call NOW ENFANT TODDLER Certified 
cler-aV.com, male lab cross, Two purple col- I c ~n. and .e* cu,~er=, so ~ i, h~ns _q ~r~.~.~, : ] for details and/or to arrange and Early Childhood Educator Looking For That One Of a Kind ChristmasG i f t ? / ~ u ;  would llke Io ~ow her oRor~iaSon to all her 
lars. Missing from Kalum Lake : ch,~,~, ona N~. Y~,.Sp~o, rs~ o,~ (IF" ~a l l l  W~= hnv~_ fnhtslnss_~ demonstration. (604) 606-1607. of B.C. wanted for group day 
everv~ ng n store all oJh calais parrot, IOdal$ ~ ~ I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  area since Wed. Nov. 26th. Call . . . .  ' ' -  ' ~ • INTERNATIONAL HOME care in Quesnel, B.C. Call (250) I waxing & p . . . . .  g. Including oll he,r produch, l: I Gift Baskets in many flavours _ 992-1000 or 992-2038. 
638-O332eveninqs. i ~ 1  MenyChdstmaasndHappyNewYearl I , • , • F/'T OR P/T hygienist required 
I I; , I  ,, .; . • I , for Chilliwack dental office. 
i ~=, (250)638"8?58 s ! ~ Phone (604) 792-2400 or (604) 
I Ii 4844 Wdsh Ave Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 852-7848 evenings. Fax te- 
l ~ L ~  ~UIIIUC Terrace, B .C .~ lY9  : I I I  Ph:(2~0)635-325'Fax;(250)635-01~6 4305. sume to: (604) 792-3790. 
I r~ l ~n l~ l= servk 
2 i ANSWERS sets, ley, .= 
I uvu & PERSONAL POP '~ORl l  PA I I~ I r l IS  l i l l e .  I i:~:i~, ~ :! :ii,,,,= :~ since 
I R~TIrD # Z IN CANADA (~ Heather Austin % D J, Service (with or without D, J) I - -  I I1" J Year I RVANIY RAYS YAkK John Austin t,ve r ON, Certified Bartenders annual 
""" .... . . 
. . . . . . .  r bookings call Paul tebrun at ur ACCURATE 
4815 Scoff Avenue l* l R?R.R .q  1':/  
Terme B.EVBG 2 8 ~ 2 5 0 )  635-2365 I /  ~u,,.~ w.~,  
beverage supply company look- 
ing for distributors for Terrace 
and area. Specializing in water 
1996 FORMULA III 600 c/w s" carbonation, pop, juices, etc. 
long track only 1800 km asking Training provided. Phone 635- 
$6000 abe. 847-1968 or 847- 
1050. LANDSCAPING AND Bobcat HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
MENS LARGE Yamaha, ice company, $190,000 as- Cedified Rentals Inc. Surrey 
piece leather suit. $600. V-Max sets, based in the Bulkley Val- Branch. Certified Rentals Inc., 
bender quad pipes: $250. 1- serving North Western BC Canada's largest rental supplier 
250-692-4266.  1989, highly diversified, of Construction, Industrial and 
Year round contracts. Six figure Aerial Work Platforms currently 
'93 ARCTIC Cat Ext 580 EF I, Income, consistent has an employment opportunity. 
ski skins, mountain bar, hand growth and profitabilities, asking TQ required. Applicant needs to 
warmers, 1 1/4 inch track, and I¢ov= $225,000. Serious enquiries have experience working on 
cover. Mint condition. Must be I moray only. Asset lists and financial in- Aerial Work Platforms and must 
seen. Only 600 miles. Asking I c^u.  Psvc.lcs formation available 1-250-847- be able to read hydraulic and 
$3800 abe. 635-3095. 9602. electrical schematics.,Interestsd 
I 1 -900=4~ | =40~ STEVE ARKY'S D.J. Service candidates should fax a resume 
24 HRS. $2.99/min- 18+ to: 1-604-590-1188 Attention: 
Service Manaqer. ' ~  NO for sale. Includes: full pro ig  ing Star Satelite l speakersets:500, wattQSC 
bA~l~[lrlllnlq~ i - ,,1C~ e , - ,e"  , ~ E ~ . ~  Amp, equalizer, mixing board, INLAND KENWoRTH, Haas- 
ARE YOU W YOU two disc players, 811 wiring, ton, Be, has an immediate 
1991 20 ft fibreglass well craft some lighting and discs Includ- opening for a certified HD or 
centre console 200 hp Johnson. WALLPAPER AND PAINIING / lave Arl ed. $2000. Call 1-250-845- commercial transport techni- 
Perfect sport fishing boat, c/w, TERRACE TRA,SmON HOUSE ~ ~  3467. clan. Applicants should have a 
trailer & bimini top electronics, offers 24 hour safe shelter to 4908 Graham Avenue, Alternative, TAXI COMPANY FOR sale in broad range of experience in all 
extra in Prince Rupert, Call 624- women with or without children. Terrace, B,C. VHG 182 ~ ~ ~  Your Business i 0ur No, 1 priority, scenic Ft. St. James Be. Cam- areas of truck repair, particular- 
3047 ask for Bernle.$19,000 You can calI. Evon Just to talk. FAYHOPP 635-1714 ~ plete business with three cars, ly engine work. Please send 
FACTORY BUILT Alumaweld, Battering is not o.kl J i l l  Ph: (250)635.1725 five radios, exclusive motor car- resumes to: Service Manager, 
18" Vee Sled alum. River boat It is not o.k, for someone der rights, much more, very Inland Kenworth, P.O. Box 
and trailer. 225 hp, Yamaha to hit you : ~ ~ .... proftable. For more into call 1299, Houston, Be, V0J lZ0, 
outboard and just. Like new or pushyou . e   r"Ls0'ut--net Care  2609988844 , ,w  HIRING FULL TIME and 
condition, must be seen. or yell at you part time drivers class 4 o'r 
better required. Apply in person 
$26,500..., 847-9564. m#yoe~ f~ 'o  .~  Professional to Roger with drivers abstract. 
~m~rl~,~ I ~ ) l l  Petand Kalum Kabs. 
mstte~e~ mf~//e 
DAY&EVENING, ax~ummtt/n, ~ ]m/ 
/ape# M )~at 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
SUPPORT WORKERS to work 
TERRAGE TRAN$1TION CARPET CLEANERS. National wilh adults with mental chal- 
HOUSE: ~=~=,~ Corp. needs ambitious, good lenges, applicants must be able 
Jayne Bury honest people to clean carpets, to do shift work, Resumes to 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction ~_~1~ RAIAI7 CINDY ZAPORZAN Ph,635.9193 this is a $1500 opportunity, plus Trace 2228 Spruce, TeTrace 
trailer with axles, tires and vwv=v11- - .  ~)41HF.MLOCKSIREE]" ~ORNHU~ S.C. veG s~ Reasonable Ra~es Fax 635-0130 = wheels. $5000. To view phone 24 HOURS A DAY i [ bonuses. Please apply in per- B.C. V8G 4G7, Fax 250.638- 
638-8084. iii::~:i .i ~ i:-i.7 ~,: i . . . . . . . . .  ':~ ' ...... " .... ~::~ ":~ : : : :  ~: ~i : i son to 4718B Lazelle Avenue. 8042 or phone 250-635-4881, 
' I ii . v  I I I " I I I 
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WANTED ° 
I , ~->'-!-~ • 
LEJ INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
3467 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 
H.D. OR COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC 
Positions available at Prince George, Quesnel, and Terrace. 
Qualified technicians familiar with all phases of H.D, truck repairs. 
Preferred qualifications would include.motor vehicle inspection 
licence, air brake ticket, welding and diesel engine repairs. 
All applicants must be self motivated, outgoing and energetic team 
players. 
We offer excellent remuneration and a comprehensive benefits 
package, 
Please phone for an appointment orsend resume to: 
Paul Mane,re 
LEJ International Trucks Ltd. 
Phone (250) 635.9198 / Fax (250) 635.93.15 
FRONT DESK CLERK 
needed. If you are a team 
player, possess analytical 
ability, are capable of 
problem solving and are 
multi-task oriented, submit 
your resume in person to: 
The Terrace Inn, 
4553 GreiE Ave., 
Terrace B.C. Trainin~ will be 
provided to the right 
individual; marketing 
background an asset. 
TERRACE INN 
AND CONFERENCE CENTER 
INSTRUCTOR(S) 
BUSINESS PROGRAMS 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, invites appli- 
cations for temporary full-time and part-time instructors. Salary 
will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement between 
the College and B.C.G.E.U. Instructor scale. 
1. A temporary full-time instructor is required to teach a six 
week general office program in the Office Administration 
program• This position commences January 19, 1998 and 
terminates March 13, 1998, Applicants should be able to 
instruct general office skills, word processing, Business 
English and the operation of business machines. 
2. Part-time substitute instructors may be required to teach 
courses within our business Administration program on an 
on-call basis. 
3. The College invites applications from those interested in 
teaching on a part-time basis, business courses such as 
Financial Accounting 150/151, Intermediate Accounting 
250/251, MS Works 6.0, Windows 95, AccPac Simply 
Accounting for Windows 4.0, PageMaker 5.O and.  
Microsoft Publisher during the Winter/Spring 1998 
semesters. 
Applicants should respond Indicating their professional 
designation or other educational, instructional and work 
experience training and area of expertise or Interest. 
Qualifications: A bachelor's degree with a Professional 
Designation is preferred; Provincial Instructor Diploma; proven 
ability to teach at the post-secondary level; expertise in curric- 
ulum development; advanced computer skills; variety of com- 
puter applications would be preferred. 
Candidates with lesser quallflcatione are encouraged to apply. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted by January 2, 1998 to: 
Competition 97.t 48B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635.3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
ram mm m m m m~m mm n m m 
Spend The Weekend ai '~nce Rutx'rt's Best Choice I 
I ~p~ I 
I I 
I " Present d:is ad on Check-in and receive I 
an upgrade to a l l a rbourv icw moral 
I (Baud o'n availabiti.tv. ~ome wstriaiens apply, rr,rrvatitm, rcannmendd) | 
I Cal lTo l l F ree  1 -800-663-8150 I 
www.cre s the tel.bc.c,a inJ'o@cmsthot el.be.ca 
PART-TIME 
LIBRARY TECHNICIAN 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, has an 
opening for a temporary part-time (15-20 hours per week) 
Library Technician commencing January 2, 1998 and termi- 
nating March 31, 1998 (possibly extended to June 30, 1998). 
The salary will be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and B.C.G.E.U. support 
Scale Level 7. 
Duties: Perform inter-library loan functions for Central and 
Southern regions; perform derived cataloguing of mono- 
graphs, serials, and non-print materials. 
Qualifl¢ationstExoerlence: Minimum of a Library Technician 
Diploma is preferred; excellent interpersonal and communica- 
tion skills; time management and organizational ability; deci- 
sion-making and critical thinkin~ skills; and, computer literacy. 
Experience in an academic library preferred. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted by December 19, 1997 to: 
Competition 97.149B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Local Re,aft Business ~ 
requires a 
Finance Manager 
Assistant 
The successful candidate must have 
computer and clercial skills, retail 
experience, plus be enthusiastic and 
get along well with others. 
This is a full-time posistion with full 
benefits, salary plus commissioG 
Apply with resume to 
File #100 
c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 
( - Look ing  For~'~ 
Chi ld Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on child care options and 
on choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCSP is a program or Ihe Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and 
it Funded by Ihe Minish 7 [or Children 
and Famille,. 
We're Looking For X; ers. 
We're looking for people with a winning attitude. If you 
have it, we have an excellent retail gasoline and convenience 
opportunity available in Smithers. 
You'll be part of the #1 retail gasoline network in 
British Columbia. Your outstanding leadership qualities, 
exceptional people skills, and proven business experience 
will ensure success on our team. 
Your investment will vary from $35,000 - $45,000, 
Don't let this opportunity race by you. Please call 
Jennifer Haggar at (604)668,5576 orDeidre Reid 
at (604) 668-5642 for more information, 
See you in the winner,s circle[ 
/ 
' > ~m 
YourTown ~p.  
TRUCK MECHANICS wanted 
for James Western Star in W~F 
Iiams Lake. Phone or fax re- 
sume to: James Western Star, 
At,n: Graham 392-5050 fax 
398-6367. 
WANTED - a nurse to work 
Man - Fri providing in t~ome 
care to convalescing clients on 
an on call as need basis. For 
further information call terrace 
Home Support 8ePAces 635- 
5135. 
WANTED • log haul drivers. 
Class 1 drivers for old highway 
log haul. 5 & 6 axel units start-. 
ing immediately - camp acoom- 
modations available. Send re- 
sume and drivers abstract to: 
Timberline Haulers Ltd., Box 
57, Grande Prairie, Alberta. 
TSV 3A1 Phone 403-532-8481" 
or fax 403-632-4211. 
Nest Fraser 
West Fraser Mills Ltd. is an integrated forest products company, with operations tlvough- 
out North and Central B.C. Out Williams Lake Division, Woodlands Operations has 
immediate opening for a: 
SENIOR AREA SUPERVISOR 
Reporting tothe Operations Supervisor, the successful applicant wgl be rts~nsible for 
Woodland Operational Functions intim Ouesnel Lake Operating area, The Suwvision 
of Woodlands personnel (hourly and sal~), timber harvesting operations and adberen~ 
to standards a,d regulations of both the Ggvemment and West Fraser Mills am encom- 
passing duties of this job, 
Sped~ Job ~tks :  
• Cutting Permit developmem 
• Timber Reconnaissance 
• Ila~vest Layout 
• Arpr~ls 
• Supervls:on a d co-ordination fharv~in b lake transport and road maintman~ 
COfl l l~. 
Supervision of West Fraser Employe~ in camp, reload, and scale op~ratio~ 
• Relxcsentation with olMr nscra within operating ar~ 
This position requires a dynamic, self.motivated, and team oriented individual. As oFra- 
lions are in a remote location the individual must be prepared tospend sometime in Camp. 
%¢ successM c;mdid~te should be c0mpulcr literate and have good communication skills. 
Consideration will be giveu to the applicant with a degree or diploma in Fo rw, W/and/or a 
minimum of 5 years of related experience. 
Interested individual send resume incon.fidcnce byDecember 31st, 1997 to: 
West Fraser Mills Ltd., Williams Lake Division 
PC Box 4360 
Williams Lake, BC 
V2G 2V4 
ATrN: W.G. Rand, Operations Suwvisur 
Fhone: 392-7784 • Fax: 392-7010 
LEVEL 3 RI~"T fliD (WCB) $595 
Jan. 12- 23 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
Feb. 16- 27 
LEVEL 1 FIRST riD (WEB) 
Jan T l O/98 Terrace 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
Jan. 17/98 Prince Rupert 
'gSLoggersCalendars ] 
Are Here/ ~ ] 
Check  out our sale on: 
• ..,.F~res.,t~Books 
* Customized First Aid KitSandSUpplies ......... 
We Do Custom Molded Hearing Protection 
Have You Hod Your Crews Annual Hearing Test Done? No Appointment Necessary 
" PHONE: (250) 635~5500=, FAX.', (250) 635:5524 .: 
" : :  :" 493t :B KE TH AVEI r~ER~.¢E, BIC. V~%"] KZ .~.. 
::::+ ." :.'..Ope6Mon~l.a'y, Salurdfiy 8 am'- 5:p mi? : : '  ,: : 
Vf C TO R I). HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
i 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i 
I 
VIVA OLINIO 
KKe,~ yoor i~dtl~ I~ a 
=~lural I~at=l  way 
Frances Birdsell 
Natural Health Practitioner 
. ;  "% 
/, 
635-2194 
St. Mot,hews Centre 4506 Lakelse Terrace, BC V8G 1 P4 
PIONEER UPHOLsTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dobbie St. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
THE CENTRAL Interior Log- 
ging Association is seeking a 
highly capable individual to as- 
sume the position of General 
Manager within our organlza- 
, lion. Starting date for this posi- 
tion will be approx Feb. 16/96. 
Closing date for applications b 
Dec. 31/97. Interested persons 
may call (25/0) 562.3368 to oh. 
tain a package outlining the de- 
tails and requirements, 
Resumes, c/w cover letter, 
should be adaressed to: "1"he 
Hiring Committee, Central In- 
tenor Logging Association, 
#101 - 198 Kingston St. Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 1(23 or fax 
(250) 563-3697. Only those 
shortlisted will be contacted. 
BANNISTER GM requires pro- 
fessional service consultant 
with minimum 5 years dealer- 
ship experience. ERA experi- 
ence an asset. Mail resumes to 
4703 27th ST. Vernon British 
Columbia V1T 4Y8. 
BANDSAW MILL for hire. Ce- 
dar for sale. Will cut to order. 
reasonable rates. Phone 635- 
9620. 
EXPERIENCED DRYWALLER 
No job too small, reasonable 
rates, flexible hours. Phone 
635-9132. 
FREE ESTIMATES for your 
renovations, general framing & 
basements. Silver Pine Contra- 
cting Ltd. 638-0906 or 638- 
0745. 
HOUSE CLEANING $15/hr. 
Rental units contract rates 
available. Commercial or non 
commercial. For speedy work 
call 635-1914. 
PAINTING, WALLPAPERING, 
Residential or Commercial; ask 
us about renovation ideas, no 
job to complex, work can be 
completed while your away, 
bondable , for estimates call 
Fay @ 635-1914. 
Richard Thornton 
Construction 
Fully experienced carpenter available 
fo¢ construction, renovations orrepairs. 
Call 638-8526 
ii 
Sky l ine  Jan i tor ia l  
Serv ice  
Christmas Special 
[ Carpet Cleaning ] 
[ .... $85:00 • ' 1 3 bedroom house j 
635-3532 
Cel  Phone:  638-7094 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
Instruction in Piano, Viol in, Flute, Guitar, Voice, 
Instrumental  and Group Piano 
Pre-School Group - Tuesdays 
MUSIC IS A GIFT FOR A LIFETIME 
Dcsktop publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and lavout brochures, rivers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, lagos for print or computer usa 
,,../ • design campanv Iogos, business cards, letterhead 
( '~  * small volume printing at affordable rates 
) "~ \ • business cards printed while you wait 
/ / ) • computer slide presentations 
k>'C/ , 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Directories$250peOr week**  
plus GST 
"Based on 13 week contract 
STAN' ARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Telrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
/ ! 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist in loading 
reasonable rates. Call 635- 
2126. 
I~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
3611 COTrONWOOD 
CLOSED DEC. 23 - JAN 5198 
3231 KALUM 
CLOSED DEC, 24 - DEC. 28 and 
DEC. 31 - JAN. 3/98 
Tutoring Available! 
Does your child struggle in school? 
Help Is Availablel 
I am available to tutor school children grades 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 17, 1997 - B13 
. . . . .  IIRNaWAL K 
CALUNG FOR 'I~NDERS 
Funding for this proi~-t isbeing prodded by Foresl Reno~l 8.C. 
Sealed Tenders for the bllowlng Juvenile Spocing Boundary k~'/out contract ~11 be 
received by the Dis~'kt Manager, Ministry o[ Forests, Kalum Forest Distrld 200.5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia on the da/es shavm bek~v: 
Contror:t: $1980K/~-225 Lacat~h Terrace and Lakelse Lake areas within the Kolum 
Forest District, for Juv,mile Spacing Boundary Layout on 322 hectares 
V~e~ving o~ this ille prior to submi~ng a bid is not mandatory. 
Deadline br receipt o~ tenders is hJ0 p.m. Jonuory 9 1998 at which time all 
t,~Jers will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on the ~orm and in the envelopes supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained from fne Ministry o~ Forests, after December 22, 1997. 
Tenders will not be considered having any quoli[ying dnuses whntsoever, and the 
la..vesl or any tender will not n0cessari]y be accepted. The work will be odministered 
by the British Columbia Minish'y of Forests. 
All inquiries hould be directed to Russ Macdonald Forest Technidan.Contract Co. 
ordi~tor, at the above oddress. Phone 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject to f~ndlng being available at the time 
"P~p O, L,4g7e 
I v: 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that the estate ol the Isle Elinor C. Spencer of Terrace, B.C,, intends 
to mak~ application for a 5,75 land Act - Establishment of Public road of land gen- 
erally situated portions of DL 4976 and DL 5125, Range 5, Coast District and more 
specifically described by map below. Containing 0.18 ha wethin DL4976 and 0,58 
ha in DL 5125, more or loss, 
flEHA~NOER NORTH I /2  ] 
I 
[ oIarRTCT LOT 5125 
?W 0 ,L ,441  
/~O~O o .~ .., [~ ,,~ ... 
LOT 7 LOT 6 D. L ,440 
PLAN B389 
The purpose tot which the land is required is public road access 
Comments concerning this appllcalion 
may be made to the Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands David Hardwtcke. BCLS 
and Parks Lands DMsion. |or D~liluke Land Surveying Inc. 
Bag ,5000, Smithem, B,C, V0J 2N0 s~=ar~=o=~ ~ ~ MESSAGES 635-7776 
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to ~ through 8 in a wide varie~ of classes ! .63S TIPS i 
p,ay ,,ano for tun~ A, ag .  Reasonable Rates! l.Fllli¥|l = D a t e d : ~  
Including adults, beginner to . ' ¢ I ' O P l q E I ~  • eoadvicedanyresponsestothisadvenisomentw,lbeconsidoredpaaotthepub- 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. For more information ,c record, For information, contact an FOI Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena Region, 
Register ASAP as spaces are Ca l l  Kelly at  635-4768 Even ings  847-7334. 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
l~ l l l l  
I C CENTRE c o.s, Fo. ou N e t w o r k I a s s i f i e d s 
i:~i;ii:!~:c/~:~:;~i:,:l ~ ~ II I 0 | I A I I O N These ads appear in approximately 100 for25words To place an ad call 
I ii ;iii!i~:iii~;~ii~i:;:i!i:,;;i~,:~i:~!~i~'i !ill . Want a program that deals with the effects of substance abuse ld=bi CaIIIH= ,1~ ~'el~eu communitYand reach moreneWsthanPapers3 millionin B.C.andreaders.YUkc n $ 2 9 0 additional $ 6.00 e Chword thiscNAPaperat (604°r 669-9222the BOY- C 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
for Readings, Reftexology, 
Aromatherapy, Counselling, 
Courses and Workshops. 
Check out our two stores for 
Crystals, Jewelry, Tarot, Runes, 
Aromathorapy Products, 
Incense & Accessories, Self 
Development/Healing 
Metaphysical Books, Drums and 
Much More. 
(personally or through relationship) and employment preparation 
• Want o learn more about communicating with people 
• Want o learn more about yourself and relationships 
• Want o increase your chances in the labour market 
AN INFORMATION SESSION WILL BE HELD ON 
JANUARY 13, 1998. FROM 9:30 AM- 3:30 PM 
If you are interested in finding out more about this six week program 
or wish to register for the information session, please call 
638-8108 
NORTHWEST TRAINING CENTRE 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE N0W! 
I ~,~' ,~ Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club " : ~  I 
]~ i~""  . . . . . . .  -~. NEW YEARS EVE PARTY "97 ~ . .  [ ~,~ ~ Tickets: $25.00 Single $40.00 Couple ,~  ,,~-~ I ~ ~  s pm allnextyear tthe c~bhouse De~. S~, Z99~ ~ ~  
I ~ " ~ "  Music by  Clints Mints 635-2542 ,,, .,~. - "  
T I t  O I :LN  H ILL  
C O ~ N I T Y  
CHTtJRCH 
S u~day.~.,S c rvic e~.I0" 45 
ToGas & M~t ~ible Classes 
5~d=y's C0ol ClUb F= qes 2- t2 9:30 
Col leg6 & ,Careers 
Tcees  Y~u~ G:oups  
Adult  Mld-w~ckIBibtc S tud ies  
Cub~6"s Pieechool E . . . 
T~days  9:30- t 1:00 Oct-May 
I ~)VONNE M. Cockell am no 
longer associated with Coast 
Mountain Trail Bike Adventure 
Tours or Martin B. Richmond 
and I am not in any way respon- 
sible for any debts incurred by 
either Martin B. Richmond or 
Coast Mountain Trail Bike Ad- 
venture Tours. 
In lhe Matter ~' 
of the Estate of Mrs. 
Stephanie Vercammen 
(27/10/97). Any person 
having claim or debt 
against this Estate is asked 
to contact Norma Young 
#4 - 4719 Walsh Ave., 
Terrace V8G 1Y7 with 
evidence of such claim. 
(Executrix). 
Dec ~1, !99~ 
Pro~nce of flril~sh Columbia , 
Ministry Of Health and 
Ministry Responsible for Seniors 
.~RnL~H VITAL STATISTICS 
~.OLUMBI~ AGENCY 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given thEI an 
application will be made to the Director 
of Vital Statistics for a change of name, 
pursuant to the provisions of the "Name 
Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUGANT IN FULL: 
ANDREW HUBERT CALUH00 
ADDRESS: #207-2801 KENNEY ST. 
CITY: TERRACE, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 3E6 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME: 
FROM'. 
SURNAME: CALLIH00 
GIVEN NAMES'ANDREW HUBERT 
TO: 
SURNAME: SENGER 
GIVEN NAMES:ANDREW HUBERT 
DATED THiS 18TH DAY OF 
NOVEMBER, 1997 A.D. 
r 
HALF-OFF 
LUNG SPECIAL 
See your local tobacco 
d6alcr for details.., 
~ .  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
i Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
~ne' ,  731.5864 or 1.800-66!.LUN~ 
BRING YOUR 
UNDECORATED CHRISTMAS 
TREE TO TI-I E TERRACE LANDRLL  
AFTER THE HOL IDAYS FOR 
CHIPP ING 
IN  THE 
SPR ING 
SPONSORED BY: 
*Kit imat Understanding the Environment 
*C i ty  of  Terrace 
~Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
\ 
TERRACE AND AREA 
HEALTH COUNCIL  
The Terrace and Area Health council (a goverment 
appointed Council responsible for Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Terraceview Lodge and Osborne Home) 
is interested in 
GATHERING NAMES FOR THE MINISTRY OF 
HEALTH REGARDING INTERESTED CANDIDATES 
TO REPRESENT 
1) the eastern portion of the Terrace and area 
Health Council region and 
2) the Terrace area. We are now accepting expres- 
sions of interest from any individual living in the 
Kitwanga or Kitwancool area to represent the 
eastern portion of the CHC and individuals living 
in Terrace, Thornhill, Cedarvale, Rosswood or 
Lakelse Lake area to represent the Terrace area. 
Please send a letter indicating who you are and 
why you are interested in sitting on the'Terrace 
and Area Health Council by December 31st to: 
Larisa Tarwick, Chair, Terrace and Area Health 
Council, 4720 Haugland Avenue, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 2W7. The names will then be forwarded to 
the Ministry of Health for their use. 
Ce[ebration of 
Christ's ~irth 
Saturday, December 20, 
10:45 am 
(vegetarian lunch to follow) 
Sevenlh-day Adventist Church 
McConnell & Kalum Lake Drive 
Terrace 
Join us agln for our 
Ca. te £oht 
Christmas ~ee Concert 
Wednesday, December 24, 
7:00pro 
AUTO 
NEW & USED* Car/Truck 
Financing. No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt. 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1,500. down. 
Laura 1-888-514-1293. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marly Koz:ak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
TRUCKS, TRUCKS. 
$3,000,000 Truck 
Inventory on 2 acres. Will 
beat any light duty truck 
deal. Call collect, Klassen 
Auto Lease. D#5370. Ask 
for Brad/Rob/J im 
6~)501-7125. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8B66. 
CHRISTIAN BUSINESS: 
up to 81% profit for you or 
your ministry. No invento- 
ry. Home based servicing 
Christian Market. 
Complete training and 
support. Select territories 
1-800-663-7326. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. MOBILE HOMES 
OPPORTUNITIES COUNSELLOR TRAIN- WHY SETTLE for Vin QUALITY MANUFAC- 
ING Institute of Canada Ordinaire when you can TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
order award winning 
offers on-campus and cur- Summerhill Estate about our used single and 
respondence courses to- Winery'o 100% natural double w]des. "We Serve 
ward a Diploma in wines and Pyramid aged - We Deliver'. 1-800-667- 
Counselling Practice, to Champagnes with no sul- 
begin this month, Free rites addedl Find out why 1533, DL#6813. 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- we are the talk of N. PERSONALS 
America. 1-800-667-3538. 800.665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - al 
areas, We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance, For In- 
formation/brochure ca 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
$110,000+/YR POTEN- 
TIAL. Moooo-ve inon this 
proven cash cow. 
Progressive multi-media 
franchise system makes 
money 24 hours/day. Low 
investment• low overhead. 
Immediate cash flow. 1- 
868-889-1010. 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business. Part-time 
or Full-time installing on- 
site, continuous concrete, 
landscape edging, total 
equipment, proven sys- 
tem, training. 1-800-667- 
KERB. 
NCREASE YOUR 1998 
Incomel Invest in a prime 
location Eagle Vending 
Route. Earn cash up to 
24hrs/dayl Minimum 20% 
return on investment 
guaranteed. Financing 
available. Phone Eagle 
Profit Systems 1-800-387- 
2274 D(Dept 168). 
CAREER TRAINING 
WCB ACCREDITED/CSA 
Standard. Occupational 
Scuba Courses: New leg- 
islation took effect 
O1/01/97 which requires 
trade certification for com- 
mercial scuba. We offer: 
Working Diver's Upgrade 
& Basic Occupational 
Scuba. For more informa- 
tion call us Toll-free: 1- 
888-356-2288. Nordlys 
Diving Ltd. 
TELESCOPE EYE- 
PIECES at mail order 
prices. Omcon, Antares 
dealer. Plossls $109.95, 
Ultima Plossls $139.95. 
Call Island Eyepiece toll- 
free 1-800.923-9982. 
Courierad free December. 
www.imagen.neUmm 
VIDEO GAMES 
New/use¢ Super- 
Nintando, Sony Play- 
PSYCHIC SECRETSI 
Unlock your potential, 
Honest, accurate answers 
by Canada's most gifted 
Psychics. Live & 
Personal. 1-900-451- 
3778, 24hrs. 18+ $2.99 
per rain. I.C.C. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
61 SMALL AND Largo EMPLOYMENT 
Station, Nintendo, N64, Acreages, beside the 
--O-P-PO-R--TUN-rr-IES - Saturn, Genesis, 3DO, Thompson River, West of 
MORLEY MULDOON Gameboy, Game-gear, 
Transport Ltd requires Free price lists. We buy, Kamloops. Financing 
qualified journeyman sell, trade. A.J. Video available. Phone: 
Games 1-800.463-7529. (604)606-7900, Fax: heavy duty mechanic 
a.s.a.p. Excellent wages _ . HELP WANTED ( 6 0 4 ) 6 0 6 - 7 9 0 1 , 
forright individual, good COMPANY DRIVERS. sa les@niho .com.  
working conditions, bone- Calgary based, full-time & Internet: www.niho.com 
benefits. Require: Class 1 
fits and scheduled times licorice with 2 years high- 
off. Full-time employment, way experience. Submit 
Must be a team person your resume & abstract 
willing to expand with this Todayt Wes'tdaff"Bulk 
company. Fax resume Transport Ltd., 3780-76 
with references 1-403- Avenue S.E., Calgary, 
Alta. T2C 1J8. Fax: 1- 
842-6511 or col 1-403- 403-236-8905, Phone: 1- 
842-222211-900.463- 403-279-5506, 1-800-661- 
2232~ 8432. 
TRAVEL 
WESTERN BUDGET 
Motel, 2679 Hwy 97, 
Kelowna B.C. Pay with 
this ad until January 31, 
1996. Rooms single $20, 
Double $25,, no GST or-- 
PSTI (250)763-2484. 
• ' "  I : ,  "~-~- ,L ,g , )  ,~ :~ ' l lG 'q l l  ~ . lb ; le{ i  ¢ IH!  i~.-, t i 1"1¢ ' l~ l " "~ lF '~ la l  | I 
Hol iday  
Dead l ines!  
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAY 
AND WORD 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Issue Of  Sat. Dec. 13 - NOON Dec. 9 
Issue Of  Wed. Dec. 17 - 4 P.M. Dec. 12 
Issue Of  Sat. Dec. 20 - NOON Dec. 16 
Issue Of  Tues. Dec. 23 - 4 P.M. Dec. 18 
Issue Of  Sat. Dec. 27 - 4 P.M. Dec. 18 
Issue Of  Tues. Dec. 30 - 4 P.M. Dec. 22 
Issue Of  Sat. Jan. 3 - NOON Dec. 29 
The fol lowing issue wil l  be back to 
normal deadl_ines & pub dates! 
d ayyy 
From all o f  us at 
.....:i:!~!iii:~...i :~~. 
..... : " ) ? , /  .... 
• ,,. Xi:~:i%#~.: 
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iii!i N 4: 
J fERRA CE 
STANDARI ," 
3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 51:O. 
I I I I il " - 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 
638-7283 
$ 
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48MontbFinancing 
I i I 
Compare 'l~}O//o 48 Month ~'inancing 
~inancz'n,g Rate 
MSRP 
48 Months 
10% Down Payment 
Balance To Finance 
Interest Charge 
Total Paid 
35,840 
3_,584 
32,256 
6,943.64 
39,224.64 
Financing ~ Rate 
48 Months 
MSRP 
10% Down Payment 
Balance To Finance 
Interest Charge 
Total Paid 
35,840 
&584 
32,256 
0 
32,256 
(ou Save ¢   ! i4.55 i er month;'  rotai! ojr ,6,943. 
0% ~ ~ \\ 0% 
48 Month Financing u 
. _ _ 19_97_OR19._98Ch~rol._et_Astro Or GMC Safari 2 WD orAWD 
. . . . . . . . . .  
48 Month Financing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1997 OR 1998 Chevrolet Venture Van Or Pontiac Tran 
~/:~:~i!~':,ii:::;'~ . 48 Month Financing 48 Month Financing 
':,~--~ 1997 OR 1998 C/,evrolet Or GMC 1 Ton Crew Cab 4x4 
. Yon ~ imOw thi~ financing on approved GMAC Credit Onljp, DoWn pajwsent may be req~trecL This limited time offer applies to new vehicles in stock only. See )~r  McEwan 6M Sales Consultant for details. Aliflnanctn 80.&~ with GHA~ Taxes, Llcence, Insura~ Extra 
We Can Make I t  Happen At  The Br ight  Spot  On H ighway 16 West  In Terrace 
, i 
